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Executive 89mary

V st

This'study developed ,a descriptive model of writing

instruction in grades three through six which accounts for

both the characteristics and the variations orthis in-

structional process: Grounded in the situations, that

define writing instruction; this model was derived by

naturalistic observation in eight classrooms, in Rhode Island

throughout one school'year. Fifteen observers, including

eight teachers, progressively coded the observed data

and tested the coding system for its validity and reliability

The report of this study also describes the institutional

context within which the instruction occurred.

Sihce this study was intended to map'a territory for

future research, we conduCted various correlatign studies,

using the profiles of theltnstructional model, the analytic

assessment of the students' writing, the teachers' plans as

represented in their daily logs, a set of characteristics of

the student population, and the students' comments about

writing. We also analyzed the writing assignments to which

students responded. Correlation studies of these various

data yielded findings which indicated, directions, for future

research. The research tasks would be directed toward

refining the components -of .a planning system to support the

Classroom teacher. All of these tasks could k)e performed

by teachers, administrators, and research specialists
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working .iri,collahoration.

Th* more,proMinent features of this descriptive study

are briefly cited in,five sections Of this summary. They

include (1) the rationale of tie study, (2) its. research

design, (3) the environmental constraints on writing instruc-

tion in this setting, (4) the constants and variables of the

instructional model defived by the research team., (5) a

classification of other findings and some indication of new

research tasks that might pe relevant to these findings.

Rationale

In order to achieve the purpose of this exploratory

study, the research team engaged in collaborative, natura)istic

obser4ation. The lack of any historical research base

addressed to writing instruction necessitated this decision.

In the absence of any such base, the generation of hypotheses

to be tested later would have been of questionable value.

Such' hypotheses require closures which might have caused us

to reject valuable data prematurely. We began, therefore,

with no hypotheses to prove or to disprove. Instead, we,

addressed three leading, question What is writing

instruction in the elementary school? What forces directly

inTluence,this writing instruction? And how can' collaborative

research be used to define effective vititing instruction?

As these questions indicate,. we wanted to test a mode

of inquiry as/well as the information/thait might} yield.

With no hypotheses and no reason to treat teachers as
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subjects,-we were able to create a rese4ich. design that

ensured each team member an equal and significant role in

gathering and interpreting data. By engaging etch other

as peers, we could all gain access to information previous-

ly unavailable to.any of us.

Research 'Design

The team consisted of eight teachers representing

grades three through six and also acting ag non7participant

observers in one another's clastroom; five other non-

participant obaerxers, who were teachers or researchers
v

or, in some cases', both; the principal investigator; a

consultant from the, Aode Island Department of Education,

i
-

a project codirainatorj and four research assistants

designated to special asks. Our primary task was to test

a set of procedures by which teachers, researchers, and

administrators could precisely des be and classify the

Components of writing instruction. We intended to derive

a model that would be conceptuall1Nr4ppleandvalid., that
c

would also accommodate inter-rater reliability and.yield

data from which guidelines for future research might be

inferred.

The obsdrvers' classroom notes constituted our

primary source of data, which wat augmented by information

derived from bi-weekly conferencdt. Together, the primary
I

data in the observers' records and the derivative data in

the minutes of these conferences comprised an observation

corpus which was our major source of information. In order



X
to audit'the information corpids and to provide opportunities

for comparison, we gathered inkormatiomfYom var4ous other -

source? which fall unevenly into four categories.

The most extensive.category pertains to the ight

teachers on the team. In additioh to being the source of

the piimary, observed information, they were also he

source. of derived information by reason of their commentary

on every aspect of what we observed in their classrooms.

The various kinds of data that they provided were highly
4

evident throughout our stuay, and to categoriie them is

tantamount to writing this report. Essentially, the teachers
.

f8vided data as observers and observed, as respondents to

questionnaires, as authors of writing assignments, and as

diAritts of their own teaching.

A second category of information pertains to the

institutional context within which these eight teachers worked.

The sources of data subsumed into this category werethe
legislative and administrative rqcords which inform teaching

procedures, as :w611 as the instructional materials w4tch the

teachers lised. The other two categories of data pertained to

the students and. to their writing., Information 'from, these

spacces supplies the categorical bases for most of our

correlation studies involving the observation corpus.
3

Environmental Const;aints
)

As we began to assemble information during the year, we

Ilized that the contextual constraints of an institdtional

(

nature were formidable and far more limiting than the teachers

iv 8
4



first perceived them to be Each of these.teachers-taught

in a deterministic environment. Factors external to'their

classrooms' determined virtually every,a gpect pf the time

and sPlce with4a which they worked. Mandates from various

levels in the administrative hierarchy, disbursemerk of

funds,, the placement and grouping of students, and

institutionalized tests and textbook materials all circum-

scribed a concept of writing for teachers to addressy,

without specifying the means of addressing it. In such an

environment a teacher's goals and intentions characteristi-

cally represent an attempt to accommodate these external

forges in one way or another': to take useful advantage of

them wherever possible' or otherwise'tominimi.ze their effects.

On. the other handy the cpnstraints presumably associated vith

the student populations never materialized statletically.

More important, the teachers on the team never did regai%

the characteristics of students as limiting to Oriting

instruction.

The Instructional Model

Although the limits of our data base preclude a

generalized.answer to the question--"What isswriting instruc-

tion?"--our Study describes a meads of providing such an

answer. From a limited setting we derived a model of writing

instruction that is stable enough to be tested by more

writing instruction in many other settings. Writing

instruction is bewilderingly complex, and this model addresses.

1

9 A 4.



that complexity; it is comprised of a set s of constants and

^a setof variables that accommodate an estimable range of

behavior. Developed throughout ten observation cycles in

one school year, the model i based on the description of

.
:I160 classes of writing inst u9tion,in eight classrooms,

as recorded by thirteen ob erliers.

Through a procedure of-progressive coding, the observers

described kinds of instructional behavior, adjusted the

descriptions tosfitthis behavior, then tested them against

more observed behaviors. By this procedure we slowly

evolv1ed successive versions of a model of writing instruc-

tion. Each version, tested by more observed behavior,

became the basis for-thtOnext; each generation of odes

de ).ineated the instructional process,more.precisely.

This progressive coding continued until theobserved

components of writing instruction were stable enough

to sustain reliable observation.

wThrough this process we obseryed the basic unitof

writing instruction in these classes to,be the writingw

lesson. The wafting task sets the boundaries of a writing

lesson, but i$ of liltle use in describing the lesson.

Rather, according to our observational data, a writing les
.Ag

is delineated by activities in which teacher and students

engage. Each lesson'consists of some subset of nine

activities. Specifically, it is a giVen sequence of

activities, which may inclUde some repeated activities.

These nine activities are (1) presenting (information),

,1(

( .



(2) giving instructions, (3) orienting, (4):ssalindiig,

(5) 'writing, (6) rewriting, (7) .sharing writing., On evaluating,

and (9) editing.

7These activities are the constants of.this descriptive

model. In any giv4; lesson, however, each activity is

modified by -threeAkinds of variables: its duration, its order

in a sequence of the other activities, and those modal

characteristics which.deter*ne its precise nature. Even

if two lessons were comprised of the same activities

extending over the same span of time (a,phenomenon which we

never observed),, they. would still be' distinguishable by any
ti

one of these variables.

The complexity delineated-by this rofile's activities.

and Characteristics is systematic, no andom;.. its, ordering

principal ls that writing instruction is recursive; i.e.,.

'specified activities recur in different circumstances, until

given condition is met. The teacher makes decisions throughout

a lesson, but there ismore to this recurrence than merely

' repetition. Detision-making,recurs indefinitely untila

specified conditiort is met; the instructional process is

recursive, like a structured loop in a computer program.

Such recursion results from a continuous interaction

between teacher and student. There.ii a compelling

reason for writing instruction to be "characterized

.by such a high level of interaction between4students.

and teacher. 'The instructional efforyis recursive

because the; process of\writing is recursive The teacher's

decisions about how and when to,interact are necessarily

:0

vii
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responsive to this,process, whIchrIA toAte at a dif-

ferent stage of occurrence for earn doOt at%0c1,: any given time.

After testing this model acroek currl_
ire :11111m, we

concluded that-writing instruction k4 014OificLskntly different

from instruction in other subject01 4,e els conclusion

suggests a simple line of reaaonifaz fioaels
effective

instruction; any systematic

teaching in other subjects q:,%o

tionsmust evolve from the context C''t 1s1,0 ,t
ig .

.)N4StrUCtiOn;1
.1

the deSign for such improvement stvr, based
''

oh what'

teachers actually do and framed in \ Of hc=1,1
r . 112° they perceive

what they do.

Toward the benign cf,Effectilwqrikl; inotruQtioh

e final question that we r*4 flow c4,1 collaborative

research be used to design, effect ,4,ftjjig

impzlies dir%f that the

design

"effectiveness" cep Pe \? Al
:I

design task is feasible, and that kopo
fAtiv

research has

a role in the achievement of this "kat .011t &riclIngs confiA

these implications, along with 000 per8 theit
otir study

has generated, in a context of Sege' trOtt lkes ,ahead.

Effective
//writing

instructiop cad
oPet4tinally

defined in terfis of thelteacher's cN, p'makk,
4ag

in the classroom, bated on a ta6tiC4 asIcY t
PI- facilitate

any given student's composing. EON:ve- Vriti-41,
14 instruction

is the'teacher's consisteht interact_
1,v11 ^-°1 the students at

all points of response, so as to Yie'"ki
of)
tiOal xatosie at each

point; the outcome w it be some ,a69e of the a;tutlent



learning' behavior. This tactic 1 urgency, however, cannot

be consistently accommodated- h &t is, the teAdhing process
I

,

will probably not be qfective,- merely by the teackitr

working int4tively. Some comprehensilie support syst s

needed 'to furnish reference positioni" to guide the teadhe 's
r

rapid changes fr m,one point to another; as long as those

changes are ad h c in nature,.the effectiveAis Of the

teeching Willremain -iii doubt.

The model of writing instruction derived from -this 444
"'

study may be a useful guide to the desig of such a support

system; but it is not definitive. It ca , and should,

sustain further testing; in particular, each of the nine

activities could bear scrutiny by further progressive

coding. With further'observations in a different setti
1/4

a team of teachers'and researchers might determine the

rationale of each activity (its purpose and function), its

desired outcome, and wws of measuring that outcoMe.

The patterns that we derived from the error analysis

of student ose also-indicate some directions for research,

One element in the design of effective writing instruction

is a-scope and sequence for long-range planning. We

analyzed the writing outcome of the students in this study.

Am
-

patterns that might pertain to this element. And we

had in mind a series of leading questions. Does writing

instruction need to be a continuum of repeated reviews for

each student? What are the growth factors thdt might

13
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determine or modify a curriculum? When is the writer ready.

to learn to use new .constraints? Which ones can the students
.

be . expected to master, and at what stage? Which ones will

require reviewing in/the long-range:scheme?

The variance among'patternq is rich with possibilities

for researchers interested in developing a scope and sequence

based on writing constAtints, but it also makes the analytic

assessment of writing vulnerable to misinterpretations with

serious` consequences. One such misinterpreta*n would be to

view errors consistently in a negative way. Might not such

erroriandicate that the student is attempting a new structure,

one which has yet to be learned? Another,such misinterpreta-

tion would be the summative evaluation of a teacher based on

errors in the students' written texts. As tempting as it

might be, such a judgment would be simplistic; it would

imply that error frequency in.a group of texts is a precise

/measure of instructional quality,, which, our study indicates,
A

'

it is not.
1 ,

Part,of this study consisted-of an analysis of theme-
P .\.twriting tasks assigned by the teacher throughou -the year.

The teachers sepa;ately ass igned these tasks according to

their own instructional goals and schedules. This inform&

set of assigfitihts Consisted largely of vrkter-oriented tasks
,O

iradeshree and four and more reader-oriented and text-

oriented tasks in grades fiveland six. As a function of these

modes, \he assignments made inc(easingly ifficult conceptual'
; ../

.

x



demands-on the writers as grade levels increased.

A different set of tasks entailed our identifying

several kinds of stxiden'characteriptics andjUlAaposng

them with,the writing outcome. We identified five

characteristics fOr is procedure: .a student's grade(

level, socioeconom

in 'mathematics,' and

. 41Paa

status,. gender, scoresp readirig and

also writing tt honic.
4,

This section of

our findings reports the correspondences that we discovered.

Significantly,; the derived data support theleaAkers'

insights about the efforts of these various characteristics

on writing ability. As they insisted, grade level is either
a)

unrelated to writing outcome or related so imprecisely that

,it appears to be of little use in developing's scope and

sequence for progressive control over the oonstraints on

the writing process.

socioeconomic status and gender also appear to have-

little effect on students' abilities. The three other'

characteristics., however, wery significantly related to

changes in the errorpatterns of the writing outcome. One

characteristic is ability in, reading, another is ability

in mathematics, and the third is writing at home. But these

correspokdences are qualified. The first two correspondences,

between writing outcome and reading. or math ability, as the

teachers also insisted, need not'he a fixed determinant,

since these abilities are subject to modification. The

third correspondence, between writing outcome and writing

at home,reveals a relationship but no cle5,direction of

causality. Which one influences the other?
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Finally, our findings indicate the feasibility'of

basing instructional plahs on students as individuals

rather than on groups of students. And the profiles .

derived from. the instructidnal model indicate that the

teacher's tactical planning--typically based on the needs

of individual, students--often preempts prior plans.': If

any prior planning is to engender effective instruction,

therefore, it would appear that such planning must

accommodate the teacher's tactical situation--and not

the other way around.

ILV

I
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-Chapter One

The Need for a Common Language:

.9bme Indicative Questions

Received, opinion in the education community holds that most

children learn how to write in sch661 and that their learning

depends primarily on the effectiveness Of the instruction they
. *

receive. Bueffective writing instruction is 'an ideal, some

presumable quality of writing instruction, and it will remain

merely that until, writing instruction itself can be defined..

This, report.addresses the necessary fiist task of%definition:

a desCription 8f what constitutes writing instruction in a given

setting as observed over an,dxtended period of time In a pric-

tical sense the elementary,grades make an appropriate setting for

this first task. Focusing on the early grades makes especially

r. good sense in view off Donald Graves's findings for the Ford.
%

Foundation. Graves (1978) observes, "Of all the school years,
. .

'K-12, the most writing was conducted in the primary.year

proportionately declined with each successive grade level"
,

,

(p. e38). We-addressed this task in this setting, therefore,

hoping that whatever we might find would make some early and,

substantial contribution to We present state of the art of

writing'in ruction.
st;:

We began our search for a definition with the premise

that attempts'to assess' writing instruction have not yet bpen

successful. Richard.Larson (1979) has confirmed this point in



-a working paper for the ConferenCe on 'college Composition and

Comidnication from itecommittee on teacher evaluation. L rson,

categorizes the five basic ways in whiCh writing instruct rs are

generally evaluated: (1) observation of classes, (2) ins eption

of students' gomments, (3) inspection of a teacher'l assignm ts,

(4) self-evaluation by the teacher, and (5)',,/examination.of tahe

writing outcome; and he explains how each of these procedures is

currently defective or.inadequate: Moreover, little progress.

has been made in developin4 the knowledge necessary to implement

such evaluation. According to Larson, 4tIpere is not wen a body

of research literature looking to,the development of such

knowledge" (p. 4).

/Both scholars an& teachers are likely .resources in_the quest

for a Leans of eValuating writing instruction, but not through,

their separate efforts. We might assume, for example, that

.scholars would contribute a valid precise, and comprehensive,

,definition .of writing, so 'that teachers'might at least know the' ,-'
4
domain of thp subject. But the .findings of current 'research in

comiosition theory make Such 'an assumption questionable, not4th-
-.

standing the intensive effbrt that'scholars have'committeAo the

components of such .a definition. Aware of the "writing crisis"

y 1long before it became newsworthy in the early'1970.'s composition

theorists have 'produced confounding hypotheses; un in the
4

aggregatea their hypotheses increase rather thaii se the gap

between theory,and practice. ,Some years before the alip rAnce
1

of NeWsweek's cover story, "Why Johnny Can't Write" (Shiels

1975), several scholars,, including ,Parke (1961), Braddock e

(1963), and Meckel (1963) , 'had already proposed the need for'



extensive study of writing behavior. Reviewing research in

'writing and writing instruction, Braddock cited five methodolo-

gical studies vith "intrinsic merits and interest&' (p. 56), 1

whiCh could serve as points of departure fot continuing research.

The current state of the art can be assessed in res ect to that

survey of acholarship,Nelpeciallys to its confident t e. The

editors affirmed the feasibility of designing related research

projects, and they confidently expected that such researchyould

significantly affect writing instruction and writing achievement.

But now, seventeen years later, after intensive persTlal

and institutional effort and despite prodigious publication,

the scholarship about writing and writing instruction is frag-
.

mehted, contradictiory, parochial, often arbitrary, and generally

alien,to'thei teac ers whose task it is to teach writing. In

their anthology f research in composition, Cooper and Odell(1978)

Call attention to their own radically different assessment of
/

the si uation. The studies included in their volume promise

no control ling knowledge of writing as either a product or a

process, and the editors compound one's reservations abou

the state of the art,-offering merely the possibility of ind-

ing ways "to lift ourselves out of our own ignorance'!- '-,(p. xii') .

Cooper and Odell conkrey an acute sense of unfinished business.

Scholars in composition theory are trying to explain

phenomena that are not usually measurable, so they must neces-

sarily generate hypotheses. TO help describe the expansive

and: centrifugal nil ure of their efforts, it is useful to refer

to .a basic paradigm for building theories by stages: (1) classify

1
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information; ( ) derive hypotheses p rtinent to the categories;

(3) test these hypotheies against ne information and (4) 'revise.

and refine them; finally (5). relate the hypotheses to each other

withinSuperordinate categories. T1iese five stages of informa-
.

tiOn proce s.ing help one to summarize the state of the art.

The res rch efforts' in compositid theory are generally limited

to the first two stages: classif ing information and deriving

st;

hypotheses. 'In general,,no Clear relationship has be

blished among the many. arbitr dikes and nMulti

hypotheses currently ars.

As Gage (1964) h state of the art" of

coniposition theory is " rad gmatic," The contents of
I

,

every NCTE periodical attest to this. The exchange of infor-

mationmation among
ic

scholars -teachers suggests the logic of the
/

classified se4tion of a newspaper, where help wanted and
, . 4

services offered rarelyintersect. Occasional bibliographies

and various ( efforts at taxonomy have been immensely helpful

,

during the past five Mears, but they tend to be momentary

stays against confusion.
,

For the classroom teacher the incoherence of this scholar-
*

.
,

sship _lies particularly in thelfirst stage of the researchA
,,,...,

paradigm, the categorizing of information: specifically,Nin

the abundant revision of extant classifications and the
..

abrupt appearance of new ones. Scholars record and describe
1

informatibn about-the writing'process in dozens of porous

categories. The most frequent groupings of information in

2n
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current -age are prObably "invention," "stages of writing,"

"revision ' "audience," "modes of discourse," and "evaluation."

The eApa -ive dynamism of%the scholarship in ger raL can be

observe in the usage of any one.of these,categora s.

onsidet, for example, tile concept .of "stages of writing."

ese stages were first delineated by Rohman (1965), who con-
es

eivd of'pre-writing, writing,"and rewriting. Rohman's stages,
44

owever, cannot be equated with those that Britton (1975) called

"preparation," "incubation," and "articulation," which he later
,t

_changed "to "conception," "incubation," and "production (1978);

nor.are they similar to thosewhich Murray (1978) refers to as

"previsiOn," "vision," and revis4on:", Some earlier ciassifica-
4

..tions implied that stages of writing are discrete, but this pre-

misemise.hasbeen challe ed by Peter Elbow (1g73), who proposed that

the writer knvents1S\

,

well as reviseS'in cyclical patters

throughoulrhe writing process, and by Murray (1978), old- p.977)

and Sommers (197,4 who hold that revision occurs within each Of

Rohman's categories. .T e entire concept of discrete stages of

a process has been_tota ly modified trough successive qualifi-

cations why redefine is process as being recursive.' How

.6hodra ttte te her addr4s.this dilemma of conflicting hypotheses?

Another familiar c

"mods of discourse," an

egory. f information about writing is

thefdisson nt classifications of this

concept offer another example of hypotheses that are continually

being amended and qualified. Commondesignated as narration,

description, exposition, and logical' argumentation, these modes

21
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focused on writing as a product. Then came substantial changes.

Moffett (1868) defined them in terms of degrees of abstractness

as well 'as measures of distane betWeen writer and audience.

Kinneavy (1971) refined their rhetorical value to accommodate

the various.purposes df discourse. Both Emig (1971) and Britton

(1975) reformulated these modes to accommodate an emphasis on

writin4 aTocest, but their reformulations differ from each

other. Faced with these uneven, disparatejviews, how should

the teacher explain the modes of discourse.?

The domain of composition theory has been increting, and

the manifold hypotheses About, i11- defined. categories of

information have been derived from riany. disciplinetlAncluding
.'w

1

logic, general linguistics, vsycholinguistlics, sociolinguistics,

cognitive-developmental psychology, information.itheory, aiti-.

ficial inte/lligence, and temiotics.*Researchers tend to celer

brate this dynamism.' As Barritt And Kroll observe (1978) in

;itheir comments on cognitil.te=developmental psychology, "at

pretent, the best course for research in'composidg is probably,,
r . .1

1

1 eclectic: choosing from a diversity of methods and combiningf
\

various research paradigms" (p. 57):

The clatiroom teacher may readily sympathize with Kirig's

plea (1978) for a theory to describe the state of the art or

agree with de Beaugrande's observat4on (1978) that "a discipline

which refuses to focus upon the totality of language use is
0

unlikel\yto contribute directly to the development of a program

for teachingpeoPleto use language better " (p. 135). Indeed,

the tevelopmen't of such a program seems improbable. Composition

22



theorists take it for granted that they must build new cate-

gories in oider_to present their interpretations of composing

(Britton, 1975). Morg-to the point, they even invite other

scholars to build new category systems (Emig, 1978). This

proliferation of categories is a useful heuristic for theorists,

but how does it affect writing instructors?

John Mellon (1977) sternly answers this question:, "We

have no theories of teaching: Hunches ah-d-hypotheses are not

thOories: Last semester's successful.lesson plans are not

theories. Observations of externalized behaviors of persons

engaged in composing arei-not theories. Statistical tabula-

. .tions of syntactic strictures are not theories. The classroom

practice of professi6:41 writers turned teachers is not a

theory. Even the most ingenious schemes for categorizing' the
4
spectrum, of discourse.,. . are not instructional theorie

(p.'2). Reviewing the instructional materials tht h ve re-
,

sulted from .compositioh research,' Mellon Is pessimis ic.

They reVeal the "influence of faddishness, nearsi edness,

vulnerability to the hard educational sell coupled with a

naive belief in simple solutions, and often a tenden to

post with unseemly haste to commercial publication" Jr) 3-4).

What is the relationship between researchers and teachers

of writing? Researchers are aware that current' scholarship

has not filtered into classroom practice.. Attempting to explain

why this is so, however, they generally do not mention the

myriad hxpotheses and the confusion o4Mhneven statements about
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composing which dedicated teachers must supposedly sift through.

nstead, trying to account for the gap between research and

practice, thely typically focus on the teacher, emphasizing

what is wrong-oheaded about current practice. Girou4 (1978)

summarizes what he perceiveslAo be generalized attitudes; he

describes three kinds of.conventional 'ssumptions that teachere

make, .which are variously at odds with contemporary scholarship

4
and which hamper writing instruction. He calls them technocratic,

Tametic, and romantici'and he observes that they all nurture

misghided notions of writing. The technocratic assumption
. leads

ta_strict emtihasis.on:rules and exhortatiOns. The mimetic

assumption leads to a mode of instruction in which students read
0

models of good writing lnd then supposedly imitate these models.
1

The romantic assumptio accomodates a need to make the student

71'Wel aboutout writ ng, engendering an affective response to

writing at the expense of understanding its essentially cognitive

nature.

The technocratic emphatlis that Gi oux refers to reflects a

Able system of instruction which Young (1978) calls the "current

traditional paradigm," and which he-characterizes in this manner:

"the emphasis on the composed product rather than the composing

process; the analysis of discourse into words, sentences, and

paragraphs; theclassification of disqourse into description,

narration, exposition, and argument; the'strong concern with

usage (syntax, spelling, punctuation) and with style (economy,

clarity, emphasis); the preoccupation with the informal essay
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and XtIg2research ptper; and/so on" (p. 31). Despite the

insistence of contemporary theorists that these assumptions

are simply not founded on what we now know about witinq,

Young implies, the paradigm nevertheless prevails.,
\

Like Young, most scholars who address this subject assume

that a problem exists, but they identify the problem differently.

According to Stewart (1978),
.

teachers employ outdated theories
to

bectuse "composition research and teaching have not been con-

sidered intellectually respectable... " (p. 175)- According

to Brown (1975), teachers are caught up in their own academic

systems and, therefore, encourage their students to write

."safe," lioring essays. According to Graves (1975), teachers

present wra,ting as a form of punishment rather than as an

active.expression of ideas and feelings. According to Emig

t(1977),the teaching of writing in elementary and secondary

schools negatilly affects the students' attitudei toward.

writing. The authors of these articles characteristically

assume that teachers must change what they are doing if writing

instruction is to improve.

The need for change is defensible. Proposing any given

Change may/or may not be sound, but, in any cFse, unless there

is clear indication of how to manage such change, the proposal

is/useless. And if Ian explanation represents some hypothesis

of the observer, it is likely to sound patronizing: teachers

should encourage students to write thing that are enjoyable to
49

read (Brown, 1975); teachers should te h writing as an interdisci-

plinary endeavor (Fox, 1976); teacherF should help the 'students/
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eStablish-a'high'degree of comfort wi°1
kpe '4 task .

(kipple, 1975); and so on. .)

Some projects involving teachers ikl ' j,cica
research 9n .

writing instruction have been fruitf1.11; 1 -0 hay
, Ottle Ilot. In

A 141.k4
any case, documenting-an opin

tir instruction
tOn isootft V

6
, Y

is inadequate', especially if such (Pi4Ntot3on 11,4,1Qte.teach-
ers, ,is not like l' to engage teachers

efl'e"h4n9e with
:7\

. vP
'researchers.

The inadequacy of teacier prepatA, ig,comm
'it.)

Only cited
among descriptions of present writing

posing the
question of what to do about it, petek 6/1° 'tea thatOr
teachers in 'general have not been traiN Vrite

,s1that secon-
dary school teachers of English hofe P trej, e,n d

literature
rather than writing, and that "elantA

ocpcol t%achsrs fre-
quently do not even have the backsalou

.aledge f literature.
,z

tkwhich right enable theM to respond t tten
01 --"z)rdP (p. 597),..;

And Graves (1978) documents a start
koic

Of
institu-

tional measures to redress this 115* aatAN
trainipg.

iorm4)

"In a random survey-of 3#univer f0000 that

courses were off eked in readin
30 reP's kiterature,Ilk 0

21 in language irts and only two on
keAcIling Writing"

(p. 638).

kbe

institutions in'this res ect. Basea :
AkkeOr Addressed

to one group of elemen ary teachers who . el-PlatC4

on writing instructi and another grooP 1,10211.ed
*

&:
=;',0\course on elementar, readingeighty-VI

ilP-rs 41.
stIC 411-7 walmp ley
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observes that even such intereptsd teachers as these "have

very limited training experiences, and appear to know rather

little dbout writing authorities.and about where to find good'

articles on writing research or curriculum." (p. 734)

But Walmsley's proposition that pre-service training

-be overhauled, hOwever fruitful, s ems not to address two separ-

ate but self-eliident obstacles. 0 e concerns formal instruction,

which, in vieieof the shifting hypotheses that comprise composi-

tion theory, would be continuously subject to revision. TA'
other obstacle concerns the placement of teachers. Most teachers

who will be working during the next seven or eight years are

already in place; their situation calls for continuous reinforce-

ment in precisely what they are teaching while they are teaching

it.

'.c One durable prospect for learning on the job was suggested

nearly twenty years ago in NCTE's reportow.The National Interest

and the Teaching of English (1961). One of five suggestions

for focusing study on various subjects, including composition,
A

was this: "Encouraging teams ,of college scholars. to work with

teachers in local schools" (P. 4). More recent commentary helps
4,
to put this suggestion into perspective. "Teachers -rightfully

seek out ideas which have direct application to their classroom

teachigg," Lucking (1978) observes, "and the truly good teachers

probablywish to understand thoroughly the reasons for selecting

one teaching approach over another" (p. 578). He suggests. that

all training closelyipoordinate both language theory and teaching

e*
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methodology with the classroom teaching itself. Chew and

Schlawin (1978) offer a prudent caution about the ways of

integrating these disparate bodies of knowledge. "Too often

inservice programs patroriize teachers instead of capitalizing

on the expertise they have developed in the classroom" (p. 602).

Given all these considerations, how might researchers

collaborate with teachers to generate a precise description of

writing instruction? Doubtful of .e% research.mode that.pre7/

sents toachers as subjects with little or no understanding of

the researcher's a priori hypotheses; we decided-'reengage in

a collaborative study which, by it nature, would preclude such

hypotheses. We had no hypotheses to prove or to disprove. We -

therefore could not--and would not--injrfere with the process

of discovering whatever-we might find. As teachers and research-

ers interacting, we planned to describe and then to analyze

what we-described, sothat subsequent studies Sight refine and

develop our findings. The testing of hypotheses, thereby, was

at least two steps beyond our study.
r

Even so this project would present other problems in re-

search procedures, and some of them would be unique. Most

studies, even those .which Medley (1977) carefully sel is on'the

basis of empirically obtained relationships, do not appear to be

generalizable to the observation of writing instruction .0 More -

over,over, even current hypotheses about teaching would require modi-

fications. Berliner's notion (1978) of "academic learning time" and

4
s effect on student achievement was seductive, but since writing

)
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in the elementary schools is 6 to merged with other language

arts (reading, speaking, and list ning.):, an observer would find

it difficult 0 separate the block assigned to riting.

It became evident, thereford, that a whole new framework

had to be designed for observing writing instruction. Griffin

(1977) has efpressed such a peed. Significantly, she notes

that such an observation should be natural, rather than experi-
*

mental/ focused on the act or process.rather than onethe

,result or product, and addressed di
,..

ectly to behavior rather

;
than to coded reports about behavio .

Dunkin and'Biddle's notion (1974) of the importance of

observil the process of-teaching appeared to be applicable.

So did'Berliner's description of,teaching functions: acadeMic

monitoring, diagnosis, prescription, and providing feedback.

But since virtually nothing is known bout writing instruction

as a procei or about the functions that writing teachers engage

in, we decided that our observation of elementary teachers

should be naturalistic, rather than experimental. Such obser-

vation would accommodate the lack of any hypotheses about

writing instruction and allow us to derive categories which

would eventually describe suCh instruction.

Although the hypothes, of Berliner and Griffin are use-

ful, like, most hypotheses about how to observe teaching they

do not consider the teacher as an active participant in such

observation.

Pants should

1967, Glaserti

Two studies, however, do postulate

play a major role in observation.

and Strauss formulated a procedure

29

that partici-

As early as

for conducting
ar



qualitative research, wIlich entailthree successive operations:

(a) categories.of information are defined by informants in

the setting; (b) the categories are tested and refined by the

researchers; and (c).the categories are used to describe the

behavior of people in the setting.

This procedure offered us a point of departure, although

significantly it involves participants that are informers, but

not collaborators. More recently, Mergendoller, Ward and

Tikunoff (1979) have formulated and applied collaborative

Ii10 strategies suitable for a naturalistic setting. They stress
4

the idea', shared by sociologists and psychologists, that

"reality is understood through the individual and'sOcial con-

struction 'of explanatory categories" (p. 1). Suoh categories,

they indicate; should result from collaboration among members

of a team "working with parity" and "assuming equal responsibi-

lity" (p. 10). Most impOrtantly, they indicate that *he problem

which the team chooses to focus on should not be predetermined

by the researcher; rather, it "should emerge from the mutual

concerns and inquiries of the team, and above all, should

attend to the teacher's problems" (pp. 14-15).

With such a goal in mind, we raised some indicative ques-

tions, and we embarked on collaborative research for the

answers. These three questions informed our task.

1. What is 'writing instruction 'in the elementaryschools?

This question breeds a cluster of others, addressing

epistemology and logistics in no particular order. How

do teachers perceive writing? What do they propose to

30anwam...1

f
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teach, and how go they go about the task? Where, oii

writingefitjnto the curriculum? What is the domain of

writing inAtrUction? And what does that instruction'

_

consist Of? These questions have obvious contextual

implications which suggest the next leading question.

2, What fordesIdireCtly influence writing instruction in

/(-
elefientary, hools?

This Au stion suggests a determinism at work. 'What

are the constraints in the teaching and learning environ-

ment? What Jte the enabling factors? Given all of the:eld-

ments of a teaching context, what are the teacher's assump-

tions about.Writing and writing instruction? How do these

elements. combine in defining or delimiting a teache

goals and intentions?

3. How can collaborative research be used to design effective

writing instruction?

Unraveling this question raises three more questions be-
.

yond the first. (What is writing instruction?). These three

questions raise new issues: What is effective writing

instruction? How might. it be designed? And what is the

role of collaborative research in the design task? The

first issue, about effectiveness, implies that the com-

ponents of writing instruction, once identified, can be

analyzed well enough to make them assessable. The second

issue, about the design task, implies that these compo-

ments can be modified and manipulated to achieve some

desired outcome. The third, issue, about the role of
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collaborative research, concerns the efficacy of ,inter-!,

action among teachers and researchers in addressing all

of these issues.

the first test of its efficacy was at hand as we began

this study. Not knowing the answers to these indicative'ques-

tions, despite the myriad, disjunctive statements that might

be answers if we could relate"them, we proposed to engage the

teachers as peers and colleagues in our search. We reasoned,

that if anyone could find a way to describe what teachers, do,

they could. And defining a common language of writing inStruc-

tion,might help us to assimilate many things that are now

known but not yet linked togeter

The collaborative mode would necess4rily limit our search

in certain ways and enable it in others. If the teachers and
_

researchers were o peers, 'then the teachers, could not be

subjects. We could not address the effects of their teaching

nor the evaluation of.their efforts. Moreover, we would need

teachers representing different frames of reference insofar

as that might be' possible. For these reasons, therefore, we

}

could not generalize our. data beyond precise, definable limits.'

) addressedThese capabilities and thes limitations, in

''--\

Chapter Two of this report, concerning our research design.

We then turn to the leading questions that we have just'

raised, addressing first, in Chapter Three, the sense of a
1

context within which writing instruction occurs. Chapter Four,

the longest part of this report, confronts the main question:

What is writing instruction in the elementary schools? And

32
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Chapter Five discussesthe possibilities of collaborative

research in the task of designing effective writing instruc-

tion; cthat final chapter,is based on our inferences about the

way-in hich we as a tea addressed the main question and

about tO0 significance of the kind of information we discovered

thereby. Bir addressing the indicative questions together, we

proposed -to 'sta'te answersor else better questions--in

the teac words. We proposed to derive a meaningful ,

descrip on,of writing instruction as a basis for those studies

of effectiveness that'might-later be undertaken.

The meaningful description, in favt,turned out to be more

than a vocabulary. It is a set of related constructs that

reveals a context of constraints, assumptions, intentions, and

various kinds of tactical decisions by which teachers delineate

yriting insteuction: It provides a ommon way of talking about

this complex. activity.



Chapter Two

Research Design: The Progressive Coding of

Naturalistic, Obseniation

The resevch design described-here was intended to define

and test a set of procedures bwhich teachers and researchers

together could precisely describe and classify the components

of writing instruction. We intended these procedures to remain

conceptually simple, to yield acceptable reliability in the

coding', andto enable the observers to learn, their tasks by

performing them. The procedures had to accommodate both typel
,

of data analysis mbich Glaset'and Strauss (1976) describe, 411!'.

namely, hypothesig testing and theory generation,. for possible

use at a later. time. Accordingly, this study was designed to

yield a modeLof writing instruction that would be capable (pc.'
, ,

deseribing the instructional proces'and of yielding data froth -

which guidelines for future research might be inferred. Ands

rwe intended our prodedures.to be repl cable' by other teams in

other settings.

We began this study.with no database
A

almost no research has seriously addressed methods and pr6C
4

dures of writing instruction in ele ry schools. (A search

-4

for' reference,,,Isnce'

of'the ERIC index ofjourhalsin edu.4ion reveals tha only

twenty-nine articles' written between 1968 and mid-1988 have

focused on this subject; they are annotated in Appendix G.

Few' of these articles concern theory, and some are merely

autobiographical.) Vie paucity of substantial research,
. ,

therefore, indicated a need to avoid assumptions and to base,

our research design on naturalistic observation.

19
, 34
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Naturalistic Observation

In accordance with protocols established_fornaturalisio

observation, summarized.by Mergendoller, Ward and Tikunoff (1979),

we accomodated three aspects of"the classroom environment:

natural behavior, natural setting, and natural treatment.

Drawing from Tunnel's work (1977), Mergend011er et al.-describe

natural behavior as beilavior that "is part of the person's
4

existing response repertoire," natural setting as one in which

"people regularly find themselves,",and natural treatment as

treatmenCihat "the subject would have experienced . . with

or without the presence of researchers" (p. 20). Accordingly,

as much as possible, observation did not modify the clasiroom

activities.

°Ige used a farge,mixed group of observers. The rationale

for this decision is reasona'ly evident. In the beginning of

the project, all observers were expected to record different

#
events or the same events differ ently. The large size of the

group and the extended range of perspectives were both deal- liable;

we wanted to create a useful abrasion among the team members

and to avoid achieving premature closure.in defining concepts

by which to describe writing instruction. Greene (1977) has

pointed out that teachers have different epistemologies; even

homoge4eous groups of teachers represent different ways of

describing the.sameevents, and sfie ha proposed that-these

differences be used to-focus energies.

We enriched obi deliberations with these natural differ-

ences ) associating the elementary school eachers with

35



41assroom observers whose fraMes of reference reflected

writing instruction .at other grade levels. These other

classrOom observers were four writing instructors and an

educational psychologist;, their aggregate experiende in writing

instruction ranged fromgrade three through thirteen.. The

different perspectilies were intended to enable team members

to make inferences together, biat these diffeiences would be

advantageous only if all team-members had equal status in the

project. Such equity was, in fact, the case; the eight clais-,

room teachers and the other'observers were all full collab-

orators in developiqg the model of writing instruction de-

dcribed in Chapter Four.

We designed a team to consist of eight teachers repre-
.

sqnting grades three through six and also acting as nonpar-

ticipant observefs (T-Np) in one another's classrooms, five

nonparticipant observers (Nn. .the principal investigator,

a consultant from the Rhode Island Departmentof Education,

a project coordinator, and four researchers delegated to special

tasks; The NP_observers and the researchers were dra rom

The membership of the Center for Research fn Writing and its

staff of research contractors. The principal investigator

participated'in all of the designated tasks in order to gain

A close knowledge of them. These activities were instrumental

to the primary responsibilities, which included coor-

dination of-tasks and schedules, liaison with the Department

of Education and school district personnel, and the reporting

of the study.

36
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Selection of Teachers and Classrooms

Our criteria for selecting teachers Were related to the

tasks they would perform. Obyiously, the teachers would be

crucial to the outcome of this study. We reasoned that they /

could not only provide original information but alto assess the

authenticity of whatever we might discover.

We had eight criteria for selecting teachers to the teaft,

the first two. of which concerned the diversity of our sources

of information, namely, the teachers themselves and .the classes

they taught. (1) We sought teachers who would represent dif-

ferent degrees of experience, different attitudes, and different

teaching styles. (2) We sought whatever ranges we could find,

among the student populations with respect to their socioeconomic

stifus and also to the type of instruction tfteymight be likely

'to receive. The next four of our criteria related directly to

the tasks themselves. Each teacher had to agree to (3) obser re

otherAsea hers, (4) be observed by other teachers, (5) share

with one's teammates all of the information that these obser

tons might yield, and (6) engage, in rigorous analysis of this

information., (7) We sought teachers who would be sufficiently

self-confident to engage the scholars as Sell as other teachers

on the team. (8) We wanted teachers who would be available to

AO.

V
meet a demanding schedule of conferences and meetings throughout

the school year.
A

To assess the availability of persons who might meet ale

criteria, we hadced the R.I. Department of to

identify teachers in any of the 38 elementary school districts

37
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in the State. With the help of superintendents and school

principals, the Department identified sixty-one teachers who
)

had been recommended by at least one school administrator. In

the aggregate, they had taught from four to twenty'five years

at grade levels from three to fourte . enty of the nominees

volunteered to attend and nineteen of them olunteered to parti-

cipate in this; descriptive study.

These teachers also Completed a questionnaire which asked

them in several different ways to'note some of their own

teaching patterns and also to indicate what they considered to

be effective writing instruction. Their answers to the questions
A 0

revealed a set of conventional, 'public attitudes about writing,

a wide range of practices in the teaching of writing, and some
'01,1

indication that these conventionar attitudes and the actual

practice might 15b- at odds. Given .the procedureby'which they

had been nominated and their own willingness to paiticipate in

research, these teachers clearly represented a responsible com-

munity of opinion about writing instruction in the elementary

schools, so their anszers to the questions thereby presented us

with an early sense of the context of this study.

There was a-remarkable range in the time these teachers

allotted to writing instruction.. They were asked the n r of

days each week during which they taught writing; their a rs

ranged from one to five. They were asked what percentage of

the language arts curriculum they devoted to writing instruction;

their answers ranged from 10% to 70%. They were asked what

percentage of instructiap in other subject areas they devoted
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to writing instruction, their answers ranged from 0% to 70%.

These vastly different emphases on writing instruction could

be a function of many unknown variables, one of which might

be their different perceptions of what constitutes writing

instruction.

Their conventional attitudes were engendered by convention-

al questions. When asked, "What is effective writing?", they
6

answered with remarkable, similarity, confirming what Young (1978)

defines as the "contemporary traditional paradigm" (cited in

Chapter One). Here is a synthetic response constructed from

seven different answers: "Above all, effective writing is

communication. This communication has the characteristics of

being clear, concise, logical, and grammatical." And here is a

response constructed from four other answers: "Writing is the

clear, concise, logical; and grammatical expression of thought

andideas." All answers equated writing with communication, and

two of them implied criteria for effective s ech ("Good writing/

communicates as effectively as speech."). In um, they not only

perceived writing as a product, but as a produc exclusively in

the transactional mode, focused on the reader with intent to

persuade. Their answers 'did not acknowledge that writing itself,
might be a learning mode or even that writing is a process in

any sense.

But when the teachers were asked to Cbde information about

classroom intu<lon that might be relevant to writing instruc-

tion, many of their answers showed an awareness of writing

instruction as a process, and a sensitivity to formative



evaluation. The questionnaire presented them with different

aspects of classroom interaction, based on the classification

systems of both Bellack (1963) and Flanders (1970), and asked

0
them to describe what might be effebtive'writing instruction as

25

categorized by these activities. Fourteen of the teachers, for

example, felt that goal setting should be structured to students'

needs and should be geared to step-by-step progression. As for

presenting information, seven of the teachers felt that students

should be allowed to respond- and to make suggistions as part of

the presentation, and two of them stated that the teachers

should present information inductively and allow for discovery.

Some. of their observations about evaluation were sophisti-

cated in addition to showing good practice. Evaluation, for

example, should begin with the assignment, which should be

categorically clear about the task. The wgitten work should be

evaluated in terms of the goals that the teacher and the students

had discussed. Two teachers felt that evaluation should entail

at/least two drafts of writing, with the teacher responding to

thelTirst draft and then allowing the student to rewrite. Two

other teachers perceived that evaluation should not merely be

addressed to the content of a paper butcather to the way in

which it presented ideas.

The responses of the teachers to thielluestionnaire helped

us to formulate some of the guiding questions that Becker (1958)

suggests be used to design a naturalistic study. In particular,

these teachers had indicated that when they regarded writing

instruction in a situational sense, they did indeed have codes

40
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beyond the contemlibry

those codes and the-'way

traditional paradigm. Discovering

they cluster was the purpose of our

descriptive research.

These nineteen teachers later participated in-a dis-

o 1

ussion of their answers with the five researchers appointed
A, 1

.____..

to the team and two members of the research-and-evaluation

staff of the Department of Education. In addition to the

composition of their classes, their answers to the question-
.

naire and their discussion of these answers determined the

membership of the team. We selected seven women and one man,

representing two classrdoms at. each offour %rade levels,

three through six. Our choices were ,fortunate. All eigq7

teachers met the personal criteria fo

research team was unusuarlly large, inte ction was lex,

Since_ the-

.

and we needed an unco irLdegred of trust and cooperation ,

amonall 'team members; this we achiigved All were veteran

teachers with seven or

experience. Even more

interest in writing

vate them 'to devote

for twelve months."

classes (while many

more\yearsof

to t

instruct

much of

All were

em4hearx,escheol teach

point 41 1 of t 0-.shared, an

on sufficiently' strOngto'Moti
pq

eir free time to thil project

teaching writing.lessons,.in their

other teachers in the same schools Were not).

These teachers also fulfilled the criteria necessary for
e

the selection of their classrooms. Accordihglty, these' class-

rooms represent a considerable range in student populations .and

instructional modes. Table 1 displays this diverlitnacco7
_ -

ding to the specific codes we assigned each team member in

preparation for later reduction of data. The eight teachers
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were destgnated by their classroom numbers: #31 and #32

for the two.third grades, #41 and #42 for the two fourth

grades, and so on; the five nonparticipant observers were

designated as NP #1, NP #2, and so on. Our findin s in

various parts of this report are displayed in terms of these

designators. Whenever appropriate, however, we cite the

teachers anonymously, with arbitrary. designators: Teacher A,

Teacher B, and so on.

The teacher designators are used in Table 1 to display

the more prominent features of th4 eight classes in our study;

these classes differed markedly. hree schools were located

in the inner city, three were suburban, andtwo were in small

towns. And the 'aggregate enrollment represented.a broad range

of family incomes. The Rhode Island Department of Education

ranks the Alleral socioeconomic status of school populations

in the state on a one to nine scale; these eight schools

covered the entire range from one to nine. Two of the schools

assigned students to classes by ability leVel; six used

el , heterogeneouS assignments.(\ Wour of the classes were self-
. -.

`contained (the same teache taught all subjects except art.

nd music); four had spe alized instruction (several teachers

'taught the same group o tiVents). Three of the classes

"-were distinctive in other ways as well: one was limited to

gifteebtudents, one was in a magnet school that presented

innovative programs and one had a large limited-English-

speaking (LES) population.



Table 1--Context of Classrobres

ro om #31 #32 #41 #42 #51 #52 #61 #62

1 Grade Levels K-4 K-4 4-5 K-6
,

K-5 K-5 K-6 5-6
.

m EXperience (years) 9 . 7 9 B 10 lk 17 171

:r. In-Service Writing tone- one none one course none none none one course
T'..

.,.

l District Population 156,000 17,000 20,000 51,000 156,000 25,000 72,000 16,000

)f Neighborhood urban urban rural suburban urban rural suburban suburban

:ity (percentage) 50% Cau-.

casian

50% Cau-

casian

99% Cau-

casian

99% Cau-

casian

66% Cau-

casian

100% Cau-

casian

100% L.,
casian

100% Cau-

casian
, r-1 40% Black

10% Other

25% His-

panic2
34% Black

25% Other

totemic Status3 1-2 1-2 ' 2-3 2-3 1-902/4-10% 3 3 341

Invd1vement . active inactive active active very active active active very active

f Instruction special- special- special- self- self- self- self- special-
ized ized ized contained contained contained contained ized.

Grouping //hetero-

geneous

hetero-

geneous

homo-

geneous

hetero-,

geneous,

hetero--

geneous

hetero-

geneous

hetero-

genious

homo

geneous

pal's Years at School 3 6

'(gifted)

4

'
,

15 5 12 5 12

Went 25 -33 29 32 25 33 32 28
Selected From 21, 23 28 28 24 33 29 27

17 years administration 2Latino and Portugese 3KEY: 5-upper class 3-middle, 1-poverty

4-upper middle 2-working level
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Progressive Coding 40

We had two goals for the observation of writing in-

struction in these eight classrooms. One, as we mentioned

earlier, was to evolve a model ot writing instruction, a

system of codes to describe the instructional process. (By

"code" we mean a category of information within a system of

categories.) We wanted to design a valid system, based on

the terminology of the teachers. Our other goal was.to"use

and test a set of procedures for evolving such a system of

codes. Actually, we regarded,the procedure for evolving a

valid and reliable system of codes as more important than

the system itself, since any system we might design.could be
tk.s

refined or amended as,appropriate by other resear $43-using

the same procedure in other settings.

We concur with Griffin (1977) that not enough is known
ti

about writing instruction to begin observation with an

a priori code. As indicated in the preliminary questionnaire

just cited, the teachers were already teaching writing

according to some partial codes without necessarily knowing

how, or even whether, these codes might be mutually related.

In two ways this fact indicated to us the importance of

collaborative research. We wanted whatever codes We might

evolve to reflect the terminology of the teachers. But

we wanted more than merely a familiar vocabulary; we wanted

the codes to convey a sense of the goals or intentions i obierved

behavior. The answers to the preliminary questionnaire co -

firmed that some goals or intentions were implied in the

teaching behavior that the teachers considered to be eflOrCtive.
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Teachers' goals or intentions, we ieasoned, would be crucial

to our analysis of whatever classroom activity we might

observe, since they would influence the decisions that

teachers make during the instructional process.

We wanted to be able to infer intentions from behavior,

and the 'possibility of doing so would be greatly affected by the

dynamics of the observational team. Accordingly,. this study

could proceed only with the full collaboration of the teachers,

and it would depend largely on their inferences about whatever'

we might observe together. The teachers, therefore, could.not

be subjects as teachers might be in'a research study committed

to testing hypotheses. Only if they were full members of the

erresearch team could we gain some knowledge of how the teacher

perceive what they do, a subject that none of us knew very

much about.
40

Accordingly, the research design would have to ensure each

team member's having an equal and significant role in the

gathering and interpreting,ofsdat and we would minimize as far

as possible the undue influen of any university bias. The

teachers would constitute th majority of the team, and our

decisions would be made by co sensus. At our first plenary

meeting (P, 9/8/79) we agreed that no team member would be

evaluated and'that the only object of evaluation would be\our

own work-in-progress. We renewed this pledge to ourselves

frequently thereafter.

As the instrument of our collaborative research we

chose the procedure of progressive coding. In the broadest
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sense, progressive coding consists of-juxtaposing 9 des-
.

'cription of behavior with actual behavior through succes7

sive observations and then modifying the description to

make it conform to the actual behavior. The procedure is a

simple algorithm of steps that are repeated, like a loop in

a computer program, until a definition is precise enough to

be used reliably.

Having no code to begin wit<!1, we used narratives to

hi

record our first observations. We wrote strings of inde-

pendent clauses- in the present tense, which eac observer

was free to abbreviate or not.

Teacher tells students about paragraphs (t, ss, para).

Student 'asks about complex sentences (641 ?t, sent).

We'recoided these early observations on split-sheet pages.
a

Each observer recorded the narrative of what occurred on the

left side of a page and used the right side for impressions

or speculations if time permitted. From these narratives,

We-compiled a gross list of words or phrases denoting what

had occurred in the classroom. This list was actually a set

of primitive codes that we continued to test by successive

observations in all of the classrooms. Chapter Four describes

the evolution of those codes into constructs, that is, into

precise definitions of observed behavior supported by examples.

To anticipate that discussion we describe here the

procedure 'by which these constructs evolved. In the observation

.process both the T-NPs and the NPs functioned in exactly the
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same way. Each observation visit was recorded on pages of

NCR paper, enabling the observer (either a T-NP or am.NP)
CV

ta retain one copy, to leave another copy with the classroom

teacher, and to give a third copy to another. team member
g

(either an NP or a T-NP) who had not observed this class

session. These

observation cord and make appropriate inferences. By

arrangement the participants of the trinary meetings were

always two T-NPs and one NP, who kept the minutes of the

meeting.

The trinary meetings were both the means and the record

of our progressive coding; they were crucial to the outcome

of our study. Neither teacher nor observer had an

unbiased or fully informed view of the observed lesion,

and the team member who had not observed the class had only

the recordto,go by. Together they analyzed; and combined

their perceptions ofthe lesson, clarifying their various

interpretations, and sometimes disagreements. Each

meeting lasted an hour or so.

The minutes of these proceedings typically emphasize

unfinished business. The power- of progressive coding, in

fact, demands on unfinished business. The procedure

requires both an awareness of the current inadequacies

of the coding system and a willingness to retain some of

these inadequacies in the system until they can be resolved,
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During the academic year we held forty trinary

meetings, repeating every' permutation of team members

three or four times. The minutes of these meetings were
/ .

circulated to all team members every two weeks: in all,

a record of some 40,000 words. We will cite these minutes

wherever appropriate throughout this report, using a simple

reference for the purpose; if we cite trinary meeting #27,

for example, we will refer to "(T27)." The date of that

meeting and the designators of the three participants can

be' found'in Appendix A which identifies all o the formal

meetings of the team throughout this study. Thee incriade
,

plenary meetings (cited as "P" and the date) and also NP

meetings, whose function-it was to set the agenda for the

plenary meetings.

Each type of meeting served a different function in

facilitating the flow of information throughout the team.

As already indicated, the trinary meetings were-the
N

primary means of prgfessive coding. At the plenary meetings

we confirmed decisions about poligotes and procedures,

often using subgroups to help formulate our discussions.
i

The NP meetings served to link the two. Given the large

number of team members and the consequent need to resolve

33

difficulties as soon as possible, the structural meeting.

4 schedule was necessary. Surprisingly, we even found it

comforting to add more meetings to our original schedule;

we had anticipated five preililly meetings, and we actually

held eleven, most of them at the suggestion of the teachers.

$
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And after the schoa year we conve ed five more times to

review the data we'had generated. 4is network of

meetings ensured each team member of becoming'a full

participant, with an opportunity to make a significant

contribution to the results of the study. All of us

recognized that each member's contribution was in fact

both real and newssary.' v.

In tactical terms, this communication network enabled

us.to move through successive stages of defining, testing,

and refining categories of information. At the outset we

had in mind three sets of taqs: first, to identify codes

of behavior; then, to define a valid set of codes; finally,

to achieve acceptible reliability in using categories of
01.--

. $

codes, that is a coding system, to describe welting

instruction. To sust these successive stages of
\\\

progressive coding, we' scheduled ten obsdrvation cycles

of two weeks each throughout the school year, with a

review period after every two cycles. Trinary meetings

occurred during the observation cycles, wild plenary

meetings occurred during the review periods. An

approximate schedule linked the ten observation cycles

to the rough stages of progiegsive c ing.

r
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Observation
Cycles

Preliminary

1 & 2

Tasks

Workshop: observing
videotyped classes.

Describe instruction.

35

Ob'ectives

Clarify observer's role.

Develop tentative code
clusters to descri,be com-
ponents of instruction.

3 & 4 Prepare first draft of
categories of codes;
determine unit of analysis.

levels? Modify codes?
Add new codes?

5 &'6

7 & 8

9 & 10

Test tentative cluster
of codes. Do the cedes
apply across grade.

f.

Use first draft Of
coding system to ob-
serve activities.

Continue to use coding
system and begin re-
liability procedur

Continue with codi
system and also re
bility procedure.

4

Define and refine categories
to improve validity of codes.

Define and refine codds
improve reliability of
.servers (as well as validi
of codes).

Define and refine codes for
la- acceptagle reliability.

Unit of Analysis

Each classr om was observed twice in each, observation

cycle, twenty times during the year. All of the observation

visits to all classes during the ten cycles totaled

One primary constraint determined the logistics of observa-

tion and, in fact,-the number of NPs that we needed. Since

the teachers did not wish to leave their own classes more

than twice a month, we limited each T-NP's schedule to one
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observation visit in every cycle. Accordingly, to achieve

adequate coverage and also continuity of experience, each of

foukins observed twice as often, that is, twice in every

cycle. (The team's fifth etituted as needed.)

To familiarize ours=`' with the context within which

writing is taught, we i tially observed periods of writing-

instruction and periods of instruction in other subjects.

During the first two cycles, the duration of each observation

visit was a half-day. Thereafter, observers stayed only

for the periods of writing instruction, which were generally

'`sixty to ninety minutes long. In tIk last two observation

cycles, however,we resumed observation of instruction in

other subjects, in addition to our regular observation

schedule, in order td test the uniqueness of writing

instruction.

Within each period of writing instruction we define a unit

of analysis so as to make it accessible to a naive observer.

we SPfined a unit as any episode in which the

speaker, ih>oic, and the listener remain unchanged. Thus,

is new unit would begin with any change in speaker, topic,

or listener. At the end of Cycle #6 this definition was

simplified for better reliability in observing, as described

in Chapter Four. Using .ecommon analogy from dr,ama we called'

1 this unit a "subscene," assuming that the observed period was

a "scene."

\
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Summary of Data Sources

The observers' classroom notes constituted our primary

source of data, which was augmented by information derived

from the trinary minutes. Frequent comparisons of separate

minutes yielded new information that was not necessarily in

any one of them; this information helped us to formulate our

ongoing agenda, which the plenary minutes periodically

codified. Together, the primary data in the observers'
0

records and the derivative data in the minutes of these

meeting: comprised an obse4vation corpus which was our

major source of information. Chapter Four describes the

development of this corpus as well as the outcome that it

documents.

In order to audit the observation corpus and to ptovide

opportunities for comparison we gathered information from

various other sources which fall unevenly into four cate-

gories. The most extensive category pertains to the eight

teachers on the team. In addition to being Vie source of the

primary, observed information, they were also the source of

derived information by reason of their commentary on every

aspect of whlit.we observed in their classrooms. The various

kinds of data that they provided were highly evident through-

' out our study, and to categorize them is tantamount .to

writing Chapter Four of this repertv. Essentially, the
_2--

teachers provided d-data as observers and obserVed, as res-

pondenti to questionnaires, as authors.of writing assign-

ments, and as diarists of their own teaching.

1'
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A second category of information pertains to the

institutional context within which these eight teachers
*

worked. The sources of data subsumed into this category

were the legislative and administrative records whichoinform

teaching procedures, as well as thelpstructional materials

which the teachers used. Chapter Three describes the

significance of the.information that these sources yield.

The other two categories of data pertained to the stu4ents

and to their writing. Information from these sources comprises

a, large portion of the final chapter of this report, which

concerns the possibilities of further research. Because they

supply the categorical bases for mostof our correlation

studies involving the observation corpus, however, they merit

some prior description at this point.

The WritingSample

Student writing was asSign-ed differently by each teacher

throughout°the school year. No attempts were made to regular-

ize assignments, so the written texts addressed a wide range

of subjects in different modes of discourse, and they were

collected at different times.. From all of these Written

texts we selected an extensive sample for analytic assess-

ment. Although the assessment procedure was concurrent with

the progressive coding of our classroom observations, we

agreed to review the assessment scores only after the school

year was over in order to keep the progressive coding

unencumbered. After the last observation cycle had been

completed, however, the teachers received profiles of the

writing of their-individual classrooms and also patterns of
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workshop n the analytic assessment

( by the researchers who had prepared the writ

of students.

oss grades. And they participated in

of writing,

7P4Y

an extended

presented

rofiles

The total writing sample sel for ana i

-description donsi ed of 2,78 s, totaling 305,154

words. These te_ts were' written by the 213 atudents,'°f

in the eight classrooms who attended regularly' during the

course of the year. In approximately equal numbers the

texts in the sample were written in each of three time spans:

September through November, December through February, and

March through May. These texts wereresponses to 137

assignments for impromptu writing in class. The number of

assignments per classroom ranged from fifteen to twenty-one;

the mean was seventeen. Texts were selected from a larger

'set representing 170 assignments; the texts responding to

thirty-three assignments were omitted because the sets were

incomplete, reflecting absences from school, or because

certaidp assignments precluded consistent coding.

Writing Assignments

All assignments of writing tasks were categorized post

facto according to one of four empha : writer-oriented (W),

subject-oriented (S), readerrorien

(T). They are listed 'in Appendix B.

Rli or text-oriented

reasing order,

the assignments called for"subject-oriented or writer=bKiented

prose (about attitudes or feelings), reader-oriented prose,
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and finally, text-oriented prose. These assignments ,differ

with' grade 'levels, as shown in-Chapter Five.

Assessment of the Writing Sample

Most of the twenty teachers who had answered our pre-

liminary questionnaire indicated that they sought to reduce
4"4...;

errors in writing. SOmeltystem of notation that scored

errors was therefore apl)ropriate. Because
i

the concept, of error-reduction, whi these
11;

said they emphasized in their instru tion,

used to measure, the writing outcome. The vefulness of su h
lk

analysis has been noted by Moth Shaughnesiy (1977) and Kr 1

and Schafer (1978), who stress the importance of formative

system of notation 4 spedfi-

it accommodates

teachers had

error .analysis was

evaluation, that is, of so
40

K.

dilly directs the writer to rewriting.
I

But the.system could not obtrude on the naturalistic mode

of-the project. Primary traitAmoring (described by Lloyd-

Jones in Cooper and Odell,,107) and White's system of scoring,

discussed in Shaughnesty (1978) were not available options .for_

thte'reason. Since each system requiiet careful preparation of

designated assignments by teachers, the use of either system%

would have trespassed on naturalistic observation.

The coding system used to analyze the writing samples was

in place at the beginning of the project. Compatible with the

Kroll and Schafer, concept of error analysis and designed and

developed by the Center for Research in Writing -this system

counts proportionate errors in twentrone categories. Arready

well-tested, this system had. been used to anytyze the writing

of, students from grades three to sixteen and 'also of
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skilled adult (published) writers.

These 2,787 texts were described in terms of this

system of an llis which addressed twenty linguistic and

rhetorical constraints in sentences and sentence strings;

the analysii also included spelling. Each of ,these con-

straints has been defined as a construct and then assigned

a coded label. Each of- these codes designates a given

linguistic or rhetorical constrain
0 I

Each code is discrete

from the,others, and together th- represent the universe of

constraints that characterize the writing of students

grade levels th hrough si teen and also of skil ult

(published) writers. The cod ng of any text con

noting the ,mituse' of an

sts of

hese constraints 04 the absence

of a.connE9.ftt-f!rcitra context that calls for It presence.

Table 2 -.identifies these codes.

This particular system of error analysis was used bec

it is both accurate and valid. It was derived from a gross

list of 140 conventional constraints, as labeled in handbooks

and rhetoric manuals; each term had been progressively tested,

defined, and redefined through the analysis of some 1.2 million

words ofTgros in 2,100 texts during three years prior to the

start of thi project. The testing was conducted by a team of

some twe y teachers and researchers who represented teaching

experience in the elementary, middle, secondary, and post-

secondary grades. This system of analytic description was

developed by progressive coding, that is, by precisely the

way in which the observers in this project developed the

codes for the activities that comprise writing instruction.

57
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42 Table 2

I Twenty-one Constrainps (and th ir absence or misuse)
Used in CRWfs Profiles of Writing

Structural
Unit Code Name

Paragraph

\k4ragraph
Sequence

Sentence

1 no) organizing idea

2 evidence imissing)

0 sentence paragraph (undeveloped)
. p.

3 (no) forecast

4 (lack of) sequence between two p ragraphs

5 G (no) conclusion

6 reader (not'addressed)

F
'PP
(fragment of) complete sentence

SV subject-verb (dis)agreement

verb form or tense (misused)

Ct complement (inexact) rm

C (faulty) compounding.

W wrong word ice,

diction (causing syntact c fracture)

J joining indepe dent cla ses
(unconventi nally)

A (inaccurate) pun tuati in demarcating
phrases and c ause

PC phrases and clause: (misused)

R referent (not.cle r)

T (inaccurate) terminal punctuation

Q (inaccurate), use of quotation marks,
around quoted discourse

Word Sp (mis)spelling

O
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To ensure rater reliability, the readers conducted

)periodic reliability workshops to discuss problems of coding.

In addition, one third of all papers were read by a second

reader, and discrepancies in coding were discussed by the

readers. These procedures were time-consuming,but they

resulted in a rater reliability in the various categories

ranging from .95 to .99.

Becauie writing outcome-has been conventionally regarded

as a primary measure of effective writing instruction, we

sought to test this assumption Is thoroughly as possible.

audit the error analysis of the total writing sample, we
- -sik

conducted further textual analysis of a subset of °356 itexts.--\

Representing twelve per ent of the total sample, this subset

two

To

was selected from the writing samples collected during the

fall and spring in each class and was analyzed in terms of

foloother syntactic and rhetorical measures., We described

these texts in terms of the cohesive factors defined by

Halliday and Hasari (1976), by T-unit counting as specified

by Hunt (1965), and by the measures of groW0 in .writing

described by Odell (1977). We also analyzed the usage of

nouns, s4tple modifiers, and verbs.

Interviews with Students
A

Students' responses to writing in its various aspects

43

were recorded and analyied by means of two sets of interviews,.'

one in September and the other in May. Each interview lasted

about ten minutes, during Which the interviewer transcribed

each student's answers to thirty-one coded questions. In

E 9
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September, one third of, the students in each classroom were

interviewed; in Mai, every student in each class was inter-

viewed and asked to respond to the same tfiirty-one questions.

In addition, five other questions that pertained to demo-

/ graphic information were asked of the students in May. The

1

students interviewed on both occasions were 'those whose

written tegts we assessed throughout the year.

From the set of thirty-one questions addre d to writing,

three subsets were used to form three descriptive scales of

measurement that applied 't,6°eptch studnt: one's,self-concept

as a writer, one's attitude writing, and one's concept.toward
,

. ,-jr

q.writing. The f jarige of thesehree scales ;varies according
w ,

-*,to the number ;of questions in the subset csuprising each
t .

st,alez the more' fluegtions, the greater the rangp. ,

A ..
'-d

' l'i

'The scale, labeled "Self,.1Concept, as, a ,Writpr" es from
c .

1- v: ., .

"tero to four,.w
/
f one's oWn 041

toga 'Writingd .
.-

hereincthe high:'score-denotes-Ok'positive oncept
. ,

tpig abilitiellt. the scale labeled, "Attic de

rangel frop one to ten,- whereil# the high score
,, * ,.

.posit'posit' e attit4de.TThe.scale labeled% Concept of
t°11.!'

,. ,
\ pr '4 0

41

(\-1k4ting"'mlasured opO's:4awarenest of-kthw.CompleXity ofNrriting.
7,

It ranges froM,,,tero to.thirty-ti 4q, with the higher scores de-
.

.- ,

1" , :. -
. . ,. 4 2.)otizig greater<awakendis of the_complexitiss.inherent in writing.

,

:'-' 't The Co*
4

heco*plete questionnh4 WPPears in Appendlx C, wherein
; ,

the thirtAne.questiaS about writipg are signed code numbers

<
,7,

' 4"--t-
from #3. te-Aft11. The 'scale 4.abeled PS6 ;f- Concept"-Concept is cog;ised1

:-'('
....1

8 ofit't*modues ons (#30 Iddk#34). The ' ale labeled "Attitude

toward V AWritins comprised of five 4uestioris (414, #22, #30,

#40Yand 101).. And the scale label&T'"ConCept. of Writing" is
.

.
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comprised of eight questions (#21, 131, #32, #33, #35, #36,

#38, and #39) .

Research Design in Retrospect

At the outslet of our study we had no clear notion of how

the data from these sources would fit together. We would,

of course, be gathering information from widely s arated

sources at different times throughout the study, but, more

deliberately, we decided toeep the writing outcome and

population characteristics separate and apart, not to be

addressed until after the observation phase of the study.

The effect of this decision was to keep us from making

premature closures, to remove from our reach the means of

preempting our gathering and,processing of information.

This decision was compatible with the three major

elements of our research design: ,naturalistic observation

for the gathering of data from the classrooms, progressive

coding for,the pr ceasing of thosedata, and a structured

network of meetings to enable the progressive coding to

occur. And there were tactical reasons for resisting

closure: the need to respect naturalistic inquiry, once

we had chosen that mode, and the need to maintain parity

among team members, to keep the information flowing from

the teachers who were the source of it.
IOU

But at the outset we did not realize how fortunate

this caution woulcfprove to be. We already khew that

writing instruction is complex, but we had.no j.dea how

complex--how many factors shape it or the ways in which
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A

they shape it--until we began to piece the clues

together during the observation phase of our study

and to analyze what we had assembled. Only in

retrospect do we perceive how the context of writing

instruction affects the kind of interaction that we

, observed. This instructional context is the-subject

Chapter Three, which explains how what was

happening in the classroom was determined by what was

happening without.

0



Chapter Three

Constraints on Writing Instruction

in These Elementary Schools

Each of these eight teachers taught in i deterministic

environment. Factors external to their classrooms determined

virtually every aspect of the time and space within which

they worked. Mandates from various levels in the)adminis-

trative hierarchy, disbursement of funds, the placement and

grouping of*students, and institutionalized tests and text-

book materials all circumscribed a concept of writing for

teachers to address, without specifying the means of addressing

it. In such an environment a teacher's goals and intentions

characteristically represent an attempt to accommodate these

external forces in one way or another: to take useful ad-
./

vantage of them wherever possible or otherwise to minimize

their effects. '

Some of the consequences of these constraining fore,

became evident in the answers to the questionnaire preliminary

to this study, provided by twenty elemehtary school teachers

in thirteen Rhode Island school districts. As these teachers

saw it, their role was to cope. They were aware of the

0

constraints imposed upon them, and they were explicit about

the effects of such strictures on writing. The tone of this

response was typical: "the aftinistration doesn't value writing,

the curriculum doesn't emphasize it, and the standardized

47
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materials supplied to teachers don't call for it" (P, 5/24/79).

Theseftwenty teachers identified three principal obstacles

to writing instruction. One was the lack,of sufficient time

for instruction, due to the low priority of writing in the

curriculum. Another was the measurement of writing by merely
AP

objective tests, which thereby diminished it; they cited

familiar tests and commercial ditto sheets "which require

the placing of an 'X' in the appropriate box." The third

obstacle that they identified, the lack of consensus about

writing instruction, was evident' by the variety in their des-

ignations: "lack of agreement among teachers as to what'

is 'acceptable writing' or abOut what is 'effective writing'"

(both concepts were cited), the "lack of understanding of

how writing-is .effecti'vely taught," and a "lack of articu-

lation in the instructional process (e.g., paragraph before

sentences thoroughly mastered)."

These twenty teachers were reacting to the consequences

of institutional constraints: to the procedures and policies

of federal, state, and local governments, ad also to the

publication of instructional materials and standardized tests.
4

SurprieinO.y their sense of Obstacles did not include reference

to the populations that they were teaching. But since the

nature of the student population might be assumed to affect

writing instruction, the researchers on the team reasoned
;

that we should investigate what these teachers had omitted

in the way of obstacles as well as what 'they Cited.

64
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ith these clu the team+1 pipers began to compile a

description of constra nts on writing instruction. As we

assembled more and more information during the year, we

preceived that the early caucus of teachers had accurately.

identified what they.had to cope with. The ceSntextual con7

straints of an institutional nature were formidable and far

more limiting than the teachers first perceived them to be.

On the other hand, the constraints presumably associated with
0

the student populations never materialized statistically.

More important, the teachers on the team never did regard

the'characteristics of students as limiting to writing instruc-

tion. Both of these realizations--about institutional constraints

and population constraints--comprise the subject of this chapter.

The institutional constraints are the most
e immediate;

they, include the legislative and administrative guidelines

in the state and also the products and services of the commer-

cial education estalkishment. The General Laws of Rhode

Island, as the laws in many other states, require that the

public schools present a set of special interest subjects;

in Rhode Island these include physiologyand hygiene, health

and physical education, fire preyentio 'narcotics, consumer

education, a

But there is

wr ting inst

has given no

d the history and gover ent df Rhode Island.

o mention in the Ge ral Laws of writing or

ction, and, sp icallY, the state legislature

statutory'suppo o the teaching of writing

in the elementary1chools.
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1

In its legislative posture with respect to writing, Rhode

Island is similar to states with such differing populations

and economic environments as Arizona, Colorado, Idaho; Florida,

Kentucky, Maine, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Nebraska,

Nevada, New Hampshire, North Carolina, Oregon, South Dakota,

Tennessee, and Utah. These states are located in eight'of

the ten federal judiciary circuits, and the judici01 record

pertinent to the legislative policy in Rhode Island is also

similar to the record in these seventeen other states, in none

of them ,has any litigation occUrred over a writing requirement

in the schools.

The state deparidinents of education specify objectives

for writing instruction in four of these states; in thirteen

of them they do not, and Rhode Ial is among this majority.

The separate school districts in Island are empowered

to define writing instruction. District superintendents

in Rhode Island normally issue guidelines to teachers to

clarify instructional priorities. Procedures for developing

these guidelines are approximately the same in the seven

districts involved in the study. The superintendent appoints

a group of teac ers to a committee, in this case a lanquacip

arts committte, which specifies curricular guidelines.

Submitted as recommendations to the assistant superintendent,

manager of instructional services, or other appropriate

reviewer, these guidelines are authorized by the superin-
%,

tendent or, in two cases, by the school board and then\

C6
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distributed-to All teachers.

. This final authorization of the guidelines in all subject

areas charitteristically reflects federal funding. Five of

the eight principals whose schools were part of this study

'agfirmed that federally-financed programs have a significant

impact on what is taught in their schools. Notably, prior

to 1978, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act excluded

writing as one of the baMc skills. Not until 1980 did schools

begin to receive federal funds for programs in writing instruc-

tion.

The guidelines for languAge arts in the seven districts

were prepared at various times during the past ten years,

but they look much alike. Suggestions for time allotted

to language-arts instruction range from ten to twelve hours

a week. The guidelines all specify behavioral-objectives

and prescribe proportionate instructional time for reading,

spelling, and communication skills, including speaking,

listening and writing. Like these other subjects, writing

is defined in terms of instructional priorities. During an

early plenary meeting (P, 10/13/79) the eight teachers dis-

cussed the local interpretations of these guidelines. Teacher C,

for example, is told exactly habit much time to allot to phy-

sical education, mathematics, and reading, but there are no

instructions about how much time to allot to writing. Teacher F

obse es that nobody monitors the guidelines for teach&

writing tin School F because they are so vague; teachers may

C7
A
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decide for themselves what skills to teach.

Given such vacuous guidelines, other adanistrative pro-

cedures have oblique effects on writing instruction, although

they vary from one classroom to another. Some of the teachers

may participate in the selection of their students; others

may not. Teacher /B must use the instructional materials,

selected by a curriculum specialist. Teacher E's principal'

wants a quiet building, thereby limiting students studying

in groups. Teacher H must isolate in the classroom any students

who present discipline probleMs. Teacher A 6bwever, enjoys

a more flexible administrative environment and is subject to

none of these constraints.

Although a teacher's autonomy in the classroom is partly

a function of the administrative style in the'individual school,

all teachers necessarily respond to a leveling kind of account-

ability. This leveling is caused by the systematic testing

of students, the norm referencing of scores, and the publication

of results. Test scores are monitored at all administrative

levels. The most recent state-wide assessment by the Rhode

Department of Education, Basic Skills Achievement: A

Four Year Assessment (1979) indicates that Rhode Island

students have performed at about the national norm during the

past four years, somewhat higher in the fourth grade and some-

what lower in the eighth.
/

But more to the point, these scores

are newsworthy.'

The teachers feel they placed in, a competitive sithat-11

tion over which they havewno control. Published annually in -' he

Cs r.
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Providence Journal, or The Evening Bulletin, the test scores

provide a temptation to compare school districts.' "Naturally

we teach to the, tests," Teacher B explains; "our superintendent

is happy to publish those scores that show We are above the

state norm." Teacher E has a more competitive situation; the

school principal distributes to the teachers the test scores

from all the elementary Schools in the district (P, 9/6/80).

These scores are the results of the standardized tests

of language skills which are processed annually. Each of the

seven districts in this 'stiAy uses one of four tests: Iowa

Test of Basic Skills, California Achievement Test, Comprehen-

sive Test of Basic Skills, or the Stanford. Achievement Test.

With minor variations, all four include a language scale which

consists of spelling, mechanics, and-usage subscaies. The

spelling test generally entails recognizing and/or choosing

a correction for misspelled words, and the test on mechanics

dedls similarlythrith capit lization and pt nctuation errors.

The usage test involves rec

tion for sentence fragments

modifiers, and miscellaneous

negatives, and redundancies.

equate language with grammar

gnizing and/or choosing a correc-

and error in verbs, pronouns,

constructions

In short, the

and spelling,

su

staff i rdized tests

and none of them

double

measures anything remotely similar to composing.

The pressurd produce high test scores was one of the

constraints that the teachers addressed at thPir first oppor-
.

tunity. The minutes of trinary meeting #4 (T4r accurately
4

4

U
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state their consensus that the pressure to produce high

scores is detrimental to writing. In this conviction they

were no alone. Referring to his report to the Ford

Foundation, Graves (1978) cites a typical response

to this reinforcement of a diminished view of writing. "One

sixth grade teacher said, 'I'll,tell you why writing isn't

taught anymore. It can't be tested. We are so hung up on

reporting "X" month's gain to the community on nationally

normed tests that we ignore those areas where it can't be

done...' (p. 637).

Textbook editors and authors are, of course, profoundly

aware of these tests. Reinforcing the assumption that grammar

is writing, commercial teaching materiait reveal this aware-

ness and readily provide the means of teaching to the tests.

Graves (1977) summarizes the typical reductiveness of the

textbooks through their virtual elimination of the fact that'

writing is a process. "The entire process area is left un-

touched by these texts. Neither prewriting, composing, or

poStcomposing activities are suggested with strength or sub-

stance in either teacher'or-studenetexts." (p. 823). The

omission is scarcely an oversight. Commenting on the text-
,

book trade, Stewart (1978) has pointed _out thdt rocess-
,

Oriented instructional material does not.apppa a wide
f4

market but that published formulas which focus Apn writing

as a product,continue to sell well.

The textbooks available to these eight, taachers document

this observation=-and more. Issued between 1966 and 1980

r



by ten different publishers, these textbook's present some

4,500'pages of rules, explanations, and exercises that

predominantly addressed to skillg in grammar and *mechanics.
e

Their remarkable sameness is evident in two respects. The
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same. predominant emphasis occurs acR all four grade levels;

it also characterizes the textbooks irrespective Of their

pudlication dates over a span of fifteen years.

Even more remarkable is the circularity which, these books
a

present. There is no ptrticular order among the interior

chapters, but there is a distinct pattern in the way they

begin ,and end. At all four grade levels they characteristically

begin with an "introduction to language," and they 'terminate'

with some form of "introduction to writing." This final spliFbn

variously describes some of the modes of discourse and offers

model paragraphs for reading. The cumulative sequence presents

0
a virtual repetition to the student who starts one grade-level

text with an introductionto language, continues that text up

to the point of writing, and begins the next grade-level text

with an introduction to language.

Presumably, such circularity would -occur if each grade-

level teacher completed the assigned texts. Because they pre-

'ferred to design their own instructional 'materials, however,

none of these eight teachers completed the textbooks assigned

to them. Observations during the last three. cyc es of this

study indicate that teachers used commercial materials for'

writing instruction only 7% of the time (see Table 8 in Chapter
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Four); and, in fact, two of the teacheid pondered the useful-
:fs

ness of these commercial materials early in the study. In

trinary meeting #5 (T5) they questoned the connection between

the concepts they were trying to teach and the commercial

materials that were available to them. They wondered which of

these ma eria w re the most approp iate and whetheiiiif not

they ul p attention to them .1
1!=4"

From the beginning the teache perceived that the curri-

cular guidelines were relatively useless, that standardized

tests were outright constraints, and. /hat textbooks were not

particularly relevant to what they were teaching. And they

soon discovered a large consequence of these limitations in

the aggregate: in the way these constraints confounded goal-

setting and obscured planning. The discovery occurred when

the teachers compilqd a synthetiC'curriculum in order to

furnish some context for what they were beginning to see in

the eight classrooms. In a plen,a4eting at the end Of-
)

cycle #4 (P, 12/1/79), the teachers caucused by grade-levels

to answer two queptions: "What writing skills do I expect my

students to demonstrate in September?" and "What writing skills

do I expect them to achieve by June?" Laid end to end their
0

answers form a continuum of repeated elements with no consistent

progression from one grade'level to another. (This document

0 appears in.Appendix E).

In the preparation of this synthetic curriculum the

teachers did not consult with team. members in other grades.

The level of abstraction of the goal statements is specific

c,
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6
to theseparate classrooms, and- it might be assumed that a

given goal statement for grade six was understood to be less

global than a similar statement for grade though
4

it might not appear so. However, the significance of this

synthetic curricul ilthat eight teachers in seven districts

Ncould arrive in an h r s time at a schema so remarkably

similar to the, language of the urricular guidelines and the

circularity of the 4.extbooks-. he teachers saw nothing re-
;

ANi
Ai

markable about this abstracted continuum. In fact, they were

surpased that the other team members should think it odd.

"This is the way we cope," Teacher F explained, "I try to

take each child where I find him and move him along as far as

I can." But what about those behavioral objectives? "Oh,

t'oSqPL-Teacher B added, "They're for the lessonpians in the

pri ipal's office."

`!The teacher's sense of continuum helped us to perceive

on s btler determinants of writing instruction, although

mor plenary discussions had to occur before it became

Ilea' . -at (the early plenary Albetings the teachers were ex-

plic'tjabout:the demands on their time: paper work, red tape,

Irep rt deadlines, and the like, leaving them little time to

teach)wkiting. Surprisingly, they later perceived that a

major constraint on/time is the language arts block itself, a

unit of time Within which the teachers are supposed to address

all of the subjects specified in that cuzAilculy guideline.

From the beginning we had been puzzled by the answers to the
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block had ranged frdm 10o7.9I. And now these widely

-4'

/...- -
liying'estimates bega#74-tZ mdke sense; the actual time allotted

° ". .

wr jting daily; others

to writing might well have varied-extensively, depending on

the time remaining after the other language-arts subjects had

been addressed.

But an even more interesting set of clues began to emerge

from our trinary meetings, indicating that the teachers tended

to fuse instruction in writing with instructigh in the other

language arts. In the first set of trinary meetings, when

they were discussing what they observed in the classrooms they

evidently viewed language arts a block (T1). They discussed

"listening skills" (T4), and "joining oral and written exercises"

(T6); "reading" was, mentioned a half-dozen times during the

first ten trinary meetings. "Listening" and three modes ;dr

"reading" comprised four df the thirtSione kinds of activities

wYch they associated with writing instruction during the first-
,

two cycles of observation.

This designation of "activities" anticipates a more exact

description of the components of writing instruction in'the

next chapter, but it documents here our point about language

arts as an undifferentiated time block. Until the end of the

sixth cycle, more than half-way through the observation period,

74
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"reading" was assumed to be an activity of writing instruc-

tion; only then did the team members perceive that reading is

merely one way of carrying out several activities of writing

instruction.

Since our purpose was to describe writing\4pstruction as

,xlistinct from other subjects in the language arts block, we

did not pursue the interactive nature of instruction in these

subjects. Such a study would be technically feasible begin-

ning with the description of writing instruction that we de-

rived (see Chapter Four), should it serve 'some rationale beyond

our stated purpose here. But that rationale should be based

on at least this uch information: that writing instruction

in this setti as an unstated but generally low priority

in the curricular guidelines for language arts, that some

teachers interweave writing instruction--as well as writing --

with their other language arts subjects. Such further study

should also be informed by the consensus among:_the teachers on

this to that writing instruction takes far more time to

prepare -implement than the curricular guidelines indicate,,

that such significant and necessary commitment to writing

instruction is not clearly understood by those who Authorize

the guidelines, and that writing instruction is therefore not

assigned an appropriate priority for teaching time. I sum,

the teacherkperceive the absence of realistic specification

to be a major constraint on writing instruction.

The limiting factor most evident to all of the team
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members, as soon as we began our observation schedule

classroom space, both the size and the shape of it. Unlike%

the unsettling constraint of a language-arts block that ob-

scures writing instruction, the matter of spatial limits

promised immediate possibilities for observation. Records

of the first class visits contained sketches of the classroom,

and all eight trinary meetings in the first observation cycle P
addressed some aspect of the teaching space and its consequences.

Ke discussed the large, functional layout in two of the class-

rooms (Tand the straight rows of ,chairs in two others
r.

(T4,8). We discussed the effects of teaching space on-indiv-

idualized' instruction and group activities (T3.,5 77)., we consid-

ered the various consequences .of the teachers'Ilocation in

the room' (T4), and we pondered the relationship 'of classrooms

interruptions to the normal noise level of any room (T4).

Tien we abruptly abandoned the whole subject.

The noteworthy fact of this episode in observing was its

sudden termination. Perceiving that classroom space was more

of a constant than a variable, we started to look at what was

happening within the space, and we began to see writing instruc-

tion for the first time. Much later in the observation phase

of the study, the team returned to the subject of classroom

interruptions, decided that they had no significantpffect

on instruction, but agreed do a procedure for coding.Alm

when they did occur. Aside from this latter transaction, however,,

classroom space was no longer a factor in our observations.

For the teachers thenselves, the turning point was significant.



Spatial constraints became less interesting; they were simply

to be coped with. And the complexities of the instructional

process became far more engrossing.

The institutional context of these eight classrooms is

essentally a set of limiting conditions which caused a dis-

sonance in varying degrees among teachers. Each of them

could perceive the ways in which their institutional efforts

were not being supported-in some respects even subverted--

yet none of them had the means of even analyzing these limit- .

ing factors, let alone of causing any institutional change.

But the teachers felt no such dissonance when they considered

their student populations. Throughout our discourse the

teachers conveyed their confidence in dealing with this imme-

diate aspect of their environment. Although they affirmed

that student characteristics are potential determinants of the

teaching process,'th y did not believe that these character-,

necessarily affect -tudent learning.

Minutes of t early trinary meetings reveal concern

aract= istics that might be constraining

ngualism (Ti), relative student maturity (T7),

lack of enrichment in the home environment (T7), class size

with respect to the stude t-teacher ratio (T4,5), and the

effects of a heterogeneous or homogeneous student population

IT3,6,E4. But they viewed these characteristics as given

values that they could accommodate in their teaching; they

Oid not view them as fixed determinants. In the final ple-

nary meeting (P, 10/4/80), the teachers again discussed
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population characteristics and their effects on writing

instruction. They confirmed their earlier sense of the

importance of reading ability, attention'span, and intereit

in writing. But without exception they insisted that gen-

der, socioeconomic status, and ethnicity affected only some

possible choices of writing assignments and the ways in

which teachers might present these assignments. Otherwise,

the teachers felt that these varia6les had little o,r no ef-

fect on writing instruction. Our later correlation studies

(reposed in Chapter Five) confirmed their instincts.

The reason why the teachers discounted student charac-

teristics became obvious through classroom observation; they

perceived their students not as parts of a population but as

individuals. This narrow concentration on a succession of

ind2Vidual students is a function of writing instruction, a

concept which the next two chapters of this report will ad-

dress. Even so, the teachers' sense of consonande in this

regard points up even more their dissonance about the in-

structional system. And from all of this contextual infor-

matioh a profile of the teachers begins to emerge.

They were all feeling alone, coping in tpeir.own dif-

ferent ways with what they could not control. For this reason

primarily they joined this collaborative study. "This project

has given us back our pride," one teacher remarked in a news-

paper interview about this project. Here were university

scholars wanting to join forces, "coming to a group of
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classroom teachers and saying, 'you have some knowledge that

we need.' It's kind of nice for a change." This statement

4 surely confirms the comments by Chew and Schlawin (1978) about

the fruitful possibilities of recognizing the expertise of

teachers. But, more to the point, in their normal circumstances
Ik

these teachers were working without the shared knowledge of

this team.

For acquiring such-kpowledge they have not had much help

from the State's educational institutions'or from their own

school districts. There has been scant opportunity for special-

ized t'raining. In this respect. the report by Graves (1978),

already mentioned, speaks accurately to the stituation in

Rhode Island. Gr-Aves cites a search in thirty-six universities

that yielded a list of 169 graduate courses available to teach-

ers, of which only two were in writing instruction. The only

extended in-service training in writs g instruction in Rhode

Island d ri)ig the past seven years was ffered by the Center

for Research in Writing in 1977 and subsidized by the Rhode

Island Department of Education.

These teacherd have all taught extensively; as Table 1

in Chapter Two indi'cates, their experience in classroom in-

struction _ranges from seven years to seventeen years. Yet

only two of them have had any in- service training in writing

instruction. Of the six others, three have participated in

training programs in other subjects, such as creative drama,

language experience, reading, and language arts in general,

and one has participated in a photography and writing project
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.;:;,commercially sponsored. They have taken adirantage of what few

opportunities they have had. Just how few, in s4te cases, is

acknowledged in the newspaper story of the teachers on our

team, and it describes the kind of support that one of them

had expected but never received. "None of the professors . .

taught her how to teach writing. None of the administrators

she has worked for in the last eight years told her, either."

And it Continues with the way in which she prepared herself.

She developed h'er own methods for teaching writing

by reading books' and articles, listening to other

teachers and just plain experimenting. Her tech--'

niques work for her and her students, she says.

Other teachers have to find out what works for them.

Some are successful. Some are not.

Two of her colleagues echoed her opinion during a trinary

meeting, concluding that "Teachers.seem to rely greatly on their

intuition in teaching writing" (T16). Like these colleagues,

she had done what she had to and coped as well as stve could,

but by and large these teachers cope alone.

a

so



Chapter Four

A Model for Analysis of Writing Instruction

The global question that we posed earlier -- What is

writing instruction in the elementary schools? -- is pivotal

in the series of leading. questions that define this study.

Although the limits of our data lase preclude a generalized .

answer, this chapper describes a means of

answer. From a limited setting 'we deri

viding such an

analysis of writing instruction that is st

odel for

le enough to b

tested by more writing instruction in many of er settings.

Any model is useful in proportion to it predictive

ity, its capacity to describe whatever may appen. In

this case, a model's usefulness depends on its capacity to

describe a predictable range of instructional behavior; it

must be able to describe differences with reference to some

norm and to measure those differences precisely. FrOm any

data base a model should be able to engender separate pro-

files.

't

If it can do all this simply, so much the better.

To the extent that a model can provide such measurements,

given any goals, it can be used to describe different in-

structional behavior, that is,.to yield different profiles.

Beyond Ids, in the design of more effective writinc 40-

struction, it can be,vsed to test the goals emselves

or the assumed goals.

Writing instruction is bewilderingly complex. This

65
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model addresses that complexity; it is comprised of

a set of constants (the nine activities) and a set of

variables (the ways the activities are Jed) that accommodate an

estimable range of behavior. The constants are activities

in which the teache; and the students engage. 'The_vaki-

w
ablei include the time span of each activity as well as its

characteristic qualities or properties. And the estimable

range of behavior is deft'ned by sets of activities of 4if-
.

fering duration, performed in various modes and in differ-

ent combinations. The permutations of these components

are all measurable, so that changes can be noted. The be-

wildering complexity of writing instruction lies in the rapid

changes that occur from one permutation to another.

Developed throughout ten observation cycles in one

school year, the model is based on the despriptioof 160

claised of writing instruction in eight classrooms, as re-

corded by thirteen observers. Through a procedure of pro-

gressive coding, the observers described kinds of instruc-

tional behavior, adjusted the descriptions to fit this be

havior, then tested them against more observed behavior.

By this procedure we slowly evolved successive versions of a model

for describing writing instruction. Each version, tested by more

observed behavior, became the basis for the next; each gen-

eratiOn of codes delineated the instructional process more

precisely. This progressive coding continued until the ob-

served components of writing instruction were stable enough

to sustain reliable observation. The seventh generation of
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our model achieved thls stability, and.we correlated its

descriptions-of teaching behaviqr with data from other

sources.

This chapter-describes the components of the,developed

model and also the patterns of teaching behavior that we

deriVed by using it; to this extent we repoft resultt. But

-there-is more to report than these result's. The descrfp-

tion of instructional behavior derived

gressive coding is 'relatively useful.

y,stage of

ut only relatively.

Since each successive profile described instructional' be-

havior_more precisely than its .predecessor, the history.of'

each profile was generative; it appears, therefore, tilat.

progreisive coding can be used in designing more,effectiVe

writing instruction, a prospett which we address rb:the

final cliapter." Meanwhile, this chapter addreises tt;4'hit-
,

tory of our developed model as well as the results that we

derived with it. In fact, by counterpointing the prqfileJ
yielded by the model with .the proceduiet that engendered

it, we canprecise demOnstrate.the richness.of the, struggle ,
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in which the writing- teacher daily engages.

Components of Writing Instruction.
)

The basic unit of writing instruction in the classes

we observed was the writing lesson. Contrary to some common

issumptionT, the lesson is not a unit of time; it, it -not a

.40
domain of informationf above all, it, is,not a plan:

1 :three of those designations vary

83
0

,
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bpac,luster of activities directed toward a writing task.

We define "task"
manner

suggegted by Bossert (1979) :

'Cliildr'en are expected

enterprise of. a classroom"

4

writing lesson is delineated

in the deliberately' pviimonious
14

oom tasks 'are projects

to perf art of the instructional

10, no4A2). Accordingly, a
pc,

,a project that requires writing. Lessons,which;
4

and other types of tasks are not writing lessbns.

w.

aye ,:dire

A writing legson continues

.,tovyrd the same writing task. Lessons often extend

(p.

as long as the activities are

,that bone day, and
( :°$

,task is as#igned.

directed

over more

a new lesson begins Only when a new-writing

4,The writing task sets the bouhdaries of a-writing
A

pt:71s"of little use in describing the lessdn...
s, Y.

Pang to our observatiOnal data ,a writing lesto

eln activities in which teacher and students eng

lesson,

Rather, accor-

n is

age.

egson consists of some subset of nine activities.

delineated

Each

Specifically,

it is a given sequence of activities, which may include some

repeated activities. Following is a list of these nine activi-
.

. ties briefly defined. The ,bembering order is arbittaryLit,has

no'bearing on the writing instruction that we observed.
1

84



The Activities
0 N.

1. Fipsenting:

1'1 9

69

describing, illustraii,ng and explalking a skill- or concept

related to writing; Ai if most students were not familiar
, -

with that concept.,''

2. Giving In4ructions:f

stating 4Pecific directions

performed.

3. Orienting:

about how a task is to beViAs

i

94..,,,
%

acquainting students 14th i fo oration ab t a & c
r it

before student's wr about that tollic:/--

4. Reviewing:

reminding students of some skill or concept about writing

that,hei been previouily presented.

5. JW`tting:

scribing two or more sequential s dhee, on papers

or other medium).

riting: A

v

scribing a later draft4of something already written.

7. Sharing Writing: )

111,

showing or reading
)

oqp's own written text to other s slitstua

. Evaluating:
9'

judgitpg a written text, usually to encourage writer

to improve it.

9. Editing: .

changing a written text:

of writing it.

an extensiqp of the activity

AD

8 5
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1.)

All of these 4tIACIties are teach-directed. Teachers

play a dominant role in (1) presentin (2) giving instructions,

(4) reviewing, and (8) eva uatin . The' normally play a

<r) t,,supportive/role in (5) writing, (6) rewriting, and (9) editing
.d,

4' * ,

Students and teachers together participate about equally in,
m

(3) orienting and (7) sharing writing: ,*

1

4t-

Each activity is defined as a construct. Appendix'r
i

1 sts a, detailed operational definition of each ine, wi

-amiodes- of what it is and what not. .Invaddlion, sinc
-tp /

.

writing is the basis of the uction thattwe are de0Vila

we include its full defini on here. This.aefi li.

the

', t

IA' Olt*

served our observations but also determined

student-texts for analysis. Examplei of writ

this definition in the appendix.

g.dtliFor purposes of observItion wr

performed by a student or students. fically

is a sequence of two or more sentence en-erattd Wtr. V
student or students; the seconcreenteryis ma some

_ . . w

continues the firs. These sent6ncescma ,:b , in
. ,.

...
; -

or in versed 40 N,
,

1# '

Sgme.students may not write completetg esp

conseguently, fragmelits are acceptable in VisbeffIni!tek
.'11

.

- , t.;4

if-itis apparent that the i.eacher assign lk:sequ

of sentences or that the writer is attempl14 to:wi
. ,

Osequence of sentences.
w,72

This definition of writing4fairly repreighte the degree),

detail in the other tiv4y" constructs. Separa ely and

Aar



fliOeUerAall nine of thes'e.construct

'Mats "of` validity

7

71

have,passedihree Separate-

1. ,Theit have content 4iSlidity ,!a result of the

way%they were generated: progressivelxNetblf repeated

juxtaposiylins of definition with actual bell ladr over

an extended period of time, ineight different classrooms.

In all, sixteen team members, with a variety of perspectives

on education, participated in the generation of these

constructs.

2. They also have construct validity, as represented

0

by the published articles on methods and procedures of

teaching writing in the elementary schools cited earlier

in this report (and annotated i4Oppendix G) . All twenty-
*

nine akticlee can be classified according to these nine
0

activities. The
N
twenty7nine arti comprisi tie entire

,

body of .published literature on m

in the elementary schools from the'ERIC data Wise. "ffleit

are written by people in a variety of school sAtting11,

,

s of teaching writAng

yet. all use concepts which are equivalent to these nine

cohstructs.
.. 1.

. .1.i0

:;r4"..
.:43. The constructs also have face validity .

i-,. , .

Without

43zior- study a group of 'fifteen scho administrators
-nmt,;71N 4

d.:chers ih middle and high sch ols were able to code

a videotaped third grade writing`lessoninterms of these

nine ctivities. Presented weth a brief desdription

of eac activity, all fItteen observers r &corded the
* .

r,;.1

J
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,-lesson without substituting Or:adding any other:activities.

i At
Coding the Components of tilt Profile'

These activity constructs appear to be valid descriptions;

they,are the constants of the profile of writing instruction.

From the perspective of this profile we can describe the com-

plexity of th nstructional process the range of teaching

behavior, the qualitief that are unique to%writing,instruction,

and the featals that distigguish one writing lesson from

another. These aspects of the instructional process are all

functiOns of the variables'of the model anA of the ways

sets of characteristics modify the nine basic activities.

These various considerations comprise the bulk of this chapter,

and we will address them after a brief description of the

procedure by which we generated the components of, the model.-

Sidme prior sense of the way we used progressive coding

shOt make it easier to Assess otir interpretation of what

4( wq'discovered. Pro4tbssive coding is generative; it proce4

by trial and error, and the det urs it engenders en route a

functional to precise definktiolin our case, these detours

helped us to it6e'rmine the territory that we were'mapping
441*.

as well 4.13 the.'reference points'within its!' Since we arrived'
JP

at defin4ions of all th-Tadiivities and t4fii characteristics
,

by the servirocedure me can illustrate the nature of the

journeyby'describ ng a feOlbf the, more critical Atotirs.

We began, i fact, with a detouri lu'Ing the first

two observation cycl s eminutee of the rinary eeetifig,,,r
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sfOCuSed om the constraints that.limit and hamper.writing',

instruction (see Chapter Three), as if.to clear away the debris

before we could address our task. The detour was helpful;
4

we bedame a community" Then le focus of. the "utes changed

abruptly as we began to ponder the nature of writing instruction.

From the first eight trinary minutes we drafted a list of all

the terms that denoted the inructional process. There were

thtkty-one of them, most,of which were high-level abstractions;

many of them overlapped. We then edited the list. separating

activities from aracteristics of activities and Also adding

a few new terms which this'editing procedure had brought

to mind. The minutes of an early plenary.meeting'record

this project': "We are beg, mping to see that these: activities

represent certain kind*-of decisions that teach06 makeein

given classroom' situations" (P,J0/27/79). -And this realization

focused our task thereaiter: the.more precisely we could cOde

thetW,btivities, mince accuratelyould describe the

teachers1..strategies and decisions.

During the third observation cycle we digned a grid,

or matrix, which displayed activities (in the left-40d vertical

column) and characteristics of activities (horizontally across

the top). The most developed form of the matrix presented the

descriptfon of aztactivity, its code number, and-the clock

time of its ginning and ending. The grid also, presented

series of columns across the page 4terein the obsever could
.

plate check marks for th ffapropriate characteristics of any
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...,^^7.0-

given activity.' The final matrix was the tenth version of

the original split-sheet nwrative, each version having

grown out of the imperfections of its predecessor. Table 3

(p. 84), shows this final grid, Appendix H contains all ten

versions of the observation form with a summary of the

major Changes4In'each successive: ersion.

Several detOurs marked our progress toward the first,

primitive grid. How 1.44pg and how detailed should an obser-*

vation record be? How much information did we vant? How

could we code "motivation" (and what was it, anyway)?
0.

Should an observation rec?otd reveal the affective quality

of a wfit4pg'lesson? -Wh4t were we really looking for ?_

With theAbelp of these nagging, uSef questions (T9, 13

and P, 11/17 and 12/15/80r we arrived ate our tecisions that ..,

0
,

:4etermined'our course theieafter.
.;,-._:. -41i. 4'-4 .

1. The coding system snould'00 accessible to unso!s-

ticated ;1 .°

. .

observers, such. as:Avemere at the 06,
.. ,.. i,iY :,.,,1,'

'3,- IdentiAiing tht'Cq4es, they: ore, should not depend
:,

'on, obserrs' subjectpik impressions. As far as

possible they shoUld'd eopl. on low-an nWobser-

4ations. (Thid.:cle

10ter 4t
*

ages of the Ludy .k,

-We' would 0taiti the narri ve form to help us interpret-

the codea Ancy later'helped us to

elped our re0011it in the

intdrpret what.We load seen. )

OAA cd440 items Oh the o

.47

on grid should be
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discrete and mutually exclusive.

4. To warrant this disciete quality, we woukkbuild

-constructs of each actiVity and each characteristic

A,
on the grid.- (This arduous task was not completed

until the.seyenth observation cycle; as referenced

-earlier, Appendix F-contains these constructs.)

Once we had designated the probable categories of the

grid, we began defining thiNactivities and their character-

istics and then delineating their boundaries. Details made
4

a difference on how accuiately we dould,observe. Bases on

the frequency *ith which observers checked the various
a
items, we combined some and separated others:40we merged

"vocabulary" and "figures of speech" into "word usageNiand

r1/-1defined the cdnstrucp accordir; e Obsumed :pen t,7an!ylilr

411

into a category called "format"; 4p4changed "verse" tdki"form,"

enabling the observer timpesignate wilatever rhetorical form

the teacher might address. And we wrestled with more ab-

stract concepts. The interactionAteaCher and student
..

was seen as important (T5),Iput.h0wgould we designatevits

occurrences without endless repetition? The answer lay in

the juxtaposition of an activity with ny set of character-
,

istica. And what about "questioning" (T12)? Is it'a#,7v

activity or a Mode'of conducing an activity? Makits func-
.

tions.distinguish it as being one or the other '(T17)?

.ThFoughout observation cycles #4, #0 and t6 we encountered,

another defoal the tri ary meeting minutes record fruitless

91

4$

I
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searches for patterns of sewience among the activitlees.

The model was working better than we knew, yielding highly

realized IT28). But

our premature searches for ve patterns did at least

make us aware of two signi cant ccurrencee. Ohe was that

certain activities tended to cluster, but not consistently;

evaluating and editing were notable in this regard. The other

individualized profiles, as we later

occurrence was

a lesson, some

which indicat

the frequent repetition of activities within

more than others. Reviewing, for example,

"a teacher',s sense of the need for systematic

reinforcementi--occurred often; as one tleachekvut.-itf Nritifig

instructors, spend considerable time restating the obvlius" (T18)%

Ourilmost extended detour concerned writing skills,
4

b. *specifically, our rOPeated4i.attempts to code thipm accurately

as part of the instructional process-.- In
40this context, we

defined a skill W an acceptable degree 'of control that a

student exercises over an operation or set of operations-1-

We agreed with the common assumption that writing skink; are

associated with the intended .outcome of writing instrr,tt46,. 0
N(-r'

V6iand we tried to delineate precisely eyresence and

the nature of skills in the instructional process. But we

dcovered that we-could not delineate theM. This detour

engaged us throughout the entire observation period of this

study; on-the six grids that we evolved during-'the,last

)six observation peilods, the configuration of "skills"

changed fivetimes. 4

fp
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The crux of our problem lay in the elusive nature

of "skills." We could observe a teacher's references to

skills, which ere characteristically related to the written

product, but we could not observe the skills themselves.

Activities or operations in the instructional process are

observable. But ,(control is a relative term, and the.obser-

vation of it calls for a high degree of inference. Conse-

quently, observing the degree of control that a person exen-

cises over his or her performance of an operation is problem-
,

atic. In any case, the varying degrees of control that

these students exercised over tie operations involved in wri-

ting were not observable; the high inference need lortsuch

observaAbn was more than even our hrtematic scrutiny

'did-accommodate with accuracy.

We did not resolve this paradox until the end of the

final observation cycle. The minutes of one of the last

trinary meetings,.which-was devoted to afinal.review of

our observational model, yield this redblu,tibn: "Although

we 'accepted categories, we've never, been satisfied

with our.attempts-tO clasSify.the.M....Now we perceive ,that
° -

the sk' s themseivbff are not observable; they are merely

*he focus of the activities that we've identified" (T38).

O

All along we had been observing foci and'calling them skills,

so we -made the appropriate substitution ow the flial grid

(see. Table
77

.93
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Even had we been able to observe skills as such, however,

we uld not have used them as the basis for our observational
#sysshe Even the, teachers' references to skills, which we could

observe, were solptimes blepromatic .
,

For example, our observa-

tion recoris indicate, that during the activity of giving

instrUctions the teachers typically referred to several skills

at a time; in a cautionary way they would quickly inventory all

the constraints that they wanted the students to heed, that is,

the skills that the students were to practice in the writing

task, as if all these skills were a single configuration -- a

gestalt. This habit of referring to skills.as a collective

entity showed up often in t 9 minutes of our early trinary

meetings: "Skills are a ne essary background for writing" (T4),

for'examp0, or "Concern with mastery of basic skills was noted"

(T8). We gradually realized that such jargon was really ob-
A

souring the genuine confusion inherent in what Teacher called

"the web of skills," and the teachersothemselves confr d this

confusion; "We founft that we were trying repeatedly to force

subjects 'such as spelling and punctuation, into places where

they didn't quite fit" (T11), and "The activities of teaching

and reinforcing basic writing Aills were pervasive that the
,A.;

`Category appeared to be less." (T10). The minItes continue,

"Even more troubling was our awareness that the term 'basic

skills' applied to reading, editing, and aLudying as well ae

. composing." In trying to observe skills we were indeed deeding-
.

With-a/Dolklore'. On the one hand, the collective 'nature

"skilli" in general prevents one from talking precisely about

:'s
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the subjeCt. On the other Shand, a common habit of reference

the schools limits the domain of writing skills to rules about

punctuation, capitalization, and other aspects of usage referred

to as "mechanics." Given the institutional procedures which

guide teachers and the instructional material available to them

(see ,Chapter Three), there was much precedence, unfortunately,

for.equating the "iiechanics" lAnguage usage with writing.

But precipence notwithstanding, a subset of skills cannot equal

the whole. Moreover, "skills" as a whole do not equal writing;

although magi' skills ,pertain tthe writing process, they are
1

not compohents of ft.

In trying to observe every reference to skills, let alone

the skills thethselvss, we

widespread misunderstanding. attempts to deal with this
ftr-

folklore, however, did achieve some clarifying results. By

forcing us to define our terms, progressive'cdding enabled us

to see beyond the conventional constraints o sentence writing.

The teachers space of the "need to teach chil in to think,

probe, and analyze"; children "should be encoufageVio get
J

were working within a context of

their thoughts down on paper first, without havingto worry

about spelling and punctuation at .the same time" (T4).

aware ót links betweenMoreover, the teachers were well

thinking and writing. In addition to a category of "mechanical

skills," tZe observation for cycle #4 included skills that per-

tain to the extended organizing of information, which we called

"categorizing," "selecting," and "putting in series:"

references 03 basic 41bghitive operations were removed from

These-
:

4
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next grid because our observations could not readily discriminate

among them -- "these high level skills are hard to. code" (T19)

yet even their presence on the grid is a sign of our,c011ectiOe

attempt to modify and extend the common concept of skills. We

did perceive that teachers dn the upper.grades 'were indeed

referring to skills beyond the 'sentence level, specifically

'related to the rhetorical concepts Of "purpose" and "audience."

''- We include4,these two conceptsin our grid during the final

,observat c3',61e, and we found' that indeed these skills were

being in grades five and six and also in the fourth-

grade oom that was populated by gifted students.
.

'..4114:715A6, 'more reason caused' us to abandon skills as the

bas our observation system. References to Skills could

no ineate the writing lesson; there was no. necessary corres-

pondence between a teacher's references andrwhat actually

occurred. Simply declaring an emphasis on a skill or set of

skills-did ndlt warrant that a lessOn would follow that emphagis.

We will address this matter ,in more detail later in this

chapter, when we discuss the characteristics of theactivities

of writing instruction., Meanwhile, we'note briefly here that
4

framing this model rwriting ihstruction in terms of activities

rather than skills, although it contradicted our early assump-

tions, is nevertheless consistent with recent4gtudies of teacher'

Rlanning.

The traditional model of lesson planning places objectives

(stated as skills) in the gen4S1 position., Teachers are sup-1

posed to think first of the Objectives for tI,e It 'son ark then

DG



plan activities accordingly (see Tyler, 1950,Popliam and Baker,

1970) But recent studies of planning reveal that the' content-

and theactivities of the lesson are what teachers first think

about when they plan lessons. Objectives, or skil are

infrequently considered when planning lessons, and then only

after the content and the activities have been set (see Yikger;

1980; Peterson et al., 19784Zahorik, 1975).

In light of this research on teacher planning, it may seem

reasonable to assume that a writing lessdn can be defined in

terms of the content of that lesson. In a writing lesson,

however, "content" has a different meaning from what it has in

most lessons. The "content",of a writing assignment pertains to

the subject or the topic of.that assignment, and to the extent

that a subject or topic of an assignment is described or discussed.

in class, "content" can be observed recorded.- But the sub-

ject or topic of a writing assignment is flly one aspect of the

activity of orienting in which the teacher engages. In the.
1

larger sense, the "content" of the whole writing lesson could

be described as the writing process, that is, the sequence of

mental and motor activities in which the writer engages. But

"content" in this sense requires a different focus for °bee-rya-

tion, a focus on the student rather than on the teacher. At any

rate, the minutes of the trinary meetings report only scant

discussion of this concept.

Although we quickly discarded ,the notion of content, one

other assumption was harder to discard. This is the assumption'

that writing lessons can be divided into:three stages/ pre-'
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writing, writing, and post-writing. During the first'three
.1,

.

Obsevation.cycles,, the activities on the grid were organized
.

into these three superordinate categories. But 'these categories

posited a static arrangemeht of activities which the obserVa-
.

tibns contradicted. 'Activities which seemed logicalsly to belong

to pte-writing, for instance, were seen to occur, while the

students were already writing and even after they had completed

.a drpft and were editing it. There was no definitepoint in

*the lesson at whic.pr citing activities stopped and writing

or post-writing activities began.
r

Although the activities of'".wri7 ting" and 'editing"were

all iricorporated!into the grid by the end of the fourth'obser-

;/ation cycle, the static category of "pre-wtitinig,"'signifi-::
cantly, was never compatible with the ObserVed sejence of

Lc
activities. Attempting to delineate this apparent continuum,

we made 'a distinction and then tested it. WedAistuishedI
.

i
.

:
.

.

between activities which occurred "inside the writing process

and outside (beitor or after) the writingiprocess."_ Although

the third and,fourth version of the grid specified "in-process"

and "out-process," no bbserver could specify such a distinction,.
.

so we omitted it from the grid. I a final attempt to discern

the nature of this concept, we inserted in the ninthversion of

the observation grid an activity called "pre-writing," but

during-the tenth cycle no,one observed such an activity in any

class. The teacher's, orienting could be observed'before the

students wrote, but-the student's .mental activities during that

interval could not be observed. -Whether or not pre-writing is
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. an aspect or a stage of the writing process is another patter;

what we cdncluded, in any case, was that prO/riting was'. riot 4
\

slcomponent of these teachers' directioni of writing instruction.

Progressive coding confirmed our relianCe.on actfxri igs in

our description of writing instruction; also achieved intent

validit3, for the nine activities constructs.. As mentioned

earlier, moreover, these constructs passed two other tests of

validity: construct validity, as represented im the literature

of writing instruction in the elementary schools,and face

validity, as tested by a control group of schoJ. administrators

and teachers in various grade levels. Accordingly, these

activities are the constants A this descriptive model. In any

given esson, however, each activity is modified by three kinds'

of variables: its duration,,its order in a sequence of the

other activities,, and-those 'mopr characteristics whichAeter-
,

mine its precise nature. Even if two lesions were comprised of

the same activities-extending over the same span of time (a

phenomenon which we never observed), they would still be dis-

tinguishable by any one of these variables. Actually there are

sets of variables concerning the duration, sequence, and modal

'characteristics Apf activities, and we will address them in turn.'

All of these variables are coded in the final observation 4form,

shown in Table 3.

4'

ti
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Table,3 -- Final Observation Grid,
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' The Duration of Activities

The duration:ofeach activity in a lesso determines
t

several time variables in writing instruction., One isthelpece
o

of the lesson; another is the teacher's characte istic way of

generating emphas4,. In order to measure this du atiop we used

the construct of a subscene, which is essential.14 alk,-;Spisode

65.

with two component's: an activity and a set of participants.;

when either component changes, a new subscene.begins. In sixty

lessons duting the last four Observation cycles, 957.activities

occurred. In the aggr4gate the median length of each subscene

was three minutes. Nearly half of them lasted one or two

minutes, and about, a quarter of theM lasted five minutes or

longer. Writing instruction proceeds at e rapid pace.

The differences in the uration of subscenes help to

distinguish one lesson from another; they also help to'charac-

terize a teacher's strategy within that lesson and also across

-many lessons. The median length of subscenes for each teacher

ranged from two minutes to almost five minutes. But even the
;

teacher'with the longest median subscene length engaged in a

number of activities that lasted from one to two minutes. :

Table 4 lists the median subscene leng s for each teacher:

102
t
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TABLE'4

Activity:durations, by teacher'

Median duration,
Teacher of activity

31 3.0 minutes

32 4.8 minutes

2.5 minutes

42' i.l.minutes

51

52

61

62

CoMbined

Percent of all activities
over 5 minutes long

20%

37%

20%

32%

3.8 minutes 2pit

J

2.2 minutes /20%

minute) 21%

3.3 minutes
.

3.1 minutes

103

23%
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The relative time spent in each activity throughout a

lesson indicates the Way the teacher uses the activities to

87

achieve certain emphases. Basted on sixty observatiRn in"\the

-last four -observation cycles, Table 5 shows the propo tionate

time spent on each activity. Accordingly, writing and evalt' .

ting together constitute 348. of the writing lesson. All five

activities pertaining to written texts (writing, rewriting,,

sharing writing, evaluating, and editing) conbtitute.50% of

the writing lestkon.

Table 5

Mean Proportion of Time Spent on Each Activity

Activity

1.

2.

P.

4. Rev

5. Wr

6. Rew

Presenting

Giving Instructions

Orienting

g

g

7. Sharing Writing

8. .Evaluating

9. Editing

Proportionate Time.

6%

1.4%.

16%

15%

17%

. 3%

6%

17%

6%

100%
O

fr
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With reference to these aggregate figures, several dif-'

ferenceOindicate(diverse.tiaching strategies. One is an

emphasis on the writing process; the other is an emphasis on

the written product. Both are refined by the relative amount

of time devoted to each of the ctivites. Appendix I shows

the proportionate amount of t me each teacher spent on each

activity, compared to the mean fOr all eight 'teachers. Accord-

ingly, ,one third-grade teacher, two foUrth-grade teachers and

a fifth-grade teacher spent a large proportion of time in the,

'activities of orienting and writing, thereby indicting emphasis

on process. 0he",?ird-grade teacher, one fifth-grade teacher
1

and two sixth - grade teachers spent a large proportion of time

--in the activities of presenting, reviewing, and/orevaluating,

thereby indicating an emphasis on product:

Thee two activity clusters.are typical rather than ape-

cific. -Emphasizing either process or product, they have been

recogniz41 by teachers for many, years. We refer to them as

"strategies" rather than "styles" because it was often evident

im the narrative part of our observation record that the

cluster reflected a teacher's c7cious decisionto respond in

a certain way to a given situation. Moreover, since these

clusters varied with every teacher from one lesson to another,

they do not appear to be a function of any teacherbs personality.

-Discussing various strategies and their'. emphases'(P, 10/4/80),

the teachers suggested these factors as influencing their deci-

sions for arlocating,instructignal time; the age and range of_
1

1u5
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language ability of their students, the particular mode.or

for of writing on which they were concentrating, and the

available teaching materials. h4 asked if the socioeconomic

status or ethnic background of t ei students might affect'

these types of decisions, they were surprised, and they

resp lded by speculating about' personiiities, although they,

were rbferri'ng to the sense of a group personality. But the

teachers did not even relate,,to the notion that SES indicato'rs'

or ethnic background might affect their decisions about strategies

-1

The Sequence of Activities

In addition to the duration of each activity, thessequence

of activities is a distinguishing feature of any given writing.

lesson. Table 6 indicates the sequencing of 957 activities

observed in Cycles #7 through #10. The table showe how many

times each activity was preceded by and followed by every

other activity. The following patterns help to define the

whole writing lesson and 'also the'function and meaning of

each activity in it.

1.. Lessons generally began with giving instructions (31%),/

orienting (ZS%) *. reviewing (30%).

2. Writing was generally preceded by either giving itstruc-

tions (49%) or reviewing (22%) .1

3. Writing was directly followed by a number of different

activities, Evaluating was the most common (27%), but

every activity except rQwriting immediately followed

1;Thr--
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writing. This is but the first in cation in our
. ,

data of the interactive nature of these activities.

Other indications will be discusbed.

4.
7
There 1s no general linear sequence. Any one

activity can be followed by nea?ly any other

activity.

5. Observed periods ended with giving_ instructions

(n%); evaluating (26%), or writing (15%). 'The!

parti-cular activity which ended an observed period

often indicated-the sequencing.of the writing lesson

over different day's. Observed periods that ended'

with writing or giving instructions tended to be

continued another day. Observed riods that ended

with evaluating were lebs-likely continue another

day. The ending of 'the writing lesson itself was

pioblematic. ApprOximately half of the observed

periods represented complete lessons, although even

in these cases it was not uncommon for some students

not to 'finishltheir writing and, hence, to finish

the writing - lesson, on another day. Thus, no ,single

activity typically marked the end of the lesson:



Table

Activity-Pair'Matrix For All Classrooms Combined

e

SECOND UTIVITY

TITY '`Presenting ItsGtiruviclittons Orienting Reviewing Writing Rewriting

Sharing of

Writing Evaluating...Editing

END OF

PERIOD

.

:ructions

'
.

1.

A. '

Writing

F PERIOD.

13

8

20

15
,

1

2

. 5

1

5

°

.

.

..

4

19 ,

28

48

50

.12

.4

8

19.

7

19

°

.

17
.

41

29 '
,,,

36

3

'a

, 6

4

3 ,,,

1.7

11

47

:39

21

13

0

10 )

' 22i.

7.'

18

.

.3

38

6

17
.

'3 ..

2

0

5

3

1

.

0

4

0

0'

0

3

6

2

,

6

.

0

10

ft
5

15

7

, .
0

10

11

.4

'4'-0

.

i

4.

17

5

2

21

4

17

2

8 ''

0

1

7

1

9

'9

0

2

11

9

1

2

14

3

,...;

9 ,

5 0

4

16.

6

0

,

r .

(Figures represent actual occurrences of each activity pair. Total' number of pairs was 958,
in 60 lessons.)
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Each number value, displayed in Table 6 is the number of

occurrences' of each activity pair. The matrix of theseficcuF-

rences shls the complexity 'of 'the writing lesson. Any activity

can be'followed by anyipther activity. Accordingly, at the

conclusion of each vity inthe lesson, the teacher

faced with a variet /of choices jfor making tAt next moves The

conclusion of every activity becomes for the teacher 'a point of

response. At that point the teacher mmstopt-for one of many
,

possibilities.'

This tact al situation contradicted our assulption'that

/initiating; an activity was_ characteristically consistent

/with a teacher's planned instruction. These planned intentions

were often modified and sometimes even abandoned as the lesson

proceeded. The teachers' decisions to revise the lesson -were

characteristically responses to the pace and direction of the

previous activity.as well as to their perceptions of student

responses.

The number and extent of these responsive decisions to
.

change a lesson plan confused observers during thefirst obser-

vation period while we were still trying to identify activitiep.

iBut as We stabilized the constructs of these activities, we

Perceived -that ad hoc revision of a writing lesson was common-

place. By the end of the sixth observation cycle, observers

took for granted the dozens of tactical changes which a teacher

characteristically makes during a writing lesson. It became

evidept that a teacher's lesson plan is not a reliable forecast

of wat actually happens in the lesson.
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Characteristics of Activities

Seven of the nine activities,(all except writing and re- /

writing) can occur in different ways, dePending'on four variables.

These variable sets are a(1) the PARTICIPANTS involved' ' the

,activity, (2) the MODE of presentation, (3) the MATERIALS used

in the prebentation, and (4) the FOCUS of the activity.

Definitions-Of these charatteFistics appear ih Appendix F.

S4.x possi ilitiea.pomprise the grouping,of PART CIPANTS

who engage in any actiVity. 0 one occurs at an time..

1. Teacher with whole class

2. Teacher with, group of students '

,
, -

3. 'Tea6-fier. with 4ngle student
.... .

. . . ku

4. Teacher with student (serial), i.e., one student

at a time in a
o

ies of students
Jr.

5. Group of stuBen tfiout teachet

6. Students working singly

Any of four possibilities characterize the MODE of presen-:

tation. One or more may be used in an individual activity.

1. ,,Telling (by teacher or student)

2. eacher questions; student(s) respond(sJ

3. Te cher questions; no one responds

4. Student(s) question(s); teacher responds

The MATERIALS of atpresentation in writing instruction

Can escribed in any.of six ways. More than one may be used

at a time.

1. ALidio- visual

2. rective (commercial)
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.3. Dir= tive (teacher-made)

.1

4.'

5.

5.

CommOn experience of students

Reading material

Student(WO writing
7,

The observers confirmed eleven FOCI 'of' activities`. More

an,oneat a time may be present.. These fodi were grouped in
0

wo sets: those generalil pertaining to

those pertaining to sent'nce strings.

,l. Spelling

2. Capitalization

3. Punctuation

4. Word usage

5. Format/penmanship

6. Sentence syntax

7. Outlining

8 Paragraph

9. Paragraph sequence

10. Purpose/audience

11. Form:

a single sentence and

(specific genre notwi by observer)

The first three sets of characteristics stabilized by the

end of the fifth observation cycle, but the fourth set, the FOCI

of activities, remained unstable.- Although each FOCUS was ob-

serimd, and althougVhe aggAgate of -FOCI could accomodate ali_

observations, the set as a whole -- as a concept -- remained

problematic. Observers continued to 4eliberate over what'

constitutes a'focus, especially when a teacher mentioned tKree

or fOur of these items together.

:1-12



teacher *characteristically resses the whole- classlin the

,4te:. first four activities: res nth.' giving instructions,

orienting, and reviewing. T e tteaCher characteristically

addresses one seUdent or gro p of Students in activities.#8 and

#9: evaluating and editing.

Table 8, concerning MO E,:indicate6 94t the, teadifer engages

.in more monologue in resen in giving instructions; and, 71-

pating,, more dialogue in or entin reviewing and editing, and

veryilittle interaction-du ng writing and rewriting.

,Table 8 also indicate that MATERIALS of sdMe kind were

. used in 59% of the writing.lessons. The ,most common instruc-

tional material was the st dents' mnwriiing,,use&primarily
)1, .

95

Tables 7, 8 and 0,' as well a4) display the characteris-
,

tics associated with each act vity. These tables are derived'
4

from the observations of sixt lessons in the last four cycles.

Table 7,;concerning PART CIRANTS, indicates that the

in the activities ofshating writing, evaluating, and rewritingu

MATERIALS other than the students' adn writing were used

mosyreguently in presenting (64% of presenting activities

used at least one kind of material other than the students'.

writing) and in orienting '(53% of orienting activitues used at
Py

least, one material other'thanIthe students' writing):.

4_
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. Table T

Relationships Between Activities and Pirticipants

PARTICIPANTS

.

.

j

r

.

)

-

.
ACTIVITY

,

02

4-4
o
0
0
.0
3
4
4.1
4-1
3

.

V)

144
0

00.
0
al
4
g

tn
4Uri
3

,,1

a
Fi

l

I4
a)0..

Cl)

4
.4g

*
E4

a
004

.4gj

f/2
C/) _

-,
4.1
0
0.00
W
LI

. ,
t:3
60

..10
.

ri
.bd
140
3
ca
ca z,

,.

;.

/,

.

,

_

1. FRE,SENTING .

,

2. GIVING
INST-UCTIONS

3. ORIENTING

4. ...,,REVTEWING

1

5. WRITING

6. REWRITING

7. SNARING OF
WRITING

8. EVALUATING

9. EDITING, , 1

-

75.7%

51.9
.

64.7

.53.7

51,

0.0

14.5

9.7
,

12.0

8.6X

29.5

22.4 '

2515,

.4
6.7

46.8

16.9.

22.0

.0.0%

1.9

0.6

8.0

5.1

0.0

.'3.2

17.7

26.0

1.4%

3.3
1,

,0.6
.

(3.2

3.8

0.0.

8.1-

33.1

10.0

1.4X

,0.5

0.0-

0.5
.

6.4

0.0
.

11'.3
- i

1.6

s
6.J

0.0%

0.9

2.6
- L

.1.1

56.4

53.3

1.6

1.6

8.0

12.9X

13.1

9.0
4

8.0

16.7

40.0
-

114.3 -
'1,.

19

16.0

TOTAL. 41.5% 22.7% 6.4% 7,.2% 2.1%. 7.0% 13.2%

(Figures represent the perc ntage of occasions in which each activity used each
part1cipant grouping.),



Table 8;

RelatiOnships Between Activities and Modes and Materials

MODE MATERIALS .

ACTIVITY

1. PRESENTING

b0
a

N1
N-1

'
E-4

2%.i. GIVING
INSTUQTIONS

3. ORI\ENT I NG

,4. REVIEWING

5.. WRITING

6. REWRITING,

. SHARING, OF
WRTTING

8. EVALUATING

9. EDITING

50.0% 37.1%

75.2 16.4

25.6

1-1
0
O

U.

0

784

6 ' 6/r. 3 ,!]) .42 11.42 11.41 12.9% 15.4: 5.7%

.1

.3 r2 12.6 10.3 7.0 6.5 3.7 15.0

58.3 1.9 J1.3 18.6 17.3

1?

31.9 62.2 3.2 12.2 '14.9

6.4. 9.0 0..0 6.4 79.5

16. 0.0 0.0 0.0 93.3

24.2 30.6. 0.0 6.5 45.2

41.1 .34.7 '1.6 9.7 33.1

24.0 34.0 2.0 0.0 .48.0

8.3 5.1 19.2 9.0 8.3

5.3 5.3 8.5 3.7 21.8

5.1 7.7 3.8 .11.5 3.8 21.8

6.7 0.0 0.0

16.1 04 0.0

0.0 0.0

3.2 0.0

40.0

69.4

4.8 8.1 3.2 4.8 4.8 53.2

4.0 0.0 10.0 4.0 0.0 40.0.

TOTAL 39.7% 37.12 1.12 i5.22'26.92 13.3 , 7.22

501)21

.49.1

38.5

45.7

51.3

.60.0

27'.4

46.0,

5.52 9.22 5.12 25.32 41.4%

(Figures represent the percentage of occurrences of each activity which used each
mode and material. Percentage may not sum to 100% for each activity because some
activities used fore thaU one "mode or material.)
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The FOCI of activities are closely, associated with the

concept f skills. 'During all ten observation cycles, in fact,

, they wer identified as skills, while the observation team

contin ed to rearrange them in different categories.

able'9 displays the percentage of times each skill was

ressed in each activity. This table documents the primary

importance of punctuation. Ofall possible FOCI, punctuation

ranked first in',five of the nine-Activities; and second in two

others. Overall, 16% of all activities dealt with punctuation.

Table 9 alsO shows that a majority of activities (51%) dealt

explicitly with no FOCUS.

C
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Relationships Between Activities and Foci of Activities

FOCI

46

'ACTIVITY '4'

000
.r1

"11:

Ai-

o
we

44
CO

N
- 4-I

g-40

1
C

..

0
0

r1
4-1

r RI
0

cd

X,

W
00
CO0
0

7.
0

.0

0
W

P1

1-1

I
F2

x

CO

W
U
0
01

Cl)

.

000
.1-1

0

..1

:31

.
,

.0
0.
RI
$.1

L'I'

FL*

w
0
W
0
cr

;0.
N
II

E
-Ill

.

U0
W
r1

li
W
CO

Eh

le

-,,

E
ea ,

V
2

1. PRESENTING 5.72 5.72 14,3t 12.92 10:02 2.9 % 0.02 8.18'C 0.01 2.92 ?o,lot 42,92
1

2. GIVING 8.9 6.1 7.0 7.9 14.0 6.5 2.3 3.7 8.9 7.5 7.9 59.3INSTUCTI?NS

3. ORIENTING-) 1.3 0.6 1.9 7.1 2.6 1.9 1.9 3.8 3.8 1.9 5.1 76.9

4. REVIEWING 11.7 14.4 22.9 11.2 16.0 12.2 3.2 11.7 8.5 7.4 9.6 41.5

5. WRING 19.2 15.,4 17:9 12.8 12.8 17.9 2.6 20.5 9.0 9.0 5.1 50.0

6. REWRITING 13.3 13.3 20.0 6.7 20:0 20.0 0.0 13.3 13.3 13.3 6.7 66.7

7.. SHARING OF
WRITING

25.8 24.2 25.8 12.9 27.4 22.6 0.0 14.5 22.6 22.6 8.1 46.8

8. EVALUATING 29.0 20.2 27.4 26.6 155 16.9 3.2 11.3 12.1 11.3 5.6 34.7

.
, .

r..' . 41,

9* EDITING 24.0 26.0 21.0 18.0 8.0 32.0 2.0 12.0 12.0 14.0 6.0 26.0

TOTAL. 13.42 11.42 15.92 12.42 13.0211.5 2 2.22 .9.32 '8.97 8.37 8.02 51.1%

(Figures represent the percentage'of occurrences of each activity which addressed each
focus. Percentages may not sum to 100% for each activity because activities often
had more than one focus.)

A
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We mentioned earlier, in our description of progressive

coding, that references to skills could not accurately delineate

a writing lesson. The observational data on skills gives

additional support to our decision early in the project to

describe writing instruction primarily in terms of activities

rather than the objectives or skills addressed in each lesson.

These data, shown in Tables 10 and 11, are clear evidence that

there was no correspondencebetween skills and lessons. Table 10

shows the number of skills (FOCI) addressed in each lesson. The

number ranges from zero to-ten. Two-thirds of the lessons dealt

wit six or more skill categories.

In few (lases was it possible to say that this was a lesson

on capitalization'(or paraqraph,sequence or punctuation, or any

other assumed Skill).\ Even when setting Out to teach a specific

set of skills (punctuation, for example), the teacher und it

necessary to deal with a number of ocher skills durinz the

, course of the lesson. The skills that 4ertain to iting are

interrelated to such an extent that it was not pos ible to
/

inN, teach one skill in isolation. This fusion of F was true not

only of lesso s but also of single activities, as shown in

Only one quarter of all the observed activities dealt

with a single skill category. Half the activities dealt with

no skills; another quarter of the activities dealt with a number

of skills at once.

113
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Table 10

Number of Foci Addressed in Each Lesson

Number of Foci Percent of Lessons (n = 60)

0 2%

1 5

2\ 7

3' 5

441 7

5 14

6 12

7 17

8 . 22

9 7

10 3

101%

1,3
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Table 11

Number of Foci Addressed, by Activity

NUMBER OF FOCI

ACTIVITY 4 5 6
;:4,

Presenting

2. Giving Instructions

3.* Orienting

4. Reviewing

5. Writing

6. Rewriting

7. Shaltrili of Writing

I. Evaluating
,--,

?. Editing

4

TOTAL

43% 43% 10Z 1% 1% 0%

59. 25 8 1 2 1

77 19 3 1 Q 0

42 34- 10 4 4 1

50 20 12 5 1 4

67 13 0 0 0 7.

47 ' 23 3. 2 3 2

35 23 17 6 6 6

26 36 10 18 0 0

51 27 9 4 2 2

10

0% 1% 0% Ox 0%

1 3 0 11, 0

0 1 0 0

1 3 1 0

0 4 3 ) 1 6

0 13 0 0

0 16 5 0 0

2 6 0 0 0

4 64 0 0

1 4 1 0

(Figures represent the percentage of occurrences of each activity which addressed
" a specific number of foci.)

120
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Table 11 displays the number of FOCI addressed in the./ A

957 activities that occurred during the last ,four observation ski%

t.,cycles. We should call attention to an apparent discrepancy

with reference to the activities.of presenting and reviewing.

Apparently these activities addreosed no skill a high percentage.

.of tide time; octually they focused oh, a'skill or set of skills.

The continuation of"each activity, however,, often engendered

changes in subscenes. A teacher would describe a concept
.

and then cite models of it, and different MODES of modeling,
No.

would often cause new PARTICIPANT, groupings to change the

subscene: These changes caused no problem to the observer

when the activity entailed extended models, such as paragraphs,

examples of sequencing, or rhetorical modes. But the modeling

of punctuation, which occurred often.; caused rapid changes in

the subscenes.' In these frequent cases the narrative part

of the observation record confirms what was happening.

The observer would cope with these rapid changes by noting

only once the skill being ftddressed by.this activity, not

marking it,again thrpughott the modeling phase of the activity.

This apparent discrepancy in Table 11 offers yet another

comment on the elusiveness of skills in the observation process.

The four kinds of categories that modify the activities

of a writing lesson can accommodate a massive number of_

variables, far more than we have observed. But even. our

limited observations document differences among teaching

strategies, and they deserve'further exploration with new
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data. Appendix J contains tables corresponding to-Tables

7, 8, and 9 for each teacher, i.e.,,the characteristics

associated with each activity in each teacher's class-
*

room. As these tables indicate, most inferable patterns

also reflect diversity.

In theuse of teaching MATERIALS, for example, there

is an apparent pattern: one teacher used directive

materials eitensively; five of the eight teachers used no

audiovisual4 directive, or reading materials in conducting

most of the activities; two of the teachers primarily

used the students' writing as instructional material.

The fact that most of these teachers make little use of

directive materials is consistent with their reservations,

already cited, about what is commercially available.

Also, in the teachers' use of participant groupings,

similarity is qualified4"by diversity: six teachers spent

most of their time with the whole class; the two other

teadher:s, who spent most of their time with groups, made

extensive use of these groups to teach reading as well as

writing. Again, diverging emphases also marked the MODE

of activities: five of the teachers spent most of the time
4°

in,a "telling" mode; three in a "teacher question" mode.

Comparison_of activities with observable characteristics

alsq yields diversityl notably in the conduct of evaluating,

which with writing, comprised a third of the observed instruc-

tional time. Evaluating was conducted primari n a "telling"

122-
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mode by, three teachers, in a
.0

"teacher questions" mode by two

teachers and in a "student questions" mode by two others.

One teacher used a variety of modes. Five teachers conducted

evaluating in a "teacher with student (serial)" grouping,

that is, roamtng among students and spending a minute or

so with each;- one teacher conducted this activity primarily

with small groups of students; two otters used a variety

of group4pgs.

The FOCI of activities, represented as skills, show yet:

a different kind of divergence. Al ugh the teachers'

emphases on skills differed slightly during the year, these

differences were not helpful in defining the way a teacher

works. Moreover, the particuldr skills emphasized by each

teacher were not related to any other differences in the
4

classes. In sum; there was no relationship between the par-

ticular emphasized by any teacher and the teacher's

grade level, type of student population, or teaching strategy

(process or product). This lack of relationship recalls the

conceptual problems that skills pose /fn the definition of

the writing lesson, which we will turn to later in this

chapter.

The recursive nature of writing instruction

, This profile of writing instruction shows the kinds of

variables that distinguish. one writing lesson from another;

ino doing it also iilustrates'the complexity of writing

instruction in terms of the numbers and kinds of rapid deci-
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sions that teachers must make. here are countless options.

available to the teacher at" evemoment in the lesson, often'
J

among simultaneous activities. The rapid pace is evident

from Table 4 which displays median subScene length. The

possible options at each moment are manifest in two ways:

the teacher may choose any of 'the nine activities at any

point in thio lesson, and each of the activities may be conducted

in a variety of ways, as indicated by the subsets of charac-

teristics associated with the activities.

The simultaneous occurrence of activities was common

in most of the lessons that we obserVed; while a teacher

was evaluating 'the work of one or more stude s,. o er

studenti were writing, rewriting, sharing writing, or editing.

But for two reasons we dedided early in the project to track
0

the teacher rather than the students; an observer cannot

accurately track more than one target at any time; and since

the activities are all teacher-directed, the teacher's

behavior is crucial to the quality of the lesson.

The complexity delineated by this profile's activities

and characteristics is systematic, not random; its ordering

principal is that writing' instruction is recursive. The teacher

makes decisions throughout a lesson, but there is more to

this recurrence than merely repetition. Decision-making

recurs indefinitely until a specified condition is met;

the process is recursive, like a structured loop in a computer

program. The termination of a writing lesson does not end

124
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the loop; it merely interrupts the teacher's interaction

. with the students on behalf of some 'specified condition.

As we will point out later, these teachers had strong notions

of what those specified conditions should be.

The premise for our collaborative mode of..research had

been that if anyone could describe what teachers do, they

could, and that premise turned out to be sound. The teachers

knew instinctively about the recursive quality of their task,

although it took us nearly a year to articulate it. Starting

HI

eliberately' without a vocabulary, we intended to build

one through observation, but again and again, as we all tried

to pin down what was happening in the classroom,-to define

and delimit the components of the in tructional process by

'discrete, precise terms, the teachers resi ed closure in

one respect. They sensed some elusive kind of continuity

in this instructional task. Throughout the first four

observation cycles, words like "reinforcing," "eliciting,"

"checking," "assisting," and above all "monitoring" kept

appearing in our trinary minutes. We. all agreed that the

teachers were right in their sense of the task, but even so

we could never codify these words. Although they were

observable, these activities were virtually continuous and

beyond our capacity to record. "Monitoring" was the most

seduCtive, because it seemed to connote some sort of continuing

strategy, but no one construct was able to designate this

recursiveness. Rather-, the whole system of constants and
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of variAblet, activities ink; various

charaCteriAtios,was necessary to define this
(

in w tin.; instruction.

durations-and with differing

recursiveness

'Such indefatigable interaction could conceivably be

y;property of instruction in other subjects in the elementary
I 1

0

a

,

the \a ropriateness'af the students' resi3Onie to what they

were eaching in a social'studies'lesson. However, fewer

than one fifth of these evaluations resulted in the teacher

deciding to alter his or her teaching behavior. As we will

describe liter, data from our own study also indicate that

instruction id other subjects is less responsive to student

behavior than is instruction in writing.

There is a compelling reason for writing instruction

to be characterized by a high level of interaction between

students and teachers. The instructional effort is recursive

schools, /Si though we doubt that. For instance, Peterson and

Clark (19,4 found that teachers' were contjnually evaluating

because the process of writing is recursive. The teacher's

decisions about how and when to interact are necessarily

responsive to this process, which happens to #6 at a different

stage of occurrence for each student at any given time.

The teacher's intervention in a student's writing process

is essentially responsive; it addresses some immediate need

of the writer which the teacher perceives. This response

occurs most evidently in the cluster of activities comprised

of writing, evaluating, editing, and it can occur during

126
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orienting. As Table 5 indicates, these activities comprised

more than 50% of the observed instructional time in these

classrooms. In discussing earlier the conclusions of each

activity in a sequence, we spoke of "points of response"

that confront a teacher during a writing lesson. Since so

many of these response points pertain, to some aspect of the

writing process, the nature of this process -- and its demand

on the teacher -- had best be clarified.

Among composition theorists, the writing process is pre-

sumed to be recursive. Our earlier definition of recursion

will do here as well; it denotel- et of operations that

can recur indefinitely until a specified condition is met.

Crowley (1977) rejected a linear model of composing and posited

a recursive one instead; Sommers (1978) refined the relationship

of both models. And Flower and Hayes (1979) described'cate-

gories of activities, which they called planning, translating,

and reviewing, that comprise this recursive process. More

explicitly,. the recursion of composing appears to be a

reciprocal process that entails two-phase cycles of apposing

information and deriving inferences aboutit by making

asseotions (Van Nostrand, 1978). According to this inference

model of composing, each phase engenders the other, just as

in walking the movement of one leg forward both enables
ti

and necessitates a complementary movement of the other.

Given ony set of information, every assertion which attempts

some closure is incomplete in a context of new information,



which it has just caused to occur. This expanding process

generates unfinished business, as it were, which the writer

continually attempts to resolve. The specified condition

toward which the writer works is some sense of repose, of satis-

faction at having said what was intended in the way it was

intended.

One cause of tension in the teacher's decisions about how

and wten to intervene in the writing process concerns this

specified. condition. It doubtless varies with every writer in

every situation, and most writers typically do not recognize it

until they have arrived at it. In the case of beginning writers

this sense of destination may be easily preempted by some speci-'
0

fied condition- prescribed by the teacher, a situation that can

be illustrated by visualizing one subsaene in the writing leappn.

Suppose that students are writing and that the teacher is

evaluating the texts by walking along a row of chairs and

addressing one student at a time. -The PARTICIPANTS are "teacher

with a student (serial)." The teacher stops, glances at a text,

and asks the writer about an error on the page. How\many deci-

sions might the teacher have made in this one transaction, even

before the student answers? In evaluating a written text, a

teacher may have to reconcile the conflicting priorities of two

conditions that we just mentioned, one being the.writer's sense

of destination, as yet unexpressed, and the other being the

teacher's or textbook's prescription that a skill or set

of skills be demonstrated. If the text-in-progress reveals
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that the writer is not proceeding toward the-prrescribed

condition, should the teacher, intervene? If so, with what
4

intent? If the intent is to support or enforce the specified

co ition, is that conditionompatible with what is engaging

the t? If it is, how should the teacher respond?

If not, then how should the teacher respond? Here are five

decisions to be made about merely one transaction in the4

evaluating process, and the student's response to the tea tier's
..t

question y cause yet more decj.aions to be made about-hoW.

to proceed with this transaction. If this student is ohe & ,tx'''1

/

say, twenty-five students who are all writing at the sate time, , e
-,..

, the teacher's points of response will be manifold.

The writing instruction in these eight classrooms repOatedW

confirmed such responsiveness to students; it was contingent upon

what the studentswere doing, upon whit they were laborin3%t andi

achieving--or failing to achigve--at any given moment during th

writing lesson. A teacher characteristically modified p4ans JOY'

order to speed up, slow dowh, or change directions, deOnding on

the current need of the students as demonstrated by their tions

or by their written texts. Dependent as it was on the recursive

nature of writing, the instructional process in these classrooms

is also necessarily recursive.

Because writing is recursive, mastery of any given

structural constraint is not a realistic possibility within

the scope of any one writing lesson. In the early part of

the writing lesson the teacher characteristically assumes or

identifies some need in the majority of students. If reviewing,

129
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relevant to this need, does not generate a positive response

-among the majority of the class members, for'example, the

teacher may have to abandon the re ew and shift to presenting

inforMation as if the students had eve heard of it. Even

after this activity has emphasized a ven skill, that is,

the control of m,given constraint, the assigned writing in

class may manifest'other needs that the.teacher must then

address: Having engaged in presenting or reviewing constraint X

the teacher must necessarily respond, in evaluating, to usage

or misusage of constraints T, Q, R--and also possibly X.

The.responsive decisions which a teacher makes during

writing lessons commonly modify, and sometimes drastically'

alter, the teacher's intentions regarding that lesson. Early

in our study it was evident thee "formal lesson plans don't

communicate the planning process very well" (T 13). We

--addressed this discrepancy at an early plenary meeting by

.forMally noting the teachers' goals and expectationi (P, 12/

15/79). The teachers caucused by grade level, and specified

the performance that they expected of' the students in September,

with respect to writing skills, and the goals that they'set

for their .students' performance by the following June. The

result was the synthetic curriculum (Appendix E) that we cited

in Chapter Three as demonstrating the circular tendencies
,

of long-range plans. "Global statements of goals," we decided,

are not sufficiently accurate" to delineate instructional

activities (P, 1/9/80), so we designed some daily log sheets;
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the teachers agreed to record after the fact what writing

instruction -- if any -- had ficcurred each day in'the class-
*

room. They would select the significant details of their

lessons; and their logs would provide us all with a set of

records rather than testimonies of intention.

The teachers kept logs throughout the last six observation

cycles, as described in Chapter Two. These records did indeed

reveal what the teachers had-Adone about writing instruction,

but, with few exceptions, the logs revealed nothing at all

about how the teachers had gone about their tadks.

The following excerpts from the teachers' logs illus-

trate the emphasis on product evident in the logs.

1/22/80 "Structure of a sentence - noun, verb, adj."

- grade three

3/5/80 "Wrote adventure story using Snoopy as main

character."

-grade ,lour

2/14/80 "Write similes and metaphors."

- grade five

5/5/80 "Wrote sentences using contractions."

- grade six

The log entries were typically product-oriented, with

virtually no mention of the process that the teachers had en-

gaged in, even though we were regularly observing process and

systeMaticaliy discussing it. Some entries did address the

/
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teaching process; for example, this entry of a grade six

teacher:.

2/6/80 "Pupils' -story books were read to first
and second graders - my pupils then discussed
need for a perfect product and' an awareness/
of audience."

Such entries, however, were in the minority. By and large,

these logs yielded records of teaching that were markedly
I

different from the obseriration records. But they shed no light

on process. Years of experience with the constraints on writing

instruction had evidently conditioned the teachers to think of

this enterprise in terms of writing'outcome. In this sense,

these daily logs were remarkably similar to the global curriculum

that we had constructed. Both kinds of records were comprised

of goal-oriented statements, yet from neither set were we able
47-

to relate a planned occurrence to the actual occurrence.

Evidently too many decisions had intervened.

In general, the discrepancy between plans and behavior

appears to be a function of training. Our teachers were used

to keeping records according to conventions that are now out-

dated. The conventional notions of planning were described

'earlier in this chapter (pp. 8Q-81), but the subject of theme

logs invokes them again, especially their contradition by actual

teaching behavior. According to conventional notions, taachers

are supposed to decide firtt about objectives, or skills, and

then plan activities accordingly; however, recent studies...)

indicate that teachers think about content and activities

and then, if at all, consider objectives or skills. The
'$44*

observed behavior of our teachers in the classroom corresponded

L
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more closely to these recent findings about the priority of

activities than to the priority of objectives which their logs

reveal. Their observed behavior, reflecting their percep-

tions of student needs, entailed changes in the pace and

direction of their instructional activities. Such

flexibility in decisioz1 making has been applauded by Clark

and Yinger 09 claim that "design is the principal
- 1

mark of professional .14tilritY " and that "teacher

planning might best be represented as an intuitive design

process" (p. 14).

This intuitive design pir'ocIps entails many decisions

between the lesson plall and the end of the lesson. These

intervening decision0 tw..roug% 1-like those of a navigator

at sea. It is prude to bad for a given destination at a

planned course and !Weed, but without an absolute fix on the

ship's position at all times, the 'navigator necessarily

proceeds by dead recKalling, Inevitably. the dead reckoning

position is at odds With the shiP'S actual position at any

given time. Navigators commonly refer to this inevitable

discrepancy as "drift"; it results from a combination of

uncontrollable forces ettld from a set of responsive decisions

intended to exploit or to counteract those forces in iving

'at the planned destination, At Sea it is necessary to change

.couise and speed periodically to accommodate for drift.

Teachers' intentions,before writing lesson and their

decisions en route are 4ptlY'chsracterized by the navigator:s

strategy.
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Some Implications of This Analytical Model

This model for analyzing writing instruction was tested in

several,ways. As discussed earlier, we certified the validity

of the activities constructs. Also, using the whole model, we

assessed the reliability of 'our observations on two occasions,

and we observed lessons in subjects other than writing. Both

kinds of assessments bear implications fomifurther research.

The reliability of the observers was tested on two occa-

sions. The procedure in both sessions was the same., A video-

taped writing class was shown to all thirteen coders. Inter-

rater reliability was established by comparing the codes of

individual observers with the "correct" codes, which were

established by consensus after the coding session. In the first

session, the inter-rater reliability was low -- only 65% of the

subscenes in the videotape were correctly identified by the

aggregate of the thirteen coders. The major problem was

detecting changes in subscenes. The labeling of subscenes

(i.e., attaching an activity code to the subscene) was more

accurate; labeling errors accounted for only one-third of the

total miscodei. After this reliability conference, the defini-

tion of a subscene was changed. A subscene was now defined as

consisting of an acvity and a group of participants. thus, a

new subscene would begin only when the activity or the partici-

pants change. (Formerly, changes in topic or speaker also

indicated changes in subscenes.) The revised definition was

more accurately observable because it was closer to the teachers'

sense of what constitutes an activity. In the second reliability
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conference, using the revised subscene definition, the

thirteen coders correctly 'identified 80% of,the

subscenes. Again, failures to detect subscene Chinges were
so

responsible for two=thirds,of the miscodings, but there were

fewer such failures, resulting in the higher' reliability.

. We achieved acceptable reliability primariW because of

the constructs; the definitions of the activities constructs

were stable and precise; each of the characteristics, as deAned,

was self-evident, and the vodiEulary of the grid reflected the

way teachers talk about writing. Every item on the grid was

observable, which was another factor in reliability; with etch

new version of the grid we rigorously omitted what we could not

see. A third factor was the redundancy of the grid; the narrative

and the system of check marks au ited each other. 'All of these

factors of the model made low-in erence observation possible,

and all were results of progressive coding.

Another way of assessing the model was to use it to observe

classes -- not necessarily lessons -- in subjects other than

'writing. During cycle #10, four NP observers visited eight

classes in five schools:, three classes in mathematics, two in

art, and one each in reading, science, and social studies. With

,.minor changes of obviqus labels, the model could distinguish

between writing instruction and the instruction in these classes.

We noted the significant similarity and differences between

these classes and the classes in writing that we had observed.

One obvious difference WAS the relatively short duration of these

classes as compared to the writing lessons the other differences

lay in the proportionate use of the nine activities,, Giving

13,5
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instructions and reviewing, were common to all eight classes,

presenting was common to all but one, and evaluating, to five

of the eight. But five of the nine activities-of writing instruc-

tion occurred either rarely or not at all in these classes,

0
and those that did occur were often'of a different nature:

Table 12 displays the occurrence of these activities in the

eight classes.

"%k
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Table 12

Activities in Eight Lessons in Subjects

Other Than Writing
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Analyzing these differences in a plenary meeting (P, 3%31/80),

we summarized further evidence of the uniqueness of writing

instruction.

1. The outcome of the lesSdn is generated either chiefly or

4p,

wholly by the students. They do not,merelS4 supply information

in the blank spaces of some context that already exists.

2. There are no exclusively right answers in writing as there

are in math, for example, and to some extent in reading and

in science. TA fact that there are many possible outcomes

of a writing assignment requires that evaluating and editing

take longer. Also, the existence of right answers in many

subjects precludes the use kid sharing in most lessoni-in

those subjects.

3. There are few texts or other teaching aids for elementary-

grade teachers that are specifically designed for writing

instruction. The teacher must convey Concepts through home-

made materials or through the activities of presenting,

giving instructions, orienting, reviewing, and evaluating.
ti

I particular, the teacher's activity of orienting is

typically more expansive in writing instruction than in other

subjects. While orienting does occur in other subjects, it

seldom takes as much time or plays the same important role

as in writing instruction.

The obvious conclusion of this assessment is that writing

instruction is significantly different from instruction in other

subjects inthe elementary school curriculum, and this conclusion

suggests a simple line of reasoning: models of effective 'teaching

1
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in other subjects are not appropriate for writing instruction;

any systematic improvement in writing instruction must evolve

from the context of writing instruction; the design for such

improvement should be based on what teachers actually do an

framed in terms of how they perceive what, they do. And colla-

borative research has the capacity to/ rive such information.

These are the assertions that we will address in Chapter Five

of this study.

0

1

0
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Chapter Five

Toward the Design of Writing Instruction

The final question that we raised in Chapter One--How

can collaborative research be used to design effective writing

instruction?--implies that "effectiveness" can be validly

defined, that the design task is.feasible, and that colla-

borative research has a role in the achievement of this

-task. Our findings, represented in Chapter Four,.confirm

these implications. The present chapter frames those

findings, along with some others that our study bi3s genera-

ted, in a context of research that lies aheacl. a V.-

Writing instruction is problematic largely becaute it_

is far more complex than it is generally thought to be. The

widespread misunderstanding of writing as a process was

addressed in Chapter Three, which points up a failure to

heed what the process really entailsfor the writer. Unlike'

other subjects in the curriculum, writing requires the students

to, generate substance and also to frame it--evenomore, to frame

it recursively while generating. And the complexity of the

instruction that is so misunderstood lies in the responsive

nature of the teacher's interaction wi-h the individual students

at their tasks. Writing instruction is a recursion, as

Chapter Four points out. Intervention in tie recursive

writing process is contingent upon the aspect of that process

123
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which happens to engage the individual student at any given

time. Simultaneously many students are engaged by different

aspects of writing, so the teacher's points of response

are manifold and often unpredictable.

Effective writing instruction can be operationally
4

defined in terms, of this tactical urgency in the classroom.

Effective writing instruction is the teacher's consistent

interaction with the students at all points of response so

as to yield optimal outcome at each point; the outcome

will be some aspect of the student's leSrning behavior.

This tactical urgency, however, cannot be consistently

accommodated--that is, the teaching process will probably

not be effective--merely by the teacher working intuitively.

c',:Some comprehensive support system is needed to furnish
4f

reference positions to guide the teacher's rapid changes

from one point to another; as long as those changes are

ad hoc'in nature, the effectiveness of the teaching will

remaip in doubt.

Consistency of the appropriate response is the important

concept here. Good luck and intuition will always be. crucial

to an optimal outcome. But even the best of teachers can

run out of luck, and intuitive hunches usually require

confirmation of s me sort before they can be carried very

far. The analogy that we drew earlier about the teacher

at sea, like the navigator changing course and speed to

co ensate for drift, for the inevitable errors of dead
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reckoning, suggests the nature of the support system that

'i8 needed. The navigator can normally count on compass,

charts, and tide tables,to help in planning the voyage and

,in correcting the ship's position en route. These instru-

ments are the means by which the navigator plans. Used in

.conjunction they constitute a support system; they provide

'a capacity for planning and also for changing plans con-

sistently.

One major sign of effective writing instruction is the

teacher's capacity to generate long-range plans that are

relevant to tactical changes in the classroom. This chapter

addresses tactical decisions and long-range plans, and it

posits some possibilities of linking the tr into some
iJ

kind of support system for the teacher. Since the teacher

is engaged in making rapid decisions at every point of

response, a thorough knowledge of how these decisions

affect the teacher's basic activities would be desirable.

Bow can those activities be assessed? What is the optimal

Outcome of each? Once these outcomes are discerned, the

limits and possibilities of each activity can be determined,

thereby furnishing the teacher with a set of constant references

for the recursive movement from one point of response to

another. We will briefly consider an assessment process for

the activities that we discovered in the model of writing

instruction described in Chapter Four.

Since the needs and abilities of the students determine

the teachers' tactical points of response, it seems reasonable
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that they also inform long-range plans for writing lnstruc-

tion. When these needs and abilities can be defined more

precisely than they now are, we can expect the design of

a scope and sequence that will be more useful tan the

present curricular guidelines. Some of the data that we

derived from this study appear to be relevant to the

definition of students' needs and abilities and therefore

to the design of a scope and sequence. These data pertain

to the writing outcome from this study. The students'

texts reveal certain patterns of control and lyk of control

over various constraints in the writing process. These

patterns suggest the possibility of identifying growth factors

that might influence curricular design. We will describe

these patterns and their implications for scope and sequence.

Still other kinds of information about students will

be pertinent to long-range, curricular planning as well as

to the tactical classroom situation, and possibly to the

linking of the two. Some of the data derived from this

study concern correspondences between patteins in the

writing outcome and other characteristics of the student

population, including grade level, socioeconomic status,

gender, reading and math scores, and writing at home. The

students' concepts of writing and their attitudes about

themselves as writers were also derived'from this study and

are also pertinent to instructional design. Negative

findings as well as patterns should be useful in this

respect, since they contradict some familiar assumptions

143
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abou students' needs and abilities. These various

cha acteristics and their correspondences we will also

ad ress. But first, in the local classroom situation,

t re is more to be considered in the assessment of the

basic activities of the teacher. d)

Assessing the Activities of Writing Instruction

The model of writing instruction derived from this study

/ is not definitive. It can, and should, sustain further

testing; in particular, each of the nine activities could

bear scrutiny by further progressive coding. With further

observations in a different setting, a team of teachers and

researchers might determine the rationale of each activity

(its purpose and function), its desired outcome, and ways

of measuring that outcome.

The first concepts to be tested would probably be the

supposed purposes of an activity. If that activity were

orienting, for example, these might be some possible purposes:

"to help the students generate ideas"; "to make links or

connections among pieces of information"; "to frame these

linked pieces of information into successively larger cate-

gories of information." As they stand, such concepts are too

'generalized to be precisely descriptive, but progressive

coding of observed behavior could delineate them. Another

-activity, sharing writing, might serve these purposes: "to

provide models which can guide students in creating their

texts" or'"to reinforce a student's pleasure in self-

expression." (Students. would probably not share mathematics
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exercises for this purpose, for example, since they would

not have generated the math structures themselves.)

Again, these supposed purposes are toe) generalized as

they stand, but progressive coding of observed behavior

could refine them.

Once consensus is achieved about the purpose of an

activity, it should be possible to design criteria for

judging the effective use of that activity. Such criteria

might be derived from questions such as these: In

reviewing, for example, does the teacher furnish a new

context for old information or define additional attributes?

Either outcome of reviewing woulepresumably be desirable.

On the other hand, does the teacher blur informatiop or

cause an information overload? In evaluating, does the

teacher allow or encourage questions to occur? Which does

the teacher do, prescribe revision or encourage a student's

participation in that process? Similarly, in orienttg,

which does the teacher tend to do: establish links among

tie ideas generated by the student, or encourage the

students to establish such links?

Effective writing instruction as we have just defined

it is a function of a teacher's responses to differing needs

of students at any given time; each interactive episode

between teacher and student offers the teacher an opportunity

to respond to some need. While coding the purpose and the

optimal outcome of a given activity, therefore, an observa-

tion team might want to address these needs in different

ways with questions that focus on points of response. Is
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the teacher aware of some need in the individual student at

that point? Is the chosen activity appropriate to the

perceived need? Some activities are appropriate to the

fulfillment of a specific need; others are not. A student

engaged in editing, for example, can normally be guided by

evaluating questions, and a student who has come to a halt

while writing, because he orshe is trying to clarify ideas,

might need further orienting. But this latter student

would not profit from evaluating, which focuses on skills,

rather than on generation of ideas.

Does the teacher change from one activity to another

to accommodate a given need? This question might also help

an observation team to test the activity constructs and

possibly make them mote helpful to teachers. Since a

teacher's flexibility in this cegard would be desirable,

the definition of each activity must be precise enough for

the teacher to perceive the nature and theftignificance of

the change from one to another. For example, while reviewing

a concept a teacher might realize that the students are not

at all familiar with it and therefore decide to stop reviewing

and start presenting the subject as if it were new information.

What is the optimal outcome in such a case? When should the

teacher make the change? An experienced teacher might know;

but teachers in training might need a more stable reference

in the form of constructs for reviewing and Presenting that

distinguish more elaborately between each other than ours yet

do.

116
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These are the kinds of questions that could appear

-'"on the Agenda of an observation team committed to testing and

deve164ngothis model of Writing instruction, Once the

ac4Vity constructs have 1:3 ed in a different setting,

some of the characteristle'4- ld Probably need to be repaired.

Had the school year been ong01 we would have continued to

test and repair some of these constructs. But naming a priori,

emphases for progressive coding might be tdo limiting. Simply

testing the model in a new setting would doubtless reveal those

aspects of it that need to be developed in order to yield a

stable set of references tpr the teacher.

Writing Outcome

One element in the design of effective writing instruction

is.a scope and sequence fot long-range planning. We analyzed

the writing outcome of the students in this study for patterns

that might pertain to Ibis s1emen14. And we had in mind a

series of leading questions, Does writing instruction need to

be a continuum of repeated reviews for each student? What

are the growth factors that might determine or modify a curricu-

lum? When is the writer ready :to learn to use new constraints?

Which ones can the students be expected to master, and, at what

stage? Which ones will teg-taire reviewing in the long-range

scheme? The patterns that %,,,e derived from the error

analysis indicate some directions for research. We list

patterns with a brief gloss about each.

The results of our extended analyees are not definitive;

they cannot ?e generalized because of the relatively small

1
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populations involved (some fifty students at each grade

level). Yet the size of the sample--some 305,000 words

in more than 2,700 texts-- justifies scrutiny of the

patterns we discovered. In general, our findings indi-

cate that the interpretation of writing outcome is a

complex activity. Moreover, any attempts to evaluate

teaching effectiveness based merely on writing outcome,

unless such attempts are subject to careful interpreta-

tion, may well be misguided. But these findings do provide

useful information to anyone wishing to study writing

outcome as it relates to the scope and sequence of writing

skills.

Our research deSign entailed the analytic assessment

of texts written by students in each classroom throughout.,

the yeas and also an extended assessment of a subset of

those texts according to a variety of descriptors.

Chapter Two explains the system of codes that we used for

analyzing a text according to its use and misuse of conven-

tional constraints. Developed by the Center for Research

in Writing, this descriptive system was already in place at

the beginning of this study. Derived by progressive coding

through the efforts of teachers and researchers over a

four-year period, this coding system provides an error

analysis with reference to conventionally acceptable prose.

Profiles derived by this model yield patterns in the

writers' control of both linguistic and rhetorical con-

straints. Table 2 of Chapter Two is printed here for

reference to the codes defining these constraints, and
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Appendix K Oisplays the patterns.

Our' extended assessment entailed a variety of des-
).

criptions, including Hfint's "T-units" (1965), a modification

of the cohesive devices outlined by Halliday and Hasan ,(1.976),

the measurements of growth in writing suggested by Odell

(1977), and a search 'for patterns in the, use of nouns,

simple modifiers, and verbs. This multiple assessment

was intended to audit the error analysis of these texts

and, if,possible, to provide other ,way's of describing.

patterns in writing. The results of these analyses

appear in Appendix K.
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Table

UsedNCRW's Profiles of Writing
Twenty-one Co raints (and their absen misuse)

Structural
Code Name

Paragr 1 (no) organizing idea

2 evidence (missing)

0 one-sentence paragraph (undeveloped)

Paragraph 3 (no) forecast
Sequence

, ,

4 (lack of) sequence between two, paragraphs

5 (no) conclusion

6 reader (not addressed)

Sentence F (fragment of) complete sentence

SV subject-verb (dis)agreement

verb form or tense (misused)

-Ct complement (inexact)

C (faulty) compounding

W wrong word choice

D diction (causing syntactic fracture)

J joining independent clauses
(unconventionally)

A (inaccurate) punctuation_ demarcating
phrases and clauses

Word

PC phrases and clauses misused)

R referent (not cletik)

T (inaccurate) terminal$unctuation

Q (inaccurate) use of quotation marks
around quoted discourse

Sp (mis) spelling
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The patterni derived through error analysis indicate

that extensive research remains to be done before any

conclusive statement car be made about growth factors in

the writing process. Of the twenty categories of

constraints on writing that we studied, the students

achieved increasing controll over only five; in the remain-

ing categories, progressive control was either uneven or

nonexistent. These five constraints are the complete

sentence, terminal punctuation, spelling, word choice

(vocabulary) and diction (acceptable transformations).
311,

These patterns suggest that students are ready to learn

these constraints as soon as they begin writing and that

1
teabhing usefully reinforces such learning. Our te 4 ers

allotted extensive instructional time to the complete sen-,

tence, terminal punctuation and spelling; they allotted a
_H

moderate amount of time to worcV.bhoiee and diction.
4

Control over four other constraints (verb form, joining

independent clauses, punctuation of phrases and clauses, and
At,

compodndin7), however, was unevenly achieved. In grade four

the error rate peaks, that is, students make more errors per

sentence with these constraints in grade four than they do in

any other grade. However, the profiles also indicate that'

after the initial high peak in errors, they achieve increasing

control over these constraints. This peak could indicate

that the students first encountered these constraints in

grade four and that learning 'at first entails a high error'

frequency. This inference is supported by the pattern

3-1
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for quotation marks, wherein the errors peak in grade five,

rather than in grafte four. Again, Our teachers were emphasiz-

ing this straint in grade five.

In th profile of one constraint, the one-sentence

paragraph, errors peak and fall twice. The constraint in

this case is that a paragraph presents both an organizing

idea and supporting evidence, no matter how many sentences

it contains. The characteristic error in therone-sentence

paragraph is its lackl6f.evidence to support the assertion

that it makes; it might do as a sentence but not as a

paragraph. The error pattern in this case, wherein errors

twice peak and fall, suggests the achievement of control

over this cgnitraint in two different contexts or in two

different modes of writing presented to the students at

different times. Students may learn 'to write paragraphs

more than one sentence when they are first learning to

paragAphs; then they may lose some control in this category

when they first learn to write paragraph sequences.

Control over four constraints (phrases and dependent

clauses, organizing idea of a paragraph, evidence, and

sequence, that is, paragraphs that link) neither progresses

nor regresses during grades three to six. This pattern

suggests that students need constant monitoring in their use

of these structures. It is possible, for example, that

students in these grades can ontrol the constraints

applicable to. paragraph coher nce, thAt at this stage of

their development, each paragra h may present a unique

conceptualcproblem.

152
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Control of two constraints (forecasting and concluding)

decreases as grade level increases. This pattern suggests.

that as the writing task becomes more complex, students

find it more difficult to summarize 'what they have said.
*

As the chart in Appendix K (p. A133) indicates, students

in grade five appear to have mastered forecasting, but*

errors rise again in grade six. This increase may indicate

-that expressive writing (assigned more often in the lower

grades) is easier to forecast than transactional writing

and that as the task becomes more difficult, students do not

as readily achieve control over their forecasting. Conclusion

errors, on the other hand, increase steadily as grade level

increases, indicating that writing an acceptable conclusi6h

may be an inherently difficult task, regardless of the mode

of discourse (see p. A135).

Many of the patterns evident in these profiles indicate that

errors need not be regarded as signs of lack of growth. This

possibility is particularly evident in the graph of subject -

verb errors. In their efforts to achieve subject-verb

agreement, the students in this population gained increased

control during each summer and then lost control during

each school year. This error pattern may indicate that

within each schbol year students do attempt to relate increa-

singly complex subjects and verbs but that they do-4mot

immediately achieve control.' In this case, as ix'all of the

other patterns that reveal uneven gains in control, errors
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may well be growth indicators. This notion was the most

radical and engaging propo ition that the eight teachers

entertained during our stu y. In a final questionnaire,

when asked what aspect of the study should be distributed

td administrators and to other teachers, they responde4

unanimously with this concept of errors in the written

product as possible indicators of growth in the writing

process.

The variance among these patterns is rich with

possibilities, but it also makes the analytic assessment

of, writing vulnerable tomisinterpretAtion with serious

consequences. One such misinterptektation would be the

summative evaluation of a teacher based on errors in the

students' written texts. As tempting as it might be, such

a judgment would be simplistic; it would imply that error

frequency in a group of texts is a precise measure of

instructional quality, which it is not. Theanalytic

assessment of writing that we conducted in no way supports

the evaluation of teachers by the errors 4.n students'

written texts. There are too many variables between the
n..

instructional input and the writing 'Outcome to justify the

misguided assumptions that such a judgment would imply.,

Any judgment of instructional quality based on error

frequencies in the writing of these particular students,

for example, would need to acco nt-for two apparently

contradicting patterns. Student in grade six made fewer
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errors in sentence fragments, terminal punctuation, spelling,,

word choice, and diction than did students in grade three;

so far so good. But they made more errors in concluding

than students did in the earlier grades. Were the sixth-

grade teachers effective or not? How can th two

patterns be reconciled? Might some of then rors,have

decreased naturally, no matter how well or poorly a teacher

had intervened? Might other errors have increased as the

assigned tasks begamemore complex?
k 0 ,

Other patters in error frequendyoraise

swered questions. With respect*toiSomec5f the twenty

straints in4this assessment; `for example, students in

more unan-

4-4soMe grades iMpkoved while students, in .ot r grades did

n6 One mig4trassume,Iiit, based on this evidedce; some

of(these eight. teachers thugh.tmore effectively than"
!. 44,others; so far, so good. .134,411_the:dategory'ofeisUbject-

1, O.
:.verb4agreement, as already indicated', the Students in each

,

regressed:during the lAar;.'makingt more :errors ,in May
,

,I. in Septpahr. iky.rthe Jame logic One, would haVe to
. ,

f. h: , \ 1?''el
\

j. , '
.

c6nclude that,the writing instruction in all 'eight grades.

.

wAs ine.ffective. - 4.

Yet-such aconcludion could' scarcely` explain tyo of the
x.

;
,

,
,

, il

other,paqerns acrossgrade'llevels tiAtt were.iust mentioned.
pe

..

peak
, .i:v

The ertorrfreouencies eak at grade four with referende to
11

, .

joining 110 pendent olaules, punctu'tiiip phrases and

dependent c cruses, and compounding, and errors in quotation

marks''sim ilarly peak in grade five. ,Hom conld the allegation
, s

.
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that teachers are ineffective at all grade levels square

with these patterns? Obviously some other explanation must

account for them. Our likely explanation is that these

students were learning these structures for the first

time, or possibly, with the guidance of their teachers,

trying new structures.

Even more unknown variables intrude as soon as an

error analysis of a student's writing is compared to some

instructional goal., such as a teacher's stated intention,

,a record of instructional emphasis, or a segment of observed

behavior, all of which we compiled. Examples of such

unexplained discrepancies appear in Appendix L, which

displays correspondences between (1)each teacher's

emphasis on each of seven skills, as reported in their

logs of writing instruction and (2)changes in the error

analysis pertinent to these same skills. The comparisons

yield twp kinds of correspondence: direct and inverse.

The records of four classrooms exemplify in the extreme

both types of correspondences that ''Iltocurred in all of

the classrooms. In the case of Teacher E and Teacher H, the

correspondences are direct. The histogram showing changes

in control over each skill is virtually identical to the

histogram showing the teacher's emphasis,; students made-

fewer errors in the skills emphasized by the teacher.

In the case of Teacher D and Teacher A, however, the

correspondence is inverse. The histogram showin7_changes

in control is almost the reverse of the histogram showing

1 'z-;G
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the teacher's emphasis;Astudents made more errors in the

skills emphasized by the teacher.

Can we conclude, therefore, that Teachers E and H

are effective teachers and that Teachers A and D are not?

We think not, for three reasons.

1. Error analysis can describe conventionally

acceptable writing; it does not describe "effective

writing" or "writing of high quality"; no measurement

system yet devised does so. (Teachers A and D might

be challenging the students to attempt more sophisti-

cated structures. Teacher D, for instance, spent a

great deal of time encouraging students to find more

accurate or sophisticated words, the skill in which

Teacher D's students showed the largest decrease in

control.)

2. When students first learn a new concept or skill,

errors increase. (Therefore, the students of

Teachers A and D might be 'Making more errors because

they are attempting to learn something new.). ,

3. Teachers' stated intentions may well not account

for all the skills they address in the classroom. (For

example, a teacher might. record in a logbook the skill

yphasized
during the activity of presenting, but not

record other skills addressed during reviewing or

evaluating because there happened to be so many of them.

The teacher might, therefore, be teaching these skills

during activities other than presenting, In the case
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just mentioned, Teacher D actually did spend a great

deal of time evaluating writing with individual students.

To extend the assessment of writing beyond error

analysis, we searched for other measures of writing outcome.

As part of our research design, these other measures were

described in Chapter Two. Our findings may be useful to

researchers in that they either corroborate earlier findings

by others or suggest new means of assessing writing:

1. The measures of T-units, derived from Hunt's

(1965) study, did indicate growth across the four

grades, but no consistent pattern within grades.

(See Appendix K.)

2. The fourotohesive factors, derived from the work

of Halliday and Hasan (1976), yielded mixed results.

Neither "ellipses" nor "substitution",revealed any

patterns in writing behavior within the four grades

levels. "Referents" indicated some variance in

progression throughout the grade. levels. And

"conjunctions" yielded clear and consistent indica-

tions of improvement across grade levels. The

findings for both "conjunctions" and "referents.)

confirmed the findings for related indicators--codes

"J" and "R"--in the error analysis. (See Appendix K.)

3. The usage of nouns, simple modifiers, and verbs

yielded no patterns. With reference to nouns, the

texts were contaminated by teachers' assignments that
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specified the use of.certain words. There were nO

indicative patterns in the use of adjectives or adverbs.

And, although we pursued Loban's (1976) notion that the

use of specific verb forms might indicate growth, our

study of verbs yielded no pattern in either tense or

verb form.

4. None of the five indicators of growth in writing,

as defined by Odell. (1977), yielded patterns, but this

may be the result of the population studied here and

the particular assignments they addressed.

In sum, these other descriptors yielded not much new

information. But they furnished a useful'audit of the error
*

analysis, insofar as their yield was compatible with the

Patterns derived from this procedure. The patterns of change

that we observe thereby are clearly discernible, even though

they cannot be generalized because of the relatively small

population involved and the relatively brief duration of

the assessment. We conclude, therefore, that error analysis

used in longitudinal studies would reveal growth patterns

and make possible a scope and sequence based on the natural

developeentof writing abilitia.

Writing Assignments

Since writing assignments are obviously a part of a

teacher's plans, they are relevant to the design, of effective

writing instruction, and the study did develop some information

about writing assignments. During the school year the eight
$

teachers generated 170 writing tasks, and the responses to

159
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137 of those tasks became the texts that we analyzed. Although

our gathering of these assignmes was systematic, it was in no

way prescriptive. The teachers separately assigned the writing

tasks accortng to their own instructional goals and schedules,

as appropriate to our naturalistic mode of inquiry. Even. the

forms of the assignments varied actcirding to the teachers'

notes accompanying the texts that we gathered. 'For the

pprpose of reporting we normalized the syntax of these

assignments, which are contained in Appendix B. But this

apparent uniformity should not be misconstrued; these

assignments do not represent any kind of formal sample.

Even this inforMal set of assignments, however, yields

patterns related to the modes of writing and to the different

conceptual demands inherent in these modes. The mode that

James Britton defines as "expressive" entails a kind of

language that reveals the writer's thoughts and feelings. In

Britton's study of London schools (Britton et al., 1975), he

laments that this mode was not often assigned, since he

believes that expressive writing effectively engages unskilled

writers and may prepare them to master more challenging modes:
O

transactional, a reader-oriented mode, and poetic, a text-oriented

mode. Britton's findings have been corroborated by Whale and

Robinson (1978), in their 'study of writing' in schools in

Saskatchewan, Canada.

In contrast to the findings of these earlier studies, the

assignments in this study c'rly indicate that our teachers

both valued and.encouraged expressive writing. In their,

first trinary meeting, both third-grade teachers affirmed
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Teacher

34

32

41

42

51

52

61

62

Totals

Table 13

Writing_ Assignments Coed in the

v4

Expressive Transactional or Total
Writing Poetic Writing Assignments

14 1 15

16 2 18

6 11 17

12 3 15

7

8 10 18

21

8

7

80

9 18

57 137
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that "at the third grade level, expressive writing is to

be encouraged," (T1). And both fourth grade teachers con-

curred, stating that students "should begin with their own

experiences" (T8). Moreover, the modes of writing assigned

at each, grade level document the value that these teachers

placed on expressive writing. Their assignments are listed

by mode in Table 13. As this table indicates, many of the

assignments at each grade level are subject-oriented or

writer-oriented, modes which are expressive in that they

focus on what a writer thinks or feelis about a subject:

Table 13 also indicates that besides expressive

writing, both transactional and poetic modes were assigned.

The teachers apparently recognized that young childien may

not be able to handle the constraints inherent in the

transactional and poetic modes, whereas older students can.

In any case, the assignments become more reader-oriented

or text-oriented as the grade levels progress. Although

classroom #41 appears to contradict the pattern described

here, the high proportion of transacti?nalor poetic

assignments in that class can be explainyd by the fact

that Classroom 41 was composed of both advanced and gifted

students.

Related to the pattern of modes derived from these

assignments is the evidence of tasks which make increasingly

difficult conceptual demands on the writer. Listedihere

in pairs for comparison, the assignments are numbered as
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they are in Appendix Bs The first two figures indicate

the grade level and classroom and the last two identify

the assignment.

32-39 Given a picture, describe it.

621.15 Given three pictures of your choice, in, the
Providence Journal, create a short story based

.

on them.

31-11

51-20

Given a movie on what kids want to be when they
grow up, write about what you want to be.

Given readings and movies about Paul Revere,
explain why Paul Revere made his ride.

31-06 Given the story, "The Sorcerer's Apprentice,"
write about it.

51-09 Given a book of your choosing, write a book
report.

32-28 Given an activity done in'class (making a
newspaper tree), describe the activity.

62-45 Given a process of your choice, describe
"how to." .

I

31-17 Given the subject, kites, write a story imagin-
ing you are a kite.

-23 Given to imagine that you inhabit another planet,
describe yourself in terms of the influence of the
gravity and the temperature of the planet.

52-20 Given the imaginary situation of being a Christmas
present, write about what you would be and what
would happen/

Further studies might corroborate the presumed value

Aof expressive writing; tk at is, they might determine

16'3



whether or not early tasks in this mode help st

write more effectively at a later time than if they h 'een

assigned tasks in the transactional mode. Such studi

might also usefully focus on the value of assignments which

place increasing cognitive demands on students. Since

writing involves the mastery of many constraints from the
1

merely mechanical, such as'punctuation, to the conceptual,
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such as reader awareness, studies focusing on progressive

control of constraints could provide useful knowledge for

teachers.

Student Characteristics and Writing Ability

One set of tasks in'this study entailed our identifying

.011-

several kinds of student characteristic nd juxtaposing them

with the writing outcome. We identified five characteiistics

for this procedure: a student's-grade level, socioeconomic

status, gender, scores inrreading and.in'mathematics, and

also writing allkome. This section of our findings reports

the correspondences that we discovered. Significantly, the

derived data support t4e teachers' in1Sights abb. t"the effects

of these various characteristics:cd:riting4 ty. As

they insisted, grade level ig either unrela4ed .66 writing

outcome or related so imprecisely that it appears to be of

little use in developing a scope and sequence for progressive

control over the cistraints on the writing vocess.

Socioeconomic status and gender also appear to" have little

,effect on students' abilities. The thiee other characteris-

tics, hbwever, were significantly related to changes in the
4.':1111

11.1.4Le
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error patterns of the writing outcome. One characteristic

is ability in reading, another is ability in mathematic's,

and the third is-writing at home. But these correspondences

are qualified The first two correspondences, between

writing outcome and reading or math ability, as the teachers

also insisted, need not be a fixed determinant, since

these abilities are subject to modification. The third

correspondence, between writing outcome and writing at

home, reveals a relationship but no clear direction of,

causality. Which one influences the other?

Although the grade level of students might appear to

be of major importance to writing instruction, our data

indicate otherwise. (Means and standard deviations of the

error categories, by grade, appear JAI-Appendix K.) The'se

data reveal that students progress unevenly in their mastery

of specific constraints, so it is not possible to decide at

what grade level a specific constraint hasJoeen mastered.

These same data also indicate that a high variance of per-

formance exists within each grade level. Because of this

high variance, teachers cannot assume that students in a

certain grade can control certain - .constraints in writing

but not others. Longitudinal studies-,may eVentually deter-

mine a scope and sequence appropriate to th ching of

constraints, but the range of ability-in 'e grade level

'will, still require that teachers tailor ingtOction to the

individual student.
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With reference to socioeconomic status, our data Alkl

to support another familiar assumption: They indicate that

SES has little effect on a student's writing performance.

9ftn 'this variable was compared to writing oitcome accor-
,

ding:to the twenty codes in our error analysis, nineteen

of the codes yielded no signiffet correlation. Only. one

of the codes, the organizing idea of a paragraph, was signif-

icantly related'td SES. There was a negative correlation

(-.22, p< .001) between SES and organizing idea, indicating

that lower SES students made more errors in the organization

of paragraphs than did higher SES students. However, this was

the only. difference in error frequency between the two groups.

(All correlatibns reported in this chapter are'Pearson product-

moment correlations.)

Comparisons between gender and kinds of error in writing

yielded similar, negative conclusions. When gender was correla-

ted with the error analysis of the students' writing, only one of

twenty codes correlated significantly with gender; girls made

fewer spelling errors than boys (6% error rate versus 8% error

rate, p 4..05). Moreover, even this correlation might not hold

up; since we juxtaposed gender With-twenty separate codes, the

significant difference in any one of them might have been due to

chance.

Three student characteristics, however, were signifi-

cantly related to error analysis.. Two of these were reading

ability and mathematics ability, as measured by standardized

tests. Standardized reading scores were available for
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students in seven of the eight classes, Vane of the fourth grade

classes did not take a standardize&;'reading test). Analyses by

grade level indicate that significant correlations exist between

reading percentile and as many as thirteen of the twenty-one

codes in the error analysis. In each case, the higher the

reading percentile, the fewer the errors in each category of
a

writing errors. These correlations are shown in it0e 14.

As the table indicates, moreover, the nt; of significant

correlations increases as the grade level increases: two

correlations at grade three, eight correlations at grade four,

nine correlations at grade five, and thirteen correlations at

grade six.

Standardized test scores in.mathematics were available

for students in six of the eight classes. (Neither fourth

grade class had taken a standardized mathematics test.)

The significant cbrrelaticonsbetween these scores and the

error analysis scores are shown in Table 15. The correla-

tions follow the same pattern as the correlations between

reading scores and writing errors. The number of significant

correlations increases with increasing grade level. The fact

that these correlations are as high as the reading-score

correlations raises some interesting questions. Both sets of

correlations may be due to the general "school-wiseness" of

some students, which is manifested in their writing as well as

in their standardized tests. Or it may be that the skills

which are useful in mathematics are also useful in writing.

This second possibility should be pursued further.
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Table 14

Significant COrrelations Between Reading ercentile

and Error Analysis Scores by Grade L vel*

Error Category Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6

Organizing Idea

Evidence -.37 -.35 -.59

One-Sentence Paragraph -.44

Forecast -.47

Sequence -.38
4

Conclusion -.46

Fragment ,=, .

Subject-Verb -.35 -.40 -.39 "' -.38

Verb
4.. -.45 -.50 !..:.72 -.47

ComplemenX

Oompounrpg
-.48

Word Choice
-.54 -.54 -.47

4
Diction

-.42, -.48 -.56

Joining
-.59 -.58

Phrase and Clause Punctuation

Phrase and Clause .

.

-

Refereht -.38 -.56

Terminal Punctuation -.46 -.40

Quotation Marks
-.62

Spelling -.53 -.51 -.46 -.54

* p <.01 or less
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4can4401efa4iionftt,petWe'aft.Mathe4tiCs Percentile
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aid Error Analysis"S4ores.

t:HError Category
a.

Organizing"` Idea

Evidence

One-Sentence-Paragraph

Forecast

Sequence

Conclusion

Fragment.

Subject-Verb

Verb

Complement

Compounding

Word Choice

Diction

Joining

Phrase and Clause Punctuation

Phrase and Clause

Referent

Terminal Punctuation

Quotation Marks

Spelling

44-

Grade Level*

Grade 3; Grade 4 ** Grade 5 Grade 6

-.65' .

-.62

-.42

-.51

.1.14,16

-.37

-.40 -.52 -.41

-.39

-.44 -.51

-.35 -.51

-.42 -.59

-.41 -.41

-.33 -.57

-.59

-.51 -.41

*p1(.01 or, less

**Standardized mathematics scores were not available for students in either fourth
grade class.

1
a
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The third characteristic significantly related

to the error analysis was the students' engagement in

specific types of writing at home. Student reports

about whether or not they wrote at home and about

the types of writing they did at home yielded mixed

results. Whether or not they wrote at home was not

related to any of the twenty codes in the error .

analysis. But, the forms of writing practiced at home

were related to some of these codes.. Students who

reported writing poems, letters, and diaries at home

made significantly fewer errors in organizing idea,

verb form, word choice, terminal punctuation, and also

spelling. These results`Are shown in Table 16. (The

contrasts shown in Tables 16 and 17 were tested with

one-way alysis of Variance.) However, these corres-

pondences do not specify causality. Whether writing a

Om

whe

results in fewer errors in these categories or

success in writing at school motivates students

to write at home is, therefore, not clear.



Table 16

Significant Contripts Between Error Analysis

and Type of Writing at Home*

Error Category

Error Rates

Unit

Do you write poems?

Yes No

Do you write letters?

Yes No

Do you write a diary?

Yes No

Organizing idea

Verb form

Word *ice

Terminal punctuation

Spelling

.34

MOM

.17

IOMM

.05

.42

Ae

.22

.06

.37

.08

.06

.Q6

.46

.11

.13

'4 .09

rF

.28

.06

___

.05

.04

.43

.10

~10

.09

.08

Errors per

paragraph

Errors per

sentence

Errors per

sentence

Errors per

sentence

Error's per

word

* All contrasts are significant at p4;.01
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An analysis of our data also reveals no significant

relationship between the SES scales and writing at home.

And, with only one exception, no relationship exists

between SES and the forms of writing students did at home.

As shown in Table 17, both high and low SES students

reported in equal proportion that they wrote stories,

poems, diaries, and other kinds of prose or poetry at home.

Only one form of wx(tingthe letterwas related to

socioeconomic status. High SES students wrote more
1

letters at home than did low SES students.

Although only a slight difference exists between gender

and writing outcome, these data reveal that boys and girls

did differ considerably in their indications of what they

wrote at home. Table 17 shows that girls were more apt

than boys to write anything at home and were also more apt

than boys, to write poems, letters, and diaries at home.

These differences were fairly consistent across all grade

levels.

Some of the teachers believed that girls are bette
r44.011.ti

writing about personal relationships, whereas boys are better

at writing about current events and impersonal topics. This
\

hypot esis was not tested in the project, but the differences

in home writing do indicate that girls practice personal

and autobiographical writing more than-boys do. Whether

this difference affects the quality of the writing on

different topics, however, remains to be examined.
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Table 17

Students' Self-Report. of Writing at Home

ITEM TOTAL
SAMPLE

HIGH
SES

LOW
SE

MALES

9.

FEMALES

"I write at home." 85% 88% 83% **78% 91%

"I write stories at home." 85% 38% 41% 33% 45%

"I write poems at home." 32% 33% 32% **15% 44%

"I write letters at home." 73% *80% 66% 4*59% 83%

"I write diaries at home." 20% 21% 19% **5% 31%

"I write other things at home." 13% 10% 16% 15%

*contrast is significant at p <.05

**contrast is significant at p < .01
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One other aspect of these correlation studies remains
71

to be addressed. We noted earlier that the teachers had

anticipated most of the relationships that the data

revealed, and this fact is noteworthy. The literatuxe on

expectation effectm suggests that a teacher's reactions to

student characteristics may be as important or nearly as

important as the characteristics themselves in affecting

instruction. (See, for example, Brophy and Good, 1974;

Finn, 1972.) The eight teachers in this study did not

expect that SES or gender or grade level were powerful

determinants of the students' ability to write. They did

expect that reading and math scores would correlate with

writing performance and they were interested at the outset

of our study in possible effects of the home environment:

These very exietations mayhave reduced the impact of

the characteristics we have noted.

1
Stu t Comments About Writing

ne other way of measuring the changes that writing

instruction produwes in studentb is to examine their state-
S6 (

ments about writing. Student comments, particularly attitudes,

have been used in many studies as a measure of teaching

effectiveness. The data from this study raise two sorts

of doubts about the usefulness of such measures. First,

there may not be any connection between a student's attitudes

and that student's ability in writing; in this study, there
a

were no significant correlations between changes in the writing
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profile scores (Fall.to Spring) and changes in either of

two affective scales: Self-Concept as a Writer and Attitude

Toward Writing (September to May). Students who made fewer

errors as the year progressed did not feel better, nor did tom)

students who made more errors feel worse about writing or

about themselves as writers..

Moreover, student attitudellpay reflect the wrong aspects

of writing. For example, the May scores for Self- Concept as

a Writer were si4nificantly correlated with only one profile-

category: spelling (r = -.19, plr.005), which is not e4w

function of composing. Thus, students who felt they *ere

good writers were in fact good spellers. No other aspect

of the writing process were correlated to the students' cow.

ception of themselves as writers.

These two interview scales, Self- concept as a Writer
i

and Attitude toward Writing as well as a third, scale, Concept

A Writing, were also compared with both gender and socio-

economic status of the students. There.were no significant

correlations between students' socioeconomic status on any of

the three scales; nor were there significant, differences

between boys' scores and girls' scores on any of the three

scales.

The third scale derived from student comments (Concept

of Writing), however, did show some promise as a meagte of

dicik

teaching effectiveness, when the students' c mments were

directly examined. It is measure4of a esirable outdbme

of instruction, and it did detect significant upward changes
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in seven of the eight classes during the year (mechanical

breakdOwn of a tape recorder made unusable the September
0

interviews in the eighth class). Results of the Concept

scale are shown in Table 18. 'These results indicate that

the students in each class developed a more.complex concept

of writing during the year. Concrete examples of these

changes are indicated by responses to one of the items on

the concept scale, "What is the hardest 'thing about writing?"

Here are the responses of five students, each answering id/

September and again in May.

"Not looking at the letter chart when I'm writing
a word" (September)

"Capitals and periods" (May)

--grade three

"When I make holes in the paper" (September)

"Thinking of the right word" (May)

--grade four

"Spelling some of the words" (September)

"Putting ideas in the right order" (May)

--grade five

"Making the I's" (September)

"If I have an idea and don't know how to put it
down" (May)

--grade five

"Punctuation and spelling" (September)

"Getting more ideas after you get the first idea" (May

--grade six'
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Table 18

Concept of Wri.tir6

Sept.'

e.

Classroom

31 (2:6, 4..5

32

41. 4.0 * 10.0 .

42 1.1 7.8

51 4.8 9.3

.5Z 5,0 9.2

,61 3.0 8.1 6.7

62 6.6 9'.5

May

al

n

4.1

I

:005. 9

10,i . :001 4, 11

4.3 , .001 13

4.2 .001 11

.00.1

3.0: .01-,.- ..;..12
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shd, th res of student affect used in this'

s u did ft9p spoW - .c promise as indicators of the

effectiveness of, ihTinstruction. The cognitive

measure of one's concept of writing, however, does seem

to be a useful measur ffetiveness if it can be

employed with other s. By itself it is limited;

quelstions do not give a teachersttdents' responses to

nce about how to be effective, and, a'measure of

ive-ess should di") more thantsimply'evaitiate.

The Dynamites of Design

A pragmatic distinction is needed to put the various

sections of this chapter in perspective. The distinction

jlies within the broad concept of "design" which can entail

planning of different sorts. 'The difference lies in the

(

scope and pace of the planning. One concept of design

entails planning in a more static sense: thecinvention'

and forming'of parts5into a structure of some sort, such as

a support system for writing instruction. .Ina more limited;

tactical sense, the planning inherent in the concept of

design becomes a series of separate decisions. In this

/ ,Sense the teacher designs writing instructiono.even while .

,

-------Th.conducting it. The design consists of anticipating the
, ,,

interaction thdt will fallow what is now 'happening an

choosing from an array of opti s wha to do next4.the
.21

planning in this case often o s within seconds. .

1 79
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The distin'ttion between priq4 planning and tactical

planning is importantbear in mind, .given the model of

writing 4 .instruction thWwe described in Chapter Four.

As evident in that model s countless variable combinations
40

of ipstructional activities and their characteristics,

the teacher's tacticula planning typically preempts prior

planning. A certain logic of design becomes evident

thereby, albeit paradoxical. If any prior planning is to

engender effettive writing instruction, it would appear

that such planning must accommodate ttle teacher' tactical

situation--and not the other wn,Arou d. This tion
40

radically contradicts the ipptitutiopakplanning for writing

instruction in the sLtting that we observed (as described

in Chapter Thiee), which preoumably explains why such

planning was felt to be ineffect've and therefore was .

disregarded by the teachers.

00
Our `findings are all coNatible' the premise that

a 4upport system, to be effective, /must be derived from

atever it is supposed to rapport; which in this case is

the teacher's tactical situation. In that situation the

teacher 's responsive delisions are .larrly conting ie:A;on the

present need of each *ildividual student who is engaged. 417,

some aspect of the writing task; 1pd at any given time

those aspects of the task, and hence those individual needs,

are different and various. .Plans that focus on those

differing indiv ual nee are likely to engender more

effective instruction th any plans that disregard them.

180

-!13.
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The needs and abilities of studepts as individuals

nether than as students in groups'would therefore appear

to provide a useful Lcus for research in behalf of

planning. 'Accordingly, any researchkhat addresses the

bas).c instructional activities will presumably have the

most immediate effect on writing instruction, especially
*et,

if it assesses the activities rather,pan thf teachers.

Accordingly, any research in scope and seggence will

significantly help long-range planning, expecially if let

addresses growth indicators in thp Longit

dinal studies using error analyses, of texts see;71\ikely

, 1. rto discover growth indica s. Accordingly,'

that can link a scope and sequence to the tejac

situation cap help a teacher to forpulatet1e needs.
. ,...

individual students into clusters 9f a. ons group;
,

Jie .s.

P' '%m
,

instructional units. ': i q"
All of these tasks appear to be wi Alm

collaborative research. The segments Of ope'and

sequence would have toin..,IEsitci in the cLan.:
)

' = .e *
other two tasks --as ealOing activities And ,dify4lopinqa'a

_.,

clusters--could be accomplAphed y naturai OKilk t
nV,..

and progressive coding. NaturAilstic obsery i d if,ies t

1'v f X. ,

ematiO
,'-

ca gories (of behavior Itthich progressive codinq

defines. For example, lesson clusters based o the ,he

abilities pf individual students could be deriiied.by:

observ,ing and:ClarifyiAg certain kinds of repeated b tr:

in tfl apparent continuum. of writing instruCtiOn'." Vei4tidNo ="
. .

41.

sr A.

0

7:
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questions by students and the repetitions X)f reviewpg by

the.teacher might be compared with errbr.vatternhlhe
:. ....,,;

FXigtiT.texts, Then, the foci of tbe.e repetitions couXd
(/

lead to lessoh.clusters that feature targetedte"Ching.

Significantly, all of thOe'taiiksli*ementioned at

one time or another in the later plencii rigs of our
cr,

,N040)

research team and a.final questionnaire w4ich
,

teachers

answered revealed their awareness of the capabilities of

collaborative research. Teacher H was impressed with

"seeing these same things in my own class or someone

else't,s," and Teacher E putitt somewhat differently: "Many

of the truisms that we arrived at during plenary meetings

confirmed things that had always sensed to be true

about writing instruction." Before our study was concluded,

Teacher'A had already begun to 14eFare a handbook of

writing instruclOpn with a group bf ,teachers, administrators,

and parents. Teacher G was anticip a refeience system
f

based on ibetter record keeRing and rage of writing,

40 44
samples." Teacher B enrolled.in doctoral program to study

O

instruction in-readingt:d writing. And Teacher was
*

kir

10,

planning to review our study Ath the superintendent..:
.

.-"!HPefully," she 'said, "I ,,can` co
10

him that curriculum'

)rringee are needede."
1 47, .

)

- ...--c.

1(1°
-b
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APPENDIX A

Schedule of Meetings

ancfOlagsroom Obs rvationsP

4

41
Note:' The schedule of trinary meetings also reflects the

schedule of the observations. Before the trinary

meeting, the two teachers involved in each trinary

visited each others' classes, and the NP observer

visited both teachers' classes.

34

I



SCHEDULE OF MEETINGS

A3

..,. 4W7'."

4 Plenary NP Trinary TrinC66'"
Cycle Dates Meeting no. sMiltingnot Meeting no. Participants
- '

Orientation 9/1-9/15 1,2

1 9/16-9/30 1

2

3

4

2 10/1-10/27 3,4, 1 5

6

7

8
10/29-11/9 9

10

11

12

11/12-12/4 5,6 11 2 13

14

15

16

5 12/10-12/21 7 3 17

18

19
20

6 1/2-1/20 21
mcz' 22

23
24

7 '1/28-2/17 9 5 25

26

27

2p
2/4134/361 10,11 6 29

`2.30;1:44

-1;

9 4/1 -5/4 12,13 7 33'

34

35.

36'
AO 5/5-6/4 14 37

38

4

39

Summer recess: profile training sessions

Final
Report. ,9/1- 10/26 15,16
Period .4

100
4

31,32,NP1
51,52,NP3
41,42,NP2
61,62,NP4
51,52,NP2
'61,62,NP3
31,32,NP4
41,42,NP1
32,42,NP3
31,41,NP2
51,61,NP4
52,62,NP5
32,41,NP3
31,42,NP2
51,61,NP1
52,62,NP4
41,61,NP1
42,62,NP2
31,51,N,3
32,52,NP4
31,52,NP3
41,61,NP1
42,62,NP2
32,51,NP4
61,62,NP3
41,42,NP4

.31,32,NP1
51,52,NP2
41,42,NP3'.
32,32,NP
61,62,NP
51,52,NP4
32,62,NP2
31,61,NP4
41;51A1P3
42,527WP1
41;52,03
32,61,NP2
31,61,04
42;51-,NPS
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Notes:

APPENDIX B

Writing Assignmenti in Eight Clastrooft,

Grades Three throuph Six, during 1979/80

14,

lisch assignment is numbered by. sequence within

a classroom (#31-05 designates the fifth assign-
.

ment in Classroom.31).

ach assignment is'coded according to-one of

four emphases: writer-oriented (W), subject-

oriented (S) , reader-oriented (R), or' text-

oriented (T).

An asterisk (*) precedipg, any code indicates

the, texts were selected from this set for

further analytic description.

e:

191

9

A5



Classroom 31

Phase I: 9/79 - 11/79

31-05 Given amovie about tigers,
--write about it IS)

31-06 Given the story, "TheSorcerer'S Apprentice,"
--write about it (*S),

31-07 Given the story of Wicked Witch Willebrand and
picture of the witeh.painted _after hearing the
--write a story about the picture (S)

Phase II: 12/79 2/80

story,

31-09 Giyen an in -class reading of "The Giving Tree"
and a discussion of giving and taking,
- -write what Christmas means to you (W)

31-10 Given a reading offeHowA the Grinch Stole Christmas,"
- -write about the story (S)

31-11 Given a movie on what kids war to be when they
grow up,
--write about whit you want to bq)(W)

31-12' Given a play performed in class,..
- -write about it '(S)

31-14 Given a discussion in which students pretended
they were lost mittens and 4'list, of four questions,
1) What are you?
2) How did you get lost?

.

3). Who folipd you?
4) What did he/dhe do with you;
- -write a story about being a mitten (W)

Phase III: 3/80 - 5/80

'31-15 Given the, subject, rain,
- -describe how it makes you feel,or

rain (W)

31-16 Given the subject, made -up
--write a story about them

animals,
(S)

/.
ID 21

pretend ,you are '

A.



A8 31-17 Given the subject, kites,
- -write a story imagining you are a kite (W)..

31-18 Given an ordinary object of your choosing
--write a story in which it take's on magical prpperties

( *P)

31-19 Given your favorite color,
- -write astory About why this color is your favorite

(W) *-

31-21 Given a subject, the big wind of the eighties, andL
four questions as an outline,
- -write-a story (S)

31-22 Given the subject, your favorite peison;
--write a story about your favorite person (S),'

Classroom 32

Phase I: 9/79 - 119

32-02 Given partjof a story, "Kerry's Catch."
--imagine a) what Kerry will do

b) what the fi will do (g)

32-03 GivejA the story, "8eorg "

- -write several sentences about the book (S)

32-06 Given 'a poster showing a squirrel in a tree,
- -write a story (S)

32-07 Given a 'photograph of a, produce stand,
--write a story (*S) 4

32-09 Given a picture of a girl sick in bed with - spots,.
on h r face,
- -r Apond to the question, "If your class were
going to the circus today, how would you feel?"
00

32-11 Given a picture,
--write'a stdry about it

1(13
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Phase ,II:f 12/79 z- 2/80

32-14 Given a.picture, of a bear in a cage,
. --write a story about theOicture (S)

49°
32-21 Given the topic, spending ten pennies,

- -describe how you'd spend them fW)

12-23 .qiven a discussioh Of GrOund Hog Day,
--write a.story about, seeing your shadow (W),

32728. Given an activity done in .class (making a
newspaper tree) , ,

-- describe the activity(R)

32-30 Given a story and filMstrip, shown in class,
--put yourself in'theperson's plade and write
.a story aBout how You'dreact (W)

Phase III: 3/80 - 5/80

'..e32-34 Given a pot of tulips brought .nto the room,
--writp a story about them (S)

I 32-37 'Givenkthe idea, imagine how it feels to live in
a picklejar,
--write a story (W)

A-39 -Giveilk picture,"
-- describe it. (S)

32 -41 Given the making of waffles in class yesteay,
- -write an experience stary (W)

32-44 Give g, a general s ject, fruit,'and using the
deviee of who, wh t, when, where,
- -write aimaginatilie story (*T)

32 -46 Given a coloring-book ,picture;
- -write a story about it (S)

32-50 Given an activity (or movement)
--write.a story following that

of your choosing,
activity (S)

104



Classroom 41

Phase 9/79 - 11/79

41-01 Given a Mud Monster on the loose,
- -write a story telling how you'll. find and

capture it (W)

41-02 Given the situation that yoU are on your way to
Ghostville or Monstertown,
- -write a story relating your adventures (W)

41-03 Given five spelling words,
--write a paragraph Ancorporating those words (T)

41-04 Given an iii-class review of the elements of the
77 mystery story,

--write a mystery (T)

41-06 Giviln a subject of yolor choosing,
- -write a paragraph about it, incorporating deScriptive
adjactives (T)

41-08 a) given a headline which you have developed,
--write a story about what happened (*T)

or
ET Given something important that you have studied

or. done recently,
--write.a headline about your choice and develop

a news story about it' (*T)

Phase II: 12-79 2/80

41-09 Given the production of a Christmas play in class,
--write about this experience (W) .

41-10 Given group-discussions of schools of the future,
--write about what a school of the future will

be (like (S)
.

41-12 Given discussion of Middle East problems,.
--write about these problems and offer (suggestions

for their remediation AR)
_

41
.

-41-14 Given.your knoviledge of westward movement in.the
'U.S. -in the early 1800'd,
- -write a seven-day diary describing a trip west (T)

41-15 Givep a topiC of your choice,
4:

- -write 'on it (S)



All

Phase III: 3/80 - 5/80

41-17. .Given the topic, "Viking Piglet," and'using the words
from a given crossword puzzle,

---write a story (T)

41-18 Given a current problem of your choice and some
spelling words,
- -write an editorial on that problem in. a single
paragraph incorporating the.spelling words (*T)

41-19 Given discussion of topic sentences,
- -write a single paragraph (T)

41-20 Given the situation, Snocipy takes you on an adventure,
- -write a story (S)

41-23 Given one of two subjects:
1) How do you feel hanging in air? What do others-say?

. How will you get down?
or
7 You have been elected U.S. President. Who will you

choose for V.P.?, What laws will you pass? How will
you deal with poverty, pollution and crime?

--expound on the chosen subject (T)

41-24' Given a topic of your choice,
--write a report on it (T)

Classroom 42

Phase I: 9/79.- 11/79

42-02 Given the story of AXs.'Frieby,
-- summarize it (5),

42-05 same asipbove (S)

42-06 Given the subject, Thanksgiving,-
- -write about how we celebrate it (S)

42-07 Given the subject,.the first Thanksgiving,
--write about similarities and difterences between

then and now (*5)

.n6
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Phase II: _12179 - 2/80

... .

.

42-08 Given a situation (Choose one of four rom commercial
handout):

i.

- -write What'd do in that situation
. . '1

J ,

i4;i. sent,
.

Giveh the topic, lf I were a Christmas
-..-write.about what happenS to you (W)

7 .
;

.42-10 Given a subject, -

- -write a description of'it (S)

42-11 .Given a commercial ditto about computers,
,--wrke about what you could do with a computer.JS)

42-12 Given a-commercial ditto discussing moods that
people feel,
--choose a mood and write about it"(S)

Phase III: 3/80 - 5(80

42-13 Given oral work on instruction- giving,
--write instructions on how to do something (R)

1
42-14' Given a discUssion of the components of a tall tale

(and some examples),
- .-write a tall tale IT)

,

4215 Given a picture viewed 0 lass,
*--write a paragraph describing it a6

427:16 Given a discussion of the elements of a-mews story
(and the 5 W's method),

v --write a news story (*T)

42-1'7 Given a discussion of feeling right when everyone
thinks you wrong*.and a si a ion in a hypothetical
baseball game,
write a story about that g (S)

42-18 Given the situation that you are a machine,
'

--write about it (W)

r

.40
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ti

Claiiroom Si

4.

Phase I: 9/79 - 11/79.

51-03 Given a book of your choosing,
--write a book report (T)

A13

51-06 Given an imaginary or real inadent of your choosing,
--write a news_ story about it (*T)

51 -07 Given the subject, earth invaders,
--write a story (T)

51-09 Given a bookd:4 your choosing,
- -write a, bopk report (T)

Phase II:. 12/79 - 2/80

I a e A

, J

51-15 Given an in-class Hanukkah party (and t
latka making),
--write one paragr h about why Hanukk
and another about latka making OW

i

51-16 Given the situation that you the last Christmas
tree in the lot on Christmas ,

,''Y

--writelabput how you'd feel (W) .

(%4

-18 Given the- subject, cat and m se, , .

--write a story that sets.up problem and solves it (S)

ensuing

is celebrated

Phase III

'51-19

3 80 - 5 80

Given a- book of your choosing,
-writea book report (k)

51-20' G en readings and movies about Paula Revere,
xplain why Pail Revere made his ride (S)

51-21 Giv n a classroom/school object,
to A story about how it is abused and resolve

th situation (S)

51-22 Given
--expl

51-23 Given t
--descri

`4ravit

A

our favorite object in svhoo41,
n your choice (W)

imagine that(you inhabit another planet,
e yourself in terms of the influence of the
and-temperature of that planet (W)

ti 1 9R

A
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51-27 Given your knowledge of tim Greek gods,
--write a myth using those gods (*T)

51-29 Giventethe parents who assisted on the class *rip,.
--write a thank-you note (T)

51-30, Given the two class .tips taken ip May,
.

--write about the trips (S).

Classroom 52

Phase I: 9/79 - 11/79

ir

11,

.52-01 Given the subject, the first day of'sdhool,
--report on it pretending you are a television

newscaster (W)

'52-02 Given, the topic, a very unusual pet,
--write abodt an gnusual pet (S)

52-04 Given a pressing national issue of your choosing,
--imagin you are the,President and write a speech (*T)

52-06 Given an aginary place of your invention,
--write abo t your visit to that place 'CS)

52-071 Given the ject, hapite. ,6use,,
.).1 --write a tory (S) ..0

52-11:Given a oPic of your choice,
--write a paragraph on it and
wards ( )

include twelve spellini

52-12 Given the topic, ideas for new schools,,
--write about- your idea (S)

Phase II: 12/79 -

4)

)
52-18 Given a .13.9ok you've read,,

--write ebook report ans4dr*ng three questions:
.

, 1) Tel 'about one character.
o 2) Te what lam liked best about the book.

3) T what you liked least about the bog. (T)

\52-19 Given,Our.knoWledge of the Irani Crisis,
7-wri3 a letter to the hostages (T)

109 4
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Phase IItj 3/80 -5/80

52-'20 GJ.ven the imaginary situation of being a Christmas
pkesent,
- -write about what you would be and what would
happen (W)

52 -21 Given the topic, lost spaceship,, and a ditto on
the topic,
--use your imagination and write 4 story (T)

.

2723 Given a book you've read,
- -write a book report emphasOing summary (T)

Given problems and inventionS,,
- -describe a problem and /10 inventionlor
-solving it (8)

52-25

52128 Gilien the subject, bunnies,
--write a bunny tale (T)

52=29 Given the subject, an ant's point of view,`,,
--describe it (S)

52-30 ,Given the recent.VS, purchased classroom library
i:_-pwrit* a letter thanking the PTA for purchasin4t7t it (R)

52-32 Given an activity or event that might beimisunder-
stood by a Martian,
s-write a letter to a fellow Martian.describing

the activity or event (R) t

52-33 Given the Iranian'situation,
.--express an opinion in a letter' to the President

of the U.S. (*R)

200
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Classroom 61

Phase I: 9179 - 11/79

61 -02 Given the the vironment,
- -discuss how we can pre erVe our environment (S)

cultures,
...61-04' GiVen the subject,

--write an essay (T)

61-u5 Given the topic, an unusual day,
- -write a story (T)

61-07 Given .your choice' of four topics:t
1) what makes me happy
2) what Makes me-sad
3) what' makes me angry
4) my future plans, -I
- -write about this top 00

61-11 Given a d cussiori-of he purposes of a book review,
- -write a eview of a book: of your choice (T)

61-13 Given our c lture as a subject,
---convince someone that it is a civilized culture (*R)

Phase II: 12/79 - 2/80

61-22 Given an old key,
- - write. about it using descriptive words, sensory
words and metaphors (T)

61-33 Given a discgssion of Westerns and of the elements of
plot, and Conclusion,
- -write a W4stern tW)

61-30 Given the format of a diary or journal,
- -write five-xlaydAgf imaginary entries (T)

61-34 Given a discussiow,of selections from Rites of Passage,
- -write a paragraph, real or imaginary, about learning
a lesson or growing up a littke (S)

61-37 Given a lesson on the form of a business letter,
- -write to a company or organization requesting

information (T)

Phase III: 3/80 - 5/80
23.

1/4

61-38 Given three issues you f L to be important,
- -write!a campaign speech pretending you are a candidate Sr)



61-40 Given discussion of
suggested topics of
--write a tall tale

6 1-41 Given discussion of
--write la fable (T)

61-42 Given the subject,
--discuss problems

characteristics, examples, and
tall tales,
(T)

the elements of a fable,

snowless winters,
caused and offer creative

A17

solutions (S)

61-48 Given the subject, common gadgets and appliances,
--write about other needed inventions (S)

61-50 Given the subject, school buses,
--explain your views on whether or not they should be
banned from cities (*R)

61-53 Given some suggested topics,
-- persuade someone to do something- (R)

taJ

Classroom' 62

Phase I: 9/79 - 11/79

40+

'62 -01 Given a photo'oftan apple,with two bites missing,
- -write a story about the picture (S)

62-12 Given the subject, atoms and molecules,
- -describe their relationship (S)

62-15 Given three pictures of yOur choice in they rovidence
Journal,
- -create a short story based on them (*T)

Given the theme, the.chemist is a detective,
- -write a paragraph (W)

Given the topicg:f,I were the led of police,

62-18

62-19

62-23

- -write a parag h
.

Given. a book of your chdlce,
- -write a book report

202
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Phase II: 12/79 - 2/80

62-22 Given class work on,Geology,
- -write a-few paragraphs telling how scientists identify
minerals (S)

,

62-26 Given a lesson on Geology,
--write a fewdparagraphs on how rocks are formed (S)

62-27 Given a study of the format of a press releaee,
- -write a press release about the cantata prOduced

in class (T)

6228 Given class study of -Frost's poem, "Stopping by WoodA..."
- -write, in two'or three paragraphs, what you believ,1

to-be the poet's surface/symbolic meaning or write
one paragraph interpreting the poem as narrative (S)

62-37 Given a book of your choice and the 'format:
1) title, author, setting; 2) introduction of characters;
3) - 5) incidents; 6) author's style; 7) opinion,
- -write a book report (T)

Phase III: A/80 - 5/80

62-69 Given yourself and your classroom role,
- -write a personal essay using metaphors to describe

the above (T)

62-41 Given a lengthy class discussion of Rosie Ruiz (the
oston Marathon affkir),
- -give your personal reflections on the incident (S)

62-42 Given the library as a subject,
- -discuss why it is important in your life 00

62-43 Given work on signal words in paragraph development
and the topic, Thursday morning at school,
- -write aiparagraph (T)

62-44 Given a discussion of paragraph unity and either of
two topics, the last person on earth, or a frightening
rider
7-write a paragraph (()

62-45 'Given a process 4f your choice,
- -describe "how to" (*R)

62-46 Givei a list of adverbs and adjectivei,
--Write a paragraph using them to create an impression (T)

4.
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CRW /NIE

September Student Questionnaire

A21

Student code no.

11.' Wbat is your favorite subject? English=L MW-h=2, Science=3, Art=4,
Social Studies=5, No Answer=9

12. What *s your least favorite subject? .1 2 3 4 5 9 (code as-1)
13. Do you like to read? No=0, Yes=f'Sort of=2' No answer=9
14. Do you like teWrite? No=0 Yes=1 Sort of=2- No answer=9
15.. How `often do.you write in school?. Hardly ever (leds than once a month)1

1 per week=2 several per week=3 1 a day=4 several. per day=5 no answer=9

WHAT KINDS OF THINGS DO YOU WRITE IN SCHOOL?
16. ,storiea? No=0 Yes=1
17. poems? No=0Yes=1
18. letters? No=0 Yes=1
19. math, and otter "non-writing"? No=0 Yes=1
20... drawings? No =O Yes=1
21. "other writing"? No=0 Yes=1

122. reports? No=0 Yes=1
23. assignments, exercises (dittoesi.apelling\tests, etc., not composed by student)?,

No=0. Yes=1
24. Do you write at hole? No=0 .Yes=1 No andwer=9

WHAT SORT OF THINGS DO YOU WRITE AT HOME?
25. stories? No=0 Yes=L
26. poems? No=0 Yes=1
27'. letters? yo=0 Yes=1
28. math, and other "non-writing"? No=0 Yes=1
29, drawings? No=0 Yes=1
30. diary? No=0 Yes=1
31. "other writing"? No=0' Yes=1

)

32. Are you a good writer? No Yes=1 Sort of=2" No answer=9 0.-

33. Why do you think so? Teacher says so=1 Parent says so=2 I think ao=3 Friends
say so=4 No answer=9

.

34. What is the hardest thing about writing? penmanihip=1 word choice=2 spelling=3
syntax/punctuation/capitalization=4'
thinking up idea=5 putting ideas .into
wordP6 other=7 no, answer=9

35. What is the easiest thing about writing? (code as 34)
36. How do you know if,something you've written is well written or poorly written?

other people say so=1 teacher's grade=2 physical appearance of paper=3
, no-mistakes (spelling, word choice, etc.)=4 can't tell=8 no answer=9

37. HoW do you know o writing is good or bad? interesting/I like it=1
no mistakes=2 ot er people say so=3 can't tell=8 no answer=9

38. What take do you make most often when you write? (code as 34)
39. Woul u rather write or read? Write=1 Read=2

:40. Would you ratifier write or do math? Write=1 Do mat =2

60(-61) Intervieer code
(01=Pedro, 02=Amy, 03=Michele, 04=Bob

205
4



col.
1-4

CRWNIE STUDY OF WRITING INSTRUCTION.
END-OF-YEAR STUDENT INTERVIEWS

student code number'
/

A

5 male (1) female (2)
NA1(9) '

11 favorite subject: Eng (1), mirth (2), Sti (3), Art (4), Social Stud (5), other (6),
12 least favorite subject: (1

4.A23

(2), (3) . (4) (5) (6). (9)

13 Do you like to read? no ), yes (1), sort ,of (2), NA (
14

Do you like to writer no (0), yes (1), sort of (2), NA(9):-

15
How often do you write in school? hardly ever ilLsthan once a week). -(1).

once a week (2).iseveral per week (3): once a day (4) semeril per day (5), NA (9

16

7
NDS OF THINS DO YOU'WRITE IN SCHOOL? (let student volunteer types)

stories

17. poems

10 letters

19 .,reports /,

20 bilker "writing"

21 "non-writing" (math,
r

.no (0), yes (1)

no '(0), yes (1)

nq (0), Yee (1)

no (0), yes (1)

tIS

no (0), yep (1):

drawing, spelling, etc.) no (0), yes (1).

,Doyou(ever- write things at home?

WHAT KINDS OF THINGS DO YOU WRITEAT HOME? .(let student volunteer typis,,then elk each
- type specifically (except "non-writing"))

23

poems

no (0) yes (1)

no (0) yes (1)24

25. letters no,(0) yea (1)

26 diary no (0) yes (4
27 other "writing", no (0) yes (1):

/ 28 "non- writing" -'no, (0) yes (1)

29 Do yourIlarents_help youwhen you write at homer no (0), yes ,(1)

'30 Are you a good writer?
31

Why do you.think so?:
(teacher says ,so (0, parents say so (2), friends say so (3), I just-think. so (4),
good ideas (5), mechanics (6), appearance (7), NA (9))

no (0), yes (1), sort of (2), NA (9)

stio
2u t,
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V

33 t What is the best thing you:have written this year in school?

, 2,
Why is that the beat?

34 Do you think you are a better writer now than you were a year ago?
no (0), yes (1),sort of (2), NA (9)

/ -15 .What kinds of things do you do better than you did at the beginning ;of the year?

36 What is the hardest thing about writing?

Penmanship (1),.word.choice (2), spelling (3), syntax/puncticapitals'44), ideas (5)
putting ideas into'words (6), other (7)

t
' NA (9)

37 'What is the easiest thing abbut ',mitt*?

(1) (2). (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

38 How do ypu know if'something ypu have written iEwell-written or poorly written?

People say to7(1), teacher's grade 42), appearance (3)

nomistakes (spelling, etc.1 (4),

39 What kinds of mistakes do a when you write"'

caret tell (8), NA (9)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
40 If you had a choice, would you rather do writing or reading? write (1) read (2) NA 9

41 Would you rather do writing or math? write (1), math (2) NA (9)

. 42 How many brothers and sisters do you have?

How many are older than you?

44

45 -46

Who do you live with:' your mother, your father, or both?
M & F"(1), only (24,F only (3), neither (4):

What kind of work does your father (or man of the house) d'O?:
,

47-48 What kind of work does your mother (or woman of the house) do ?:

2.1-1

11 Interviewer code Pedro (1),my (2), Michele (3 Bob (4),
80

Card numbei
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teacher

grade

*1. StUdent ID code or name

WRITING STUDY
BACKGROUND' INFORMATI4

->.

.2. Age: Sex: M F

4. Ethnicity /nationality:

Black

Chinese

English

'French

,Irish

Italian

Jewish

Portuguese

Spanish

PryarY language spoken at home;

6. Do s the Child receive:

reduc d-fee lunch .

ee lunch

reduced -fee breakfast

no-fee breakfast

v7. Father's occupation:

Motheesoccupation: 4

8. Number of children in the-student' -family (including the student):

Bih order of the student:

1 9. Most recent standardized test scored. Nam of test:
(Report standard scores (T- scores, .Z -score Stanine, SAT score) if available.
Otherwise, report percentiles, grade equivalent, etc.)

4

A27

10. End-of-year grades from previous class.

11. Number of,absences last year:

*NB: If you use an ID code be sure to use the same code on all writing samples lb
collect trom tne stuaent

2u
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APPENDIX E

4,

Synthetic Curriculum for Writing Instruction,

Grades Three through Six
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BANDWRITING/SfiLLING

\\_

:4'
:

ti

grade ft
entrance I A goal

printed tcurstve

letters' writing

initial

capitalize

tion

I

some contrac-

tions

whole range

of,capitali-

zation

entrance I goal

system utflizcd

school district.

beginning of cursive

cursive writ-I

fig; sen4once4 expand

capitalizatioc capitalize-

' tion

bi

apostrophe'

r

hyphenated' ('

,,'words

,21

exposure to

v
, knowledge of

phonetic rule

entrance

4

whole range

of capitali-

zation

goal entrance goal

212
I



WORDS,

) Grade 3 c

e6

'synonyms,

ianton s

it
larger

Nocabulary,
, A

Grade 4 Grade 5

f

entrance goal

dictionary, expand

skint

I.
singular &

plural

some

compounds

16r

PARTS OF SPE411

lab basic noun, pro-, preposition, all parts Of,

part noun, verb, conjunction, speech intro.

adjective adjective, duced .,

adverb, con-

junction

possessive

quotation

marks

entrance goal

quotation' quotation

marks,,dif- marks, dif-

ferent ferent

speakers speakers

comparisons

)

parts of

speech

polished

pronoun

referents

recognize

similei 6,

metaphors

subject &

predicate

Grade 6

entrance . goal



SENTENCES

e trance

Grade 3

recognize:

telling &

asking

noun & verb

en of sen-:

21'

Guie4
goal

understand

basic sentenc

and trans-

formation

entrance/

recognize

recognize
.

tun-on

comma in

series

kinds of

sentences le

sect &
predicate

e$ of Ben-

te ce
,

some. CMS

4

goal

compound'

sentence

agreement:

tense and

case

Grade 5

entrance

complete

sentence

end of sen-

tence

some commas

goal

varieties of

sentence

styles

eubject -verb

agreement

all COMMAS

colon, semi-

colon

Grade 6

entrance I goal

'recognize and

(not write fragment

4

recognize 'recognize and

and write 4 'write

patterns
I

I

recognize fowlrecognize & write

to arrange, 'arranging, ex-

expand and 'pending, reducing

reduce/sen- sentences

tencee
(

recognize

fragment

4.

recognize bow to

subordinate

clauses, be able

to write subor-

dinate clauses!

216

w

4,
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Grade 3

entrance goal

recogniie

paragraph

indent

don't start

new line with

each sentence

write 1 thoug t

in 4-5 sen-

tences (i.e.,

rough ).

select Icor-

lanize

for book 'rpt.

Grade Grade 5

entrance 'o goal entrance 'goal

sequence of

sentences

Min idea main idea, topic sen-

hence

supporting

details

conclusion

Grade 6

entrance goal

recognize recognize 6

paragraph is write in a way.

more than 1 that reveals

sentence mastery

topic

sentence.

beginning,

middle, and

end

recognize

unity and

coherence

paragraph

and title

related

topic

sentence

beginning,

middle, and

end

recognize

unity and

coherence

paragraph ,9

and title

related
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Grade 3

.

tr e4. Cade 5 : Grade 6

entrande

. .

,

.

1

I

.

goal

write 1 or 2

paragraphs:

story, letter,

book report

,

, .
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intrauce
,

i
,

2 or 3

parigraphs

,

)

,

,"goal

,

relationships

in 2 or 3

paragraphs

main idea,

sequence,

conclusion

entrance

,

,

.

goal

3 paragraphs

II

. .

entrance

..

I

.

.
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goal

know how ti

paragraphs

write link

paragraphs

recognize

elusion .any

able to wr

recognizel

i

paragraph.

able to vr

I

recognize

of reasont

lbe able to

one

link

and

d.

Ca-

be

to one

ening

nd be

to one

line

and

write



Grade 3 Grade 4

0

Grade 5 Grade 6 ,

en ranee goal

,

looking at

things in

'different waYi

organizing

thoughts

uentrance goal

proofread

edit

msfOrm

liking to

Fite

entrance goal

outline

o.

entrance goal

giqt of point of

view

recognize

write fic-

tion 6

non action

recognize

5 w's in

& write

news story

business

letter

poetic fo

language/

Audience

relationsh
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DEFINITION OF ACTIVITY CONSTRUCTS

1. PRESENTING

Definition:

This activity consists of describing, illustrating, and ex-
plaining a skill or concept related to writing. Presenting
is characteristically systematic, indicatihg the teacher's
assumption that this specialized information is unfamiliar
to most of the students.

Presenting is planned as a self-contained activity,
However, the teacher may interrupt whatever activity is
.occurring and switch to presenting. The teacher makes
this switch upon discovering that the students are not
sufficiently familiar with a skill or concept on which the
writing lesson depends. In this case, the activity is , 1p
"reteaching" which is coded as presenting.

The change to presenting (or "reteaching") charac-
teristically occurs during the activity of reviewing.
One cue to a switch to reteaching, which is coded as pre-
senting, is the students' repeated failure to answer the
teacher's questions. The teacher's activity then changes
to systematic presentation of what should have been the
answers to the questions. Reteaching occurs often and
unexpectedly.

Examples:

1. Teacher presents a lesson on compOUnd sentences.
Students practice combining two related sentences using
a conjunction.

2. ,While reviewing for a script-writing lesson, the
teacher realizes that the students are having difficulty' 'TjOille,
distinguishing the difference between narrative and dialogyiX
concepts which she has earlier taught..- Teacher then gives
students practice in identifying both forms of writing
and in changing one to the other before writing begins.

3. Students' writing indicates that they cannot punctuate
direcuotations even though the skill has been,taught.
Teache reteaches the skill before students write their
stories.

Definition does not include:

1. Reviewing

2. Orienting
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Examples:

1. Teacher reminds students about%metaphors and similies
and.encourages students to use these figures of speech-
in their stories (reviewing).

2. Teacher reminds students as they write that new
paragraph is necessary every time the speaker ch-anges
(reviewing),

3. Teacher reads, a "Bunny Tale:" Students are invited
to discuss ideas that might be included in a "Bunny Tale"
(orienting).

2. GIVING INSTRUCTIONS

Definition:

Giving instructions is to tell, in very specific terms,
what the teacher expects the student to do in a given

',writing assignment. "To give instruction" is to state.
detailed directions about how a task is to be performed;
"giving instruction" is task-oriented, not subject-: or
content-oriented. This activity often includes cautions.

1

SR

Examples:

1. "Please write your poem on green lined paper."

"Be sure to skip a line between paragraphs."

'3. "Please recopy this on white;'lined paper."

Definition does not include:

1. Orienting

2. Evaluating by teacher

3. Preventing

4. Reviewing

5. Instructions not related to a writing task

Examples:
4

1. "Today we will be writing about transportatiqn. Can
you name some means of transportation?" (orientizig).

2. "Can you think of another word to use here?" (evaluating).

3. "This is our new skill for today; please listencarefully"
(presenting) .
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4. "Do you'remember what punctuation mark follows a
dependent clause?" (evaluating).

5. "When you finish, do the math problems on page forty-
three (instruction not about writing).

'3. ORIENTING

Definition:

Teacher uses any one or more of the following--lecture,
discussion, audio- visual aids - -to establish student famil-
iarity with a topic before assigning A task on that topic.
The task need not immediately follow the orienting.

Examples:

1. Teacher asks students on Halloween Day what they think
of when they hear the term "haunted house." Students
offer a number of responses which the teacher discusses
with them. The activity is followed by the teacher announcing
that the students will write a haunted house story.

2. Teacher says, "I want you to thi about TV shows.

11
I know we all watch TV, and'I'm sure e all have favorite
programs. Think of your most favorit program. Can you
think of one of two that you like best? Well, I want
you to think of just one now, maybe one you like best of
all." Following this activity, teacher begins to assign
and descrbe a.writing task based on one TV show.

3. Teacher shows and discusses with the glass pictures
of New York City and of a small'town in Nebraska. After
this activity the teacher asks the class to write about
the differences they know or imagine between life in the
two environments.

Definition does not include:

lu Teacher merely announces the topic for a writing task.

2. Teacher just gives instructions about a writing task.

Examples:

1. Teacher begins class by saying, "All right, class,
we are now going to write a paragraph about Halloween."
Then teacher discusses technical aspects of the writing
such as sentence structure, punctuation, etc. (giving
instruction).
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1

2. T the 'Says, "Please put away your readers. For our
Writing class today, I want you to write a paragraph
about how ou feel about echool. Okay?" (giving instructions).

4. REVIEWING

Definition:

To review is to remind students of something previously
presented or something that has previously occurred.

Like presenting, the activity of reviewing emphasizes
some skill or concept related to writing. But in reviewing
the teacher assumes that most students already have some
knowledge of the skill.

EXamples:

1. A restatement by the teacher to the whole class of
a fact, concept, term, or skill introduced in the previous
lesson. Example: "Haiku poems have three lines, seventeen
syllables, one theme."

2. A response by the teacher to the questions of one
or more students. Example: (student) "Must there always
be only seventeen syllables?" (teacher) "No. The number
se4hteen is only a general guide..."

'3. A restatement by the teacher of a EaCt, concept or skill
that is part of a broader lesson objective. Example: "We
have learned the form of limericks, blank verse, Japanese
haiku, sonnets..." (then the teacher briefly redefines each).

Definition does not include:

1. Presenting new information along with concepts pre-
viously taught

2. Evaluating

Examples:

1. An introAction of information previously unknown to the
students, although some reference may be made to familiar
data. Example:. "American haiku poetry does not have all
of the elements of Japanese haiku..." (presenting new infor-
mation).

2. A comment or suggestion made to a student about' the fit,
substance, verbiage, or appropriateness of a written produ.
Example: "Take another look at your second line. Count
the syllables" (evaluating).

2.'7

7



5. WRITING

Definition:

For purposes of observation, writing is an activity per-
formed by a student Specifically, writing
is a sequence of two more sentences generated by the-
student or students; the second sentence in some way
continues the first. These sentences. Itay be in,prose
or in verse.

Some students may not write completi Sentences;
consequently,'frigments are acceptable in this definition
if it is apparent that the teacher assigns a sequence of
sentences or that the writer is attempting to write a
sequence of sentences.

Examples.:

1. Working singly, or in,a group, the student writes
two or more sequential sentences.

2. Student dictates two or more sequential sentences for
teacher to copykon board.

3. 'Students write answers to gedg:Azed questions which
imply an answer oftwo for more connected sentences.

Definition sloes not include:

1. Editing

2. Sckibing a word or a word group, unless teacher assigned
at least two sentences

3. Scribing a single sentence assigned by teachAk

4. Copying an earlier draft

5. Sciibing sentences dictated by teacher

Examples:

1. Student scribes single sentences or word groups that
are disconnected, as assigned by. teacher.

2. Student changes form; content, and/or word usage tb
make the text acceptable. ,(editing)

3. Student copies a previous draft or an edited draft
after evaluation. (rewriting)

4, Student lists wordy e.g. , spelling, or fills in
the blanks.

5. Student writes sentences dictated by teacher.
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6. REWRITING

Definitions

...

For purposes of observation, rewriting,is regarded as
different from writing. To rewrite is to scribe a later
draft of something already written. 4

Rewriting could entail merely copying. Rewriting is
distinguished from the activityvof editing in that the
activity of rewriting occurs on a different'day, in
different class, or on a different piece olopaper.

Examples:

1. Student copies a previous draft after that draft has
been evaluated and/or edited-.

2. Student incorporates changes into a newldraft.

Definition does not include:--r
Editing as one writes or changing a draft as the teacher
(or peer) evaluates the same draft.

Examples:

1. Student erasing or writing over a first draft while
writing it (writing).

2. Teacher suggesting changes in a draft during a confer-
ence with student (evaluating).

3. Student making changes on original draft after evaluation
(editing).

2
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7. SHARING OF WRITING

Definition:
0

The student shows or reads 'his or her own writing to anottli
student or students. Also in.this activity two or more
students might exchange papers'aed read them aloud or
silently%.

Examples:

1. Informal sharing4 as the student wishes, to stare humor,
phrasing, or, other fettute of a written draft withenOther
student.

2. Formal sharing: the student is cal;ed upon to read to
his group or class; other students may comment.

Definition does not include:

1. Students sharing ideas not yet written down.

2. Students sharing writing by other persona outside the class.

3. The teacher showing or reading one student'apaper to
other students if the teacher does o as a means of4Ccom-
plishing some other.activity, suc As orienting, reviewing,
or evaluating.

Examples:.

1. Student proofreads another student's draft (evaluating).

2. Student questions teacher about the appropriateness
of a particular phrase or sentence (evaluating).

3. -Teacher makes suggestions to student about changes.
to be made in process (evaluating).

4. Teacher says, "read that back to me," so that student
will reread orally in order to notice poor Word choice or
error (evaluating).

5. Teacher reads paper written earlier by a student as
a means of introducing a topic (orienting).

Q.

230
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71.

8. EVALUATING

Definition:

This activity is an expression of a judgment about any
written work, in whole or in part, which the student is
preparing. This expression of judgment might be approval
or disapproval.

Specifically, evaluating precedes the activity of
editing, that is, the'changing of a manuscript. Moreover,
it is intended to induce the activity of editing.

This usage differs from common usage, as reported
in the dictionary, which is "examine, estimate, ascertain,
fix or appraise" the value of something. Our usage assumes
all of these activities and presumes more, namely, one's
expreslion of a judgment based on one's appraisal, and
moreover, a judgment intended to elicit a specific activity.

"Evaluating" also conveys these arbitrul limitations
of meaning: 11Pr

1. It is confined to the student's written wk or to any
aspect of the preparation of that work.

2. It is normally an activity of the teacher, but it-icould
be an activity of a student or a group of students:

3: Its purpose is affective. "Evaluating" is inten
to elicit a response from the writer, either .to Contfhlie%-
present behavior or to modify it. To evaluqte is'tp,rein-
force or to sanction (and possibly b?th at%the'same'time)4L

Examples:

1. Teacher reads,

2. "Isn't this a
improve this ?"

student's paragraph and sug' le 'i7mprovemenis

run-on sentence? What could460161 .

0. 4,

3. "Check the spelling of this word."

Definition does not include:

1., Assigning a grade to a writtel( work (whidh normally
occurs outside of the writing lesson and away from the
classroom) -.

S

--' 2. Merely (positive or n gative) reinforcertientrfor anyy
purpose other than .writi g

Examples:

1. "YoU can do better. ". .1
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2. "That's good" in response to a student's comment or
answer

3. Writing letter grades or evaluative adjectives (e.g.
"good," "fair,".etc.) on a student's paper

9. EDITING

Definition:

To edit.is to change a manuscript during or following the
writing of that manuscript. The.changing might consist ..

of modifying or transforming the manuscript; the changing
might also consist of deleting parts of the manuscript
or adding to it.

Any of the changing probably entails proofreading.
And editing_may or may not follow the activity of evaluating.

Unlike rewriting, which is a separate and subsequent.
activity, editing is part .of or an extension of writing.
Editing always occurs on-the manuscript as written, not
on another piece of paper.

Examples:

1. Student perceives and corrects errors in Spelling,
punctuation,` amend word endings.

2. Two students, without the teacher, make changes in
their manuscripts.

Definition does not include:

1. Teacher makes changes oh manuscript without the student.

2. Evaluating V

Examples:

A47

4

1. Teacher reads the manuscript, -without the student,
makes changes and returns the manuscript to the student:

2. 14acher works with two or three students, including
the author, and invites them to suggest corrections (evaluating).
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DEFINITION OF CHARACTERISTICS OF ACTIVITIES

A. .PARTICIPANTS: the persons who are involved in the activity.
The characteristics under this classification are self-explana-
tory except for:

T with S (serial): this means that the teacher circulates
among several students, speaking with each,one for a
few moments, then moves .on that the teacher is
stationed in one place and is approached by students
one at a time.

b. MODE: how the activity was carried out.
The characteristics under this classification are self-explana-
tory.

C. MATERIALS: the materials used in an activity.

A/V: any audio-visual material, including filmstrip, tape
recorder, overhead projector,,record, chalk-board, or
wall poster which does not contain any instructions the
student is to follow.

Directive (commercial):. any commercially produced material
(dittoes, posters, teaching machine, etc.) which does
contain directions, the student is to follow.

Common, xperience: experiences of the students which are
used in developing a lesson. Examples are a discussion
of a trip to a museum, a discussion of customs followed
in each family for a holiday, or a dismission of reasons
that one writes letters. "Common experience" is normally
coded as a characteristic-of "orienting. ".'

Reading material; this characteristic is checked when material
read by the students is used in developing a lesson. The
reading material is used in much the same way as "common
experience:"

Students' own writing: this characteristic is checked when
writing produced by one or more students is used in
developing a lesson. Examples and a teacher reading
a student's paper as an example of style, or students
exchanging papers and reading them as a proofreading
exercise.
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D. FOCI OF ACTIVITIES: Set 41 and Set 42
Set 41 consists of skills pertaining to the single sentence.

Spelling's' (self-explanatory)

Capitalization: (self-explanatory)

Punctuation: use of "standard marks and

Word usage:. this includes skills oftern
"word 'choice," "figures of speech,"

signs"

called "vocabulary,"
and idiods.

Format/Penmanship: manuscript conventions such as margins,
spacing,indenting, headings, and forming letters.

Sentence ,syntaxi "customary" arrangement of words in phrases
and sentences into .categories and sequence.

Set 42 consists of skills pertaining to the paragraph and,
paragraph sequence.

Paragraph: a group of sentences related to a common topic."
and to each other.

Paragraph sequence: two or more sequential paragraphs
demonstrating the relationship of one phase of the
Subject to another.

Purpose/audience: addressing the intended topic, using the
intended mode of discourse, or addressing the intended
audience.

Form: If skills are being addressed which are unique to a
certain form of writing, the observer writes in the name
of that form and checks this column.
Forms include: letter, verse, story, essay, precis, etc.

4 .
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GUIDELINES FOR USING THE CLASSROOM OBSERVATION GRID

*
1. The observatioan,grid is a two-dimensional matrix that
juxtaposes activii1iei (listed eertically) and possible
characteristics of activitiesilisted across the top).
It thereby presents a series of blank columns, enabling
the observer to place a check mark for each characteristic
of each activity. Columns at the left of the Grid allow
room for narrative and also for clock time for each
.activity. 7

2. The narrative portion of the grid has a temporary im-
portance; it can help the observer to recall information
for later coding or for later revision of observation.
But the narrative portion is not susceptible to machine
calculations.

3. Only the information coded by checkmarks on the Grid
can be correlated with information from other sources. This
coded information, therefore, will be the only durable and
transferable record of what is observed.

4. The purpose of the codes is to enable the,i. ding of
two kinds of information: the duration of each liVity
and the sequence of those activragi7--itegarding'the Sequence
of activities, recurrence and contiguity are important. In
other words, what activities recur, and in what kinds of
patterns do they recur? The authority of observed patterns
of activities, therefore, will depend on the observers'
reliability in recording the duration and sequence of
successive activites. AccordIE757Fecord the time at the
beginning and the time at the end of each sequence.

5. The subscene changes when either of two cues occurs:
(a) change in activity or (b) change in any subcategory of
"participants." Changes in the other characteristics (mode,
materials, or foci) of any activity will not change the
subscene.

6. In general, ignore interruptions. If, however, an inter-
ruption either stops the writing lesson or takes the teacher
away from the classroom, then note the time of the interruption
and the time of the resumption of the class. If the class
resumes with either a new activity or different participants,
automatically code a new subscene.
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APpEODIX

Writing Instruction in the Elementary Schools::.

Teaching Methods and Procedures

A Classified Annotated Bibliography

Note: The articles in this bibliography include all entries

in the ERIC data base whose descriptors include:

tt

writing, or
expository writing, or
Creative writing, or
writing skills, or
composition (literary),

AND
0

elementary education, or.
elementary school students,

AND

instruction, or
teaching methods, or
teaching techniques, or
teaching procedures.

The bibliography is divided into ten sections. Nine

reflect the nine activity constrts defined in

Appendix F. The.tenth section deals with other

aspects .of writing instruction, such as student

characteristics. If an article discussed more than

one"of the activities, it was included under both

headings.

0 n
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0

Writing Instruction in the Elementary Schools:

Teaching Methods and Procedures

A CLASSIFIED, ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

1: Presenting

Published works

Blake, H. E. Written composition in English primary schoold.
Elementary English, 1971,-48, 605-616.

New'subjects are presented tothe class as one group, but
mechanics and skills are taught incidentally and privately.
There are few lessons conducted for the class as .a whole.

Cramer, B. B. &Cramer, R. L. Writing by imitating language
models. Language Arts, 1975, 52, 1011-1014, 1018.

After orienting the students to a pattern-writing activity,
specific words, images, patterns, and vancepts not raised
in the discussion are presented. Author'feels this allows
the teacher to be didactic in a natural'way.

Hunter,- E. Fostering creative expression. Childhood Education,
0 1068, 44, 369-373.

After children have had some writing experience and have
developed Confidence, assistance in the mechanics of usage
is'needed. The introduction of metaphor and simile does

have, not h to include the use of these terms.

Jensen, J. M. British primary
,

education and the language artS.
Research in the Teaching of English, 1974, 8, 81-115.

Skills such as leaving.space between words, indenting, etc.,
are presented as the teacher takes dictation from the child,
rather than being introduced in isolation from the writing
prOcess. Exercises are prescribed as needed.

Krdgness; N. M. Imagery and image-making. Elementary English,
1974,"51, 488-490.

Imagery is taught by presenting two sentences thatdescribe
the same action, one with imagery and one without imagery.

Minkoff, H. Teaching the transition from print to script analy-
tically. Elementary English, 1975, 52, 203-204.

Author describes one way of teaching the skill of writing
script to students. Includes five activities through which
the relationship of print and script can be presented.

2 7
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Vezey, J. J. Language arts: Curtain up on playwriting. Teacher,
1976, 94, 52-56.

After the students have outlined a play to be Iritten by the
entire class, the teacher describes how dialogue should be
written.

Works on ERIC microfiche

Project success for the SLD child. Language Arts Guide, 1974,
ED -089 484.

Skills are presented during the "motivational" period which
precedes writing and again during the evaluation period.
The latter activity might or might not be reteaching. Pre-
sentation involves the teacher using the blackboard, followed
by a review of the skill with the help of a child.
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2: Giv/ing Instructions

Publi ed works

Golub, L. S. Stimulating and receiving children'i writing:
mplications for an elementary writing curriculum. Elementary:
English, 1971, 48, 33-49.

Notes that the positive nature of the teacher's response to
writing and not the type of directions, whether general or
specific, use& to accompany a stimulus for writing has the
greatest, effect on the product.

14nkoffy H.. Teaching the transition from print to script analy-
/ tically. Elementary English,,,1975, 52, 203-204.

Outlines how students can be instructed to complete five
activities which will enable them to master writing script.

Terwilliger, P. N. & Turner, T. N. I hate you, Dr. T! A creative
writing approach that. knocks the sails out of your wind.
Elementary English, 1975, 52, 170-172, 186.

The instructions given for this "hate letter" activity are
very specific. Only three minutes of writing are permitted,
during which time students are not to look up from their
paper or lift their pencils.

O
Works on ERIC mibrofiche

Project success for the SLD
ED 089 484.

SLD children should be

child. Language.Arts Guide, 1974,

given one-step directions.
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: Orienting

Published works

Blake, H. E. Written composition in English primary schools.
Elementary English, 1971, 605-616.

Reading to children every day motivates Ilem to write and
improves their listening, oral,, and written skills. bis-
cussion should always precede writing. instruction is
usually individualized, but when the teacher is trying to
motivate the class to write on a new subject, the lesso is
presented to the whole group.

Cramer, B. B. & Cramer, R. L. Writing by imitating langua
models. Language Arts, 1975, 52, 1011-1014;1018.

TeaCher orients the class to lesson on imitating language
models by reading a story or poem and following the reading
with a "sharing session" in which the class discusses the
selection.

Ellis,. H. Twenty-one way-out story starters and how to use them.
Grade Teacher, 1969, 86, 95 -100..

Suggests 21 sequential "story-starters" which,providiva
semester-long creative writing program. Also' not&s,-that4-,
reading the work of well-kriown poets will present examples
of poetic language and stimulate writing.4

Featherstone, J. Teaching writing. IThe New Republic, 1970, 163,,
11-14.

Discusses the work of the Teachers and Writers Collaborative,
and reviews Koch's Wishes, Lies, and Dreams. Describei
Koch's method .of stimulating students to write by reading
the poetry of other children to them.

Golub, L. S. Stimulating and receiving children's writing:
Implications for an elementary writing curriculum. Elementary
English, 1971, 48, 33-49.

The teacher's positive."reception" or acceptance of the
student's writing is a stimulus to further writing.

Hahn, H. T. Elementary composition: A humanistic activity.
Wisconsin English Journal, 1968, 10, 15-19. ED 039 213.

Reading stories to children is considered a catalyst for
encouraging writing.

24 0
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Hilberry, M. Children and poetry. Reading Horizons, 1972, 12,
129-136.

In order to encourage children to enjoy poetry, author worked
on the premise that all children love rhyme and asked them
to imitate the rhyme schemes of favorite poems. Ten years
later, the author read Koch's book and adopted his method
of stimulating children by reading aloud the poetry of other
children.

Hoffman, M. The other mouth: Writing in the schools. Childhood
Education, 1970, 47, 79-83;

Notes lively exercises for stimulating writing about personal
experiences that were devised by members of the Teachers and
Writers Collaborative.

Hupter, E. Fostering creative expression. Childhood Education,
1968, 44, 369-373.

"Pump primers" such as thought-provoking pictures and stories
stimulate writing.

Murray, D. Your elementary pupil and the writer's cycle of craft.
Connecticut English Journal, 1969, 2, 3-10. ED 040 210.

Students'ssenses should be stimulated and made aware of th
environment before tHey can begin the "prewriting" stage.

Pietryka, A. & Searle, N. New like for a reading
Reading Horizons, 1973, 13, 132-134.

To elicit one sentence to' describe a pictire,
discusses each child's picture with him.'

program.

the teacher

Schneider, M. A pattern for story-writing. Qrade Teacher, 1969,
87, 102-103.

In a lesson on the structure of a story, the teacher orients
the students by reading "Qoldilocks and the Three Bears."

Shapiro, B.. G. & Shapiro, P. P. Two methods of teaching poetry
in the fourth grade. Elementary English, 1971, 48, 225-228.

The first, "free lesson," approach involved students listen-
ing to the poetry of well-known writers before writing their
own poems. The second, "semi-structured," approach consisted
of a sequence of carefully planned activities. The authors
found that the second orientation was slightly more effective
in terms of the child's ability to write poems, although
both methods effected improvement.

Smith, B. H. 'Spontaneous writing of young children. Elementary
English, 1975, 52, 187-189.

A number of activities and materials which will motivate
children to write are suggested.

241
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Steiner, R. Teaching writing to children. Elementary English,
1973, 50, 964-966, 968.

, . .

44 Wr&tiag should be preceded by an exchange of ideas among
the4tudents.

,

Strok, N. K. Howa diary enc. ..
, cl

-Inglish, 1969, 46, ,769 e -.* , .

creative writing. Elementar0,

On the day after reading = cerpts from
a child, the author re ad some of the
them. Then she '"gave the sales pitch"
write about themselves..

Terwilligdk, P. N. & Turner, T. N. I hate
writing.. approach that knocks the sails
Elementary English, 1975, 52, 170-172,

a diary she kept as
passages and discussed
by asking them to

you, Dr. 11 A creative
out of your wind.
186.

A challenge to write a "hate letter" to anyone present in
the classroom stimulates writing.

Tiedt, I. M. A new poetryArorm: The diamante. Elementary English,
1969, 46, 588-589.

The teacher oriented the class to a neirpoetry form by drawing
the pattern on .the board to help them to visualize it. This
was followed by a discussion of the chief element of this
form--contrast.

Vezey, J. J. Language arts: Curtain up on playwriting. Teacher,
1976, 94, 52-56.

Students are stimulated to wriAe a play as a group because
each child can contribute to the final product.

Wright, E. Wishes, lies, and dreams: Pedagogical prescriptions.
Elementary English, 1974, 51, 549-556.

In this discussion of the methods of teaching poetry described
by Kenneth Koch, the author statesthat Koch's orientation to
poetry makes the child a respondent rather than a creator,
because it requires that he fill in a prescribed form. Wright
suggests that a more effective orientation to a poetry lesson
is to encourage the child to write about something in which
he-is particularly interested.

Ziegler, A. The seasons of a writing workshop. Teachers, and
Writers, 1978, 10, 36-41.

Recommends avoiding "sure fire gimMickS" which make students
dependent on the teacher for ideas. The ultimate goal is
for the student to find an internal stimulus for writing.
Some suggestions for achieving this are discussions, "brain-
storming," or sharing the poems of other students. The latter
will "trigger" poems on similar themes.
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Works on ERIC microfiche

Folta, H. Writing as leading the reader to a discovery. 1969.
ED 039 227.

One activity suggested consisted of the teacher putting
short descriptive phrases on index cards and asking each
child to choose one and use it as the first line of a poem.

Furner, B. A. Creative writing for self-understanding: Approaches
and outcomes. ,1970. ED 052 184.

Orienting is described as a "motivational period" in which
.a picture, discussion, book, etc. stimulates writing.

Project success for the SLD child. Language Arts Guide, 1974.
ED 089 484.

The orientation period in which children are told which skills
are being used that day is identified as the "motivational
period." It includes introduction of a picture or a topic
on which the students. are to write.

Toussaint,_ I. H. Poetry in the elementary school. -1972.
ED .064 696.

Orient students to a lesson on haiku by reading some
examples and discussing .them.

213
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4: Review

Published_works 4., 4

Schneider, M. A pattern for story-writing. Grade Teacher, 1969,
87, 102-303.

Following an orientation to a lessonmon the plan of a story,
teacher reviewed the elements-of an effective story, using
"Goldilocks" as a 'model.

Stroh, N. K. How a diary encouraged creative,yriting. Elementary
English, 1969, 46, 169-.771.

On the day following a writing lesson, the teacher reviews
mechanical skills by writing errors frOm student' papers on
an overhead projector.

Vezey, J. J. Language arts: Curtain up an playwriti9g. Teacher,
1976, 94,, 52-56.

Before commencing a unit,,on playwriting, the teacher reviewed.
outlining skills.

Works on ERIC microfiche

Project success for the SLD child. Language Arts Guide,:1974.
ED 089 484.

Conitant reviewing of skills to train the memory is an impor-
tant element of this program. After a new skilliispresented
by the teacher, it is immediately reviewed by having a student
come to the blackboard. Before each writing lesson, the
skills to be used are reviewed.



5k06 Writing

Published works'

Blake, R. E. Written composition in English primary schools.
.Elementaryansillish, 1471, 605-616.

In many classes that Blake observed, stud ad one 207
Minute "free-Writing" period each day. T equency is
based on the premise that children learn toy to by writing.

Ctamer, B. B. & Cramer, R, Ti. Writing by imitating language
models. Language Arts, 1975, 52, 1011-10144 1018.

Group-writing is ,an effective way to begin 'imitative writing.
The teacher might ease the difficulty of getting started by
contributing the first' few lines.

O A61

Jensen, J. M. British primary education and the language arts.
Research in the Teaching of English, 1974, 8, 81-115.

.Cites Peaker's (The Plowden Children Four,Years Later, London,
1972) idea that it'is the philosophy of British edicators to
stress "freerwriting.m Mechanical correctness should not be
emphasized; it is developed in response to,need,

Murray, D. Your elementary-pupil and the writer's cycle of craft.
'Connecticut English ,Jdurnal, 1969, - 3-10. ED 040 210.

When the student is ready to write, he should do so as quickly
and freely as possible,' without worrying about handwriting
and mechanics. He is writing for himself at this stage;
trying to get things down on paper, ,Imposing a deadline is
an effective artificial stimulus for writing.

Stroh, N. K. How a diary encouraged creative writing. Elementary
English, 1969, 46, 769-771.

A period at the beginning of each day is set aside for writing
in diaries.

Terwilliger, P. N. & Turner, T. N., I hate you, Dr. T! A creative
writing approach that knocks the sails out of your wind. Ele-
mentary English, 1975, 52, 170-172, 186.

Students write their "hate letters" Under a firm three-minute
deadline, following specific instructions, and are assured -

that the mechanics of writing are nit ipportant to this exercise.

Teachers attempt to have children.write everyday. At least
one-fifth of the class should write-on the board, which
allows the class to evaluate content.,and, mechanical skill.

2
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6: Rewriting

Published works

Blake, H. E.( Written composition. in English primary schools.
Elementary English, 1971-, 48, 605-616.

Blake observed that rewriting Might or might not occur after
evaluation. Teachers might ask students to rewrite after
reading only a few ling, because they did not feeltne work
was the student's best effort and believed that the'student
could evaluate and rewrite without the teacheit's assistance.

Golub, L. S. Stimulating and receiving children's writing:
Implications for an elementary writing curriculum. Elemen-
tary English, 1971, 48, 33-49.

Considers the primary purApee of rewriting not editing, but
the transition from the public voice, or the child's initial
response to-a writ$ng assignment, to the inner voice, which
may produce unique or figurative language.

Herman, W. L. Is the display of creative writing wrong? tlemen-
tary English, 1970, 47? 35-38.

.1

Work should be displayed even though it contains mechanical
errors. However, after the first grade children should be
encouraged to rewrite to improve handwriting, correct mis-
spellings, produce even margins, etc. When rewriting will
not significantly improve wpfk, it should be displayed as it
is.

Vezey, J. J. Language arts: Curtain up on playwriting. Teacher,
1976, 94, 52-56.

Wo students are assigned the task of proofreading, editing,
iRd revising a class-written play to be typed by the teacher
in its final version.

Works on ERIC microfiche

Porta, B. Writing as leading the reader to a discovery. 1969.
ED 039 227.

Students I.ad the opportunity to discuss their final drafts
with the teacher before passing them in.



7: Sharing of Writing

Published works

Blake, H. E. Written composition in English
Elementary English, 1971, 48, 605-616.

The students' work is displayed
for the purpose of sharing.

DeVries, T. D. Writing writing and
English, 1970, Al, 1067-1071.

A63

primary schools.

and collected in

talking writing.

booklets

Elementary

Suggests that anything written by students may be shared with
their peers. _Student, might use tape recorders to develop
confidence in their speaking ability or read their papers
to the class. Encourage students to share'their writing by
working in pairs. Typewritten papers should be displayed or
dittoed work distributed. This adds importance to the stu-
dents' efforts.

Hahn, H. T. Elementary composition: A humanistic activity.
Wisconsin English Journal, 1968, 10, 15-19. ED 039 213.

A child xeddin1 g aloud to the class a story he has dictated to
the teacher will'experience the pride of authorship and be
motivated to try writing his own story.

Herman., W4-L.- Is the display of creative writing wrong? E1 -
"tary English, 1970, 47,- 35-38.

Creative work should be displayed regardless of misspellings
and mechanical errors. Proofreading or red marks by the tea
cher deprive the students of the feeling that the work is
totally their, own. Errors can be used as a basis for further

. instruction. The author distinguishes between creative writ-
,ing, the expression of feeling and experience, and practical
writing. In the. latter, correctness should be stressed.

Jensen, J. M. British primary educatiOn.and the language arts.
Research in the Teaching of English, 1974, 8, 81-115.

Children's work is'displayed without regard for mechanical
imperfections.

Murray, D. Your elementary pupil and the writer's cycle of craft.
Connecticut English Journal, ,1969, 2, 3-10. ED 040 210.

Some suggestions foi sharing writing are publication of books
and newspapers as part of a writing workshop and the showing
of papers to'classmates as they evolve.
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Schneider, M. A pattern for story- writing. Grade Teacher, 1969,
87, 102-103.

Students real their stories aloud, and the class criticizes
them using a "story line" diagram on the blackboard as a
reference.

Smith, B. H. Spontaneous writing of young diaildren. Elementary
English, 1975, 52, 87-89.

Students share their work by reading to the teacher or to the
class for the purpose of motivation and acquiring writing skills
through discussion.

Steiner, R. Teaching writing to children. Elementary English,
1973, 50, 964-966, 968.

Writing for an audience of peers motivates children to write.
The students should read their own work to the class or dis-
play it on the wall.

Terwilliger, P. N. & Turner, T. N. I hate you, Dr. T! A creative
writing approach that knocks the sails out of your wind.
Elementary English, 1975, '52, 170-172, 186.

"Hate letters" are read aloud by, volunteers. The conditions
specified for this activity are that the, entire class face'
away from the reader. The authors believe the exercise of
writing and sharing "hate letters" will create an atmosphere
conducive,to creative expression.

Works on ERIC microfiche

Furrier, B. A. Creative-writing for self-understanding: 'Approaches
and Outcomes. 1970. ED 052 184.

In individual writing activities, students should share ideas
by reading their work aloud and discussing it with their
classmates. This is an exercise in "creative listening" in
which the listener enters into the writer's imagination.

Project success for the SLD child. Language Arts Guide, 1974.
ED 089 484.

As part of the Daily Writing. Program, students Share their
work by-Writing it on the blackboard. Sharing improves the
social climate of the class and provides an opportunity for
students to evaluate each other's work. Students who do not
write on the board should share their work with a partner.
This will develop proofreading skills.
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A65

Published works

Blake, H. E. Written composition in English primary schools.
Elementary English, 1971, 48, 605-616.

Observed that it is common practice for the teacher and stu-A
dent to evaluate written work to see how it might be improved.

I
Cramer, B. B. & Cramer, R. L. Writing by imitating language models.

Language Arts, 1975, 52, 1011-1014, 1018.

After the completion of a group-written poem, the teacher guides
the students in an evaluation of how closely it follows the
model. The class and teacher might decide that a departure
from the pattern is more effective than adherence to the model
and choose to retain it.

DeVries, T. D. Writing writing and talking writing. Elementary
English, 1970, 47, 1067-1071. .

Teacher evaluates after hearing student read his paper.
One area of w akness should-be idtified and improved.

/
Evaluation is an ongoing process.

Jensen, J. M. British primary education and the language arts.
Research in the Teaching of English, 1974, 8, 81-115.

Author cites Blake's observation that in English primary
schools, teachers and students evaluate written work together.

Schneider, M. A pattern for story-writing. Grade Teacher, 1969,
87, 102-103.

After hearing a classmate's story, studenti(!evaluate.now
well it adheres to the "story line" pattern.

Smith, B. H. Spontaneous writing of youngbnildren. Elementary
English, 1975,,52, 87-89.

Offering the child suggestions about nis written work--for
example, suggesting that, he combine sentences--serves the
two-fold purpose of motivating the student to write and
reinforcing the skills for more effectiVe writing.

1 4,

, A

Steiner, R. Teaching writing to children. Elementary En'glish,
1973, 50, 964-966, 968.

'

Written evaluations-by teachers should suggest improvement9
or alternatives, rather than make negative comments or
assign grades. !

2 A 9
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Works on ERIC microfiche

Folta, B. Writing as leading the reader to a discovery. 1969.
ED 039 227.

Suggests that the teacher should be available for Consulta-
tion after the student finishes writing, in' order to "praise,
ask questions, suggest cross-outs." This is called "immediate
feedback" and is considered a.pOwerful motivation for writing...

Project success for the SLD Child. Language Arts Guide; 1974.
ED 089 484.

0 0

The learning of language skills occurs during the' evaluation'
period of approximately 15 minutes. each day,-whpn teacher.
and students discuss what members of the class have written
on the board. Evaluative discussions should focus primarily
on content, but the,mschanits. of usage and handwriting should
be mentioned as 'Well.' Epphaiiiing.the latter will discourage
students froM enjoying writipg.,,'The'periodsholtild be ominated
by student disdufsion, with th,,tsackier asking guiding ques-
tions.
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9: hating

Published works

Chase, N. C. Children's writing: The product. Elementary English,
1973, 50, 977-981.

Only the student should edit his work although seeking, nd
receiving advice is most important.

Hahn, H. T. Elementary composition: A humanistic activity.
Wisconsin English Journal, 1968, 10, 15-19. ED 039 213.

Teacffillr and classmates should assist individual students
in proofreading their work.

Hoffman,' M. The other mouth: Writing in the schools. Childhood
Education, 1970, 47, 79-83.

Expresses the belief held by the Teachers and writers Collabora-
tive that mechanics are less important than expression. How-
ever, most of the teacher/writers believe that students will
choose to edit their work as thex develop pride in being com-
petent writers.

Humphrey, J. W. & Redden, S. R. Encouraging young authors. Read-
ing Teacher, 1972, 25, 643-651.

Discussion of the Young Authors Project, which publishes
student writing. After the dialogue of improvisational drama
was transcribed, an editing committee checked the manuscript
for naturalness of dialogue and clarification of action.

Murray, D. ,Your elementary pupil and the writer's cycle of craft.
Connecticut English Journal, 1969, 2, 3-10. ED 040 210.

Editing is referred to as 'rewriting." It should be undertaken
by the writer alone.

Smith, B. H. Spontaneous writing of young children. Elementary
English, 1975,'52, 187-189.

Proofreading might be done by the writer himself or by
several or more students.

Stroh, N. K. 'How a diary encouraged Creative writing. Elementary
English, 1969, 46, 769-771.

The student reads what he has dictated to the teacher to
"catch his own mistakes."

Vezey, J. J. Language arts: Curtain up on, playwriting. Teacher,
1976, 94, 52-56.

After the entire class has written a play, two students proof-,
read, edit, and revise the first draft.
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Works on ERIC microfiche
A

Furner, B. A. Creative-writing for se0f-understanding: Approaches
and outcomes. 1970. ED 052 184.

After group dictation, students read the story aloud to
proofread. The teacher makes changes only as the students
direct.

Project success for the SLD child. Language Arts Guide, 1974.
ED 089 484.

During the evaluation period when the class discusses what
individual students have written on the board, students
should be encouraged to change their owqrwork with the
assistance of the class. The students Who did not write at
the board should pair up with a classmate to proofread their
paper.
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10: Other. Issues

Teacher's Attitude

Published works

Blake, H. E. Written composition in English primary schools.
Elementary English, 1971, 605-616.

Primary school teachers are notable for maintaining an infor-
mal, non-threatening, and encouraging atmosphere in the class-
room.

Chase, .N. C. Children's writing:' The product. Elementary English,
1973, 50, 977-981.

"Acceptance" should guide the teacher's actions. Positive
comments should replace negative comments.

DeVries, T. D. Writing writing and talking writing. Elementary
.English, 1970, 47, 1067, 1071.

Teachers should strive to be positive and understanding in
their comments on students' journals.

Ellis, H. M. Twenty-one way-out story-starters and how to use
them. Grade Teacher, 1969, 86, 95-100.

Praising students' work encourages them to write.

Golub, L. S. Stimulating and receiving children's writing:
Implications for an elementary writing curriculum. Elementary
English, 1971, 48, 33-49.

Defines "receiving" students' writing as listening to or read-
ing the child's message and accepting it in the manner in which
it was written, without criticism. The teacher's response
stimulates the student to respond in oral or written language.
"Receiving" involves accepting the child's views and world
view. It creates a new stimulus for the next writing activity.

Hoffman, M. The other mouth: Writing in the schools. Childhood
Education, 1970, 47, 79-83.

Teachers should not consider any subject taboo in the inner-
city school.

Hunter,.E. ^Fostering creative expression. Childhood Education,
1968, 44, 369-371.)

Teachers must maintain an "accepting classroom environment"
in order to encourage creative activity.
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Smith, B. H. Spontaneous writing of young children. Elementary
English, 1975, 52, 187-189.

Emphasizes the need for teachers to be "dependable, trust-
worthy, and consistent" in order for the children to write
spontaneously.

Terwilliger, P. N. & Turner, T. N. I hate you, Dr. T! A creative
writing approach that knock* the sails out of your wind.
Elementary English, 1975, 52, 170-172, 186.

The teacher should contribute to the tense atmosphere required
in this exercise by "prodding, pushing, bantering, and
challenging."

Ziegler, A. The seasons of a writing workshop. Teachers and
Writers, 1978, 10, 36 -41.

No topic should be considered by the teacher to be too emo-
tional or personal. Some students need to write for its
therapeutic value, and teachers should treat this need with
sensitivity.

Works on ERIC, microfiche

Nikoloff, S. B. The relationship of teacher standards to the
written expression of fifth rand sixth grade dhildren. 1967.
ED 018 407.

A study of 1,000 student essays with regard to teacher stan-
dards as characterized by a Teacher WKiting Standards Inven-
tory indicated that there is not significant difference between
essays by students of teachers who hold "less strict" standards
and those who hold "more strict" standards. "Less strict"
standards promote the following: "1) acceptance of every
child's written expression, '2) separation of the creative and
the editing functions, 3) emphasis on expression of ideas
rather than on spelling and mechanics, 4) frequent opportunity\
for writing of an imaginative and personal nature, and
5) diagnosis and use rof children's errors for future teaching
rather than for immediate fault-finding on the child's paper."

Project succes% for the SLD child Langlage,Arts Guide, 1974.
ED 089 '484.

Desirable qualities in the teacher of SLD children are
"patience, sympathy, and resourcefulness" in coping with
emotional and behavioral problems. Outlines general rules
that a teacher should follow to achieve a good learning
environment.
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Student Characteristics

Published works

none

Works on ERICilicrofiche

Gray, G. W. & Galloway, E. B. Teaching language arts skills to
disadvantaged students. 1972. ED 072 454.

Authors accept Gertrude Noar's (Teaching the Disadvantaged,
1967) definition of cultdral disadvantage due to poverty as
well as-Ruth Strickland's (Language Arts in the Elementary
School, 1969) view that some middle -class children are cul-
lU01Y disadvantaged in the sense that they do not enjoy
contact-with people/who care about their intellectual
development.

'Project success for the SLD child. Language .Arts Guide, 1974.
ED 089 484.

A language arts program developed to prevent educational
failure for the child with a specific language.disability,
i.e.,the child who has demonstrated difficulty in reading,
-writing, spelling, or listening with facility despite a
normal IQ. Estimates SLD children make up 10-20% of the
chool population. The Language Arts Guide Supports the idea
at the SLD child learns best through a program which inte-

grates all areas of lariguage--reading, writing,'spelling,
speaking, and listening.

Shapiro, B. G. & Shapiro, P. P. An evaluation of poetry lessons
with children from less advantaged backgrounds. 1971.
ED 047.040.

The same methods that were used to teach poetry to students
from upper middle class backgrounds (study documented in 1970)
were equallyaeffective in teaching children from less advan-
taged backgrounds. The two methods carried out consisted of
a "free" and "semi- structured" approach. The "free" approach
stressed listening to the work of famous poets. The students
were free to comment, but the-teacher did not force discussion.
The "semi-structured" approaCh consisted of carefully struc-
tured group and individualized activities which included the
sharing of ideas. Less poetry was read oud, but it included
the work of children as well as adults. Both.methodologies
resulted in an increase in the quantity and an impiovement
in the quality of the students' poetry among both socioeconomic
groups.
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Evolution of the Obiervation Grid
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In the first observation cycle, observers used a split sheet

for recording events in simple. narrative form: the left side for

what happened and the right side for impressions or inferences.

All narratives followed the simple syntax of the independent

clause in the present tense; subject, verb, and complement, and

observers used conventional abbreviations as appropriate.

Teacher tells students about paragraphs. (t, ss, para)

Student asks about complex sentence. (s?t, sent)

'The split sheets were on NCR papa., so that the observer and

teacher could each have a copy; isthird copy went to a team

member who had not observed the class. Later, in a trinary

meeting, these three persons reviewed the record of the obser-

vation.

As a result of these procedures for every observation

during the school y9ar, team members evolved a grid, or matrix,

which displayed activities(in the left-hand vertical column)

and characteristics of activities (horizontally across the

top); the most developed form of the matrix presented the

description of an activity, its code number, and the clock time

of its beginhing and ending; it also presented a series of

columns across the page wherein the observer could place

check marks for the appropriate characteristics of any given

activity.

The final matrix was the tenth version of the original split-

sheet narratives. Following is a notation of the major changes
0

in each successive version.
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Version

Summary: Evolution of the Observation Grid

Features

1. (prior to first
observation cycle)

2. (obs. cycles #1
and #2)

3. (interim, 10/13/79)

4. (plenary meeting
11/17/79)

5. (12/10/79 - 1/11/80,
used in obs. cycles
#5 and #6)

'6. J1/28 - 2/7/80,
used in obs. cycle
#7)

7. (2/25 rks1/6/80,
used in obs. cycle
#8)

8. (4/7 - 4/24/80,
used in obs. cycle
#9)

9. (5/t - 5/15/80,
used in obs. cycle
#10)

10. (5/31/80, Plenary
meeting)

Accommodates encyclopedic reporting: obser-
vations on the left and observer's impressions
on the right; 1 1/2 sheets; observer gives
one copy. of narrative (left-hand sheet) to
teacher and retains copy of narrative with
observer's impressions. Thii design was
rejected (in plenary meeting) in favor of
Version #2.

Version #1 modified by procedural change.
Observer gives teacher satire copy of obser-
vation (both narrative and impression) and
another copy to third team member.

A list of observed behavior in cycles #1
and 02 and a blank matrix for distinguishing
between activities and characteristics of
those activities.

A grid based on items in 10/13 list, juxta-
posing activities and characteristics.
Evolved from trinary meeting #13. Grid
was not operational, but it was the first -
specification of activities and character-
istics.

The first open-ended grid, allowing continuous
observing, recording activities by code
number.

ActiVities stibilized:at 9 in number; skills
rearranged in 3 categories.

Version #6 modified by rearranging skills
into 2 categories.

Version #7 modified to. specify subscene cues.

2 hifications of version #8: "Purpose" and
"audience" added to skills, and."pre-writing"
added as activity.

2 significance modifications: ;(1) "Skills"
omitteein fivor of observable "foci of
activities" and (2) "pre-writing" amiter
because it hadnot been observed.

2L3
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Classroom (Version 1::11/2 pages)
(Version 2: 1 page) IMPRESSIONS

Observer

Date

OBSERVATIONS

:s4

2

sr

"177



Characteristics of ActiVities

17,..........mor3.

1Activities

(Version 1) 10/13

6

Remarks



A79'10/13/79 (Version 3)

List of activities and characteristics of oerved instruction

abstracted from minutes of trinary meet44g to date:

1. editing by teacher

2. eliciting correct spelling

3. teacher offers encouragement

4., evaluation
(-

6. making assignments

7. outlining

9. proofreading

10. questioning by students

11. readifig

12. reading together

13. reading writing aloud

14. reenforcing by teacher

15. reviewing

16. sharing of writing by students

17. summarizing by teacher

18. teacher/student interacting

19. teaching or reenforcing basic skills

20. encouraging students to listen

21. teaching students to analyze

22. (see 28)

23. using A/V materials (anything that helps child--need not be
mechanical)

24. using directed materials

25. students working together

28. vocabulary

29. using shai4ed experiences

30. student solicits response 262 b. assts at student's
desk

31. a. teacher assists student at teacher's desk
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CRW/NIE

1

1

1

Mode

EVALUATING

I. GIVING INSTRUCTIONS

I. MONITORING

i. ORIENTING

I. OUTLINING

. PROOFREADING
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Teacher 31

Relationships. Between Activities and Participants'

0

PARTICIPANTS

. . ,

. I

.

03
M
ed

r-Io
I 0
,r
o

-* .0
,

.

' ti
W

(..e

. 0
\ 'a.

.o
. o ,

w
, 00 .

.

0::.7

eel
W
w
o
..

.

f.Z

4.1

o
0
.0
t4
Y
m
co

1440

Ph-

,

1,,...,,.-I04

00

.

i

J
V V. ,

L1

DI

m 0
ACTIVITillr H E.4 H, E-1 ' 0 m z

1. PRESENTING
.-..,/

83.3% 16.7% 0.0% 0.0% . 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

.
rii..

4......

2. GIVING , 52.0 40.0' 4..0 0.0 4.0 0.0 0.0
INSTUCTIO4S

3. ORIENTING 80.0 11.50 070 '0.0 0.0 0.0 7.7

4. REVIEWING- 47.8 30:4 8.7 Or 0.0 0.0. 13.0

N
5. WRITING 7 0.0 0.0 28.6 0.0 14.3 42.9 14.3'

6. REWRITING, % 0.0 33.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 33.3 33.3

7. SHARING OF 0.0 70.6 5.9, 0.0' 5.9 0.0 17.6
WRITING

.,.,/

8. EVALUATING 10.0 35.0 25.0 15.0,.E 0.0 5.0 10.0

9. 'EDITING 6.7 40.0 20.0 13.3 '0.0 0.0 20.0
- .

TOTAL 39.2% 32.4%' 9.5% ,3.4% 2.0% .3.4% 19.1%

.(Figures represent the percentage of occasions in which each activity
used each participant grouping.)
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Teacher 31

Relationships Between Activities 'and'$odesand Materials

Md1E

ACTIVITY

a
ro
4-1
4-1

00
Os
UI

H

PRESENTING 58.5% 25.0%

GIVING 68.0 20.0,
INSTUCTIONS

ORIENTING 50.0 '19.0

REVIEWING 34.8 60.9

WRITING 0.0 14.3

REWRITING 33.3 0.0-

SHARING OF 23.5 47:1
WRITING

EVALUATING 55.0 35.0

EDITING 26.7 333

TOTAL 43.9%.32.4%

to
1:1

O
0.
to
a)

a

0.0%

0.0

0.0

0.0

9.0

0.0

0.0

5.0

0.0%

4.0

0.0

4.8

14.3

,0.0

10.0

0.0

41.7%

8.0

30.8

13.0

71.4

66.7

29.4

15.0

40.0

250%.

42.3

34.8

14.3'

33.3

58.8

25.0

13.3

.0.0%

4.0

0.0

00

Y.

0.0

0.0

0.0

-
15.0

0.0

3.4% 3.4% 26.4X 33.8% 2.7%

MATERIALS' '

al

0u.

0

ori

ori
15

a

00 ,

0

w
. 03

4.1

0
4.1

8.3% 16.7% 0.0% 8.3% 41.7%

16.0 4.0 0.0 36.0 24.0

11.5 15.4 11-.5 3.8 19.2

0.0 13,0 0.0 30.4. 39.1

0.0 0.0, 14.3 4249 42.9

0.0 '0.0 0.0 33.3 66.7

D.0 0.0 76.5 23.5

10.0 10.0 5.0. 40.0 20.0

6-7 n 0. 733 20 0

7.4% 8.1%' 3.4% 36.5% 27.7%'

(Figures represent the percentage of occurrences of each activity which .

used each mode and material. PerCentage may not siliito 100% for each
activity because some activities'uded momthan one mode.or material.)
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Teacher 31

Relationships Between Activities and Foci of Activities

40.4

4

ACTIVITY

00

o'

N

rIa
0

0

441

0

00
as

co

1.4

1. PRESENTING 8.3% 8.3% 16.7% 0.0%

2. GIVING 24.0 24.0 28.0;..4.0
INSTUCTIONS

3. ORIENTING' 3.8 3.8 3.8 0.0

. REVIEWING 17.4 39.1 39.1 0.0

5. WRITING 28.6 28.6 28.6 14.3-

6. REWRITING 66.7 66.7 66.7 33.3'

7 .SHARING OF 64.7 58.8 64.7 0.0

WPOTING

EVALUATING 40.0 45.0 40.0 15.0

9. EDITING 200 40.0 20.0 20.0

TOTAL ( 25.7% 31.1% 30.4% 6.1%

FOCI

0.0%

32.0

7.7

39.1

28.6

66.7

64.7

25.0

20.0

28.4%

, as

O)

B
ar

asas

1.4

Po

.

0.

0'.
II
0

414

0.0% 0.0% 33.3% 0.0%

28.0 4.0 8.0 24.0

7.7 0.0 15.4 7.7.

21.7 0.0 17.4 17.4

42.9 0.0 28.6 0.0

66.7 0.0 33.3 33.3

53.8 0.0 0.0 58.8

30.0 0.0 5.0 25.0

20.0 6.7 6.7 13.3

25.7% 1.4% 12.8% 20.3%

A101

0.0% 0.0%

-411k

24.0 4.0

3.8 0.0

17.4- 0.0

0.0 0.0

33.3 0.0

58.8 5.9

25.0 0.0

134: 6.7

50.0%

48.0

76.9

43.5

28.6

33.3

35.3

60.0

33.3.

f

19.6% 2.0% 48.6%

(Figures represent the percentage of.occurrences of e ach activity which -D
addressed each focus. Percentages may not sum to 100% for each activity
because activities often had more than one focus.)
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Teacher 32

Relationships Between

e

Activities and Participants

PARTICIPANTS.
- .

4

.

ACTIVITY

' 0
g-i
o
A
3

.0

3
E-4

'

can

0
a.0o
W
.0

3
H

.0

V
H

1

C'
.r0i
4.4,o
co

....,

c/3 ,

.0

i
TH

P.

.
00
4,
.ri

to
ca
4-1`0

o
0w

t>,
1-1
bo4
co

3
44

cn
cn

..

1 .
.

2.

3.

4.

5 .

6 .
,

7.

8'.

9.

I J
PRESENTING

GIVING
INSTUCTIONS

ORIENTING.

REVIEWING
, .

WRITING

REWRITING

SHARING OF
WRITING

EVALUATING

EDITING

\..

'

.

1)

57:1%

70.6

70.6

69.2

0.0

, 0.0

100.0

0.0
.

o.o

0.0%

5.9

11.8

7.7

0.0
.e.

o.o

0.0

0.0

040

0.0%

1
0.0

0.0

7.7

0.0
o

e
o.o

0.0

16.7.

0.0

0.0%

5.9

- 0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

33.3

100.0 ,

14.3%

0.0'

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

#

0.0%

0.0

5.

7.7

8,5.7

1

0.0

'OL0
..,

0.0

000

,

28.6%

17.6

11:8

7.7

14.3

100.0

0.0

50.0

0.0

TOTAL 54.9% 5.6% 2.8% 5.6% 1.4% 11.3% 18.3%

. (Figures represent the percentage of occasions in which each activity
. .

used eachTparticipant grouping.)
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Teacher 32

Relationships BetweentActivities and Modes and Materials

4

ACTIVITY

MODE

60

r-I

00

MATERIALS

A103

a

14

i.

1. ' PRESENTING

2.' GIVING
INSTUCTIONS

3. ORIENTING

4. REVIEWING

5. WRITING

6. REWRITING

7. SHARING OF
WRITINQ

8. EVALUATING

9. EDITINd'''

57.1%

76.5

35.3

\\
23.1\

0.0

50.0

661:7

28.6%

11,.8

70.6'

69.2

'0.0

4

0.0

66.7

0.0

0.02

0.0

X

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

28.6%

5.9

5.9

23.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

33.3

0.0

28.6%

11.8'

11.8

P.7

100.0

50.0

100.0

0.0%

5.9

23.5

14.3

°

0.0

0.0

14.3%

5.9

17.6

0.0

14.3

0.0

0.0

16.7.

0.0

0.0%

17.6

5.9

0.0

14.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

14.3%

0.0

17.6

15.4

28.6

0,0

0.0

0.0

0.0

42.9%

5.9

17.6

'0.0'

6.0

0.0

0.0

0.0'

0.0

.0.0%

23.5

11.8

30.8

14.3

0.0

50.0

66.7,

0.0

28.6%

47.1

23.5

46.2

28.6

mho
e

50.0

66.7

100.0

TOTAL,

_1
43.7% 40.8%. 0.0% 12.7t'23.9% 11.3% §.9% 7.0 %_11.3% 9.9%

(dtgureiirepresent the percentegeocif occurrences of each activity which
usecrVich mode and material. \Pficentages may not sum to 100% for each
activity because some activities used more than one mode or material.)
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Teacher 32

Relationships Between,. ctivities and Foci of Actixiiies

FOCI

B

ACkIVITY -

.00

a
Pui

.

0

4.1

biTI

,42

1...

Cei

.

13

4.1

Y
Ck

.

el°ps

v
)

e
A

rl
0
co

: 1

Wok
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a
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co
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1
s

,

1
0
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I
W
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(0

ii
t)
cd

l

, W0o

13

,

co'
a

.

1

1. PRESENTING

2. GIVING
. INSTUCTIONS

3. ORIENTING

4._ REVIEWING

.

5. WRITING

t

.

6. REWRITING

7. SHARING OF
WRITING

8. :EvALTATING

9.. E DATI 146

14.3%

17.6

5.9

23.1 .46.2

14.3'

0.0

b.°

16.7

0.0

14.3%

0.0

0.0

28.6

0.0

0.0

13

0.0

0.0% 28.6%

5.'9 11.8

0.0 29.4

46.2- 15.4

14.3 14.3

Y

0.0 0.0

0.0, ' 0.0

16.7 33.3

h

0.0 100.0

14.3%

35.3'

0.0

38.5

28.6

0.0

0.0

66.7

060

14.3%

,

5.9

0.0

23.x1

14.3

0.0

0.0

0:0

100.0

0.0%

0.0

11.8

0.0

0.0

0.0

R:0

.0

'0.0
i

14.3%

0.0,

0.0

411

30.8

28.6

0.0

0.0

16.7

100.0

0.0%

5.9

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

.0.0

0.0

14.3%

0.0

0.0

15.4

14.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0%

23.5

23.5

15.4

0.0

0.-0

0.0

0.0

0.0

71.4%

41.2

52.9

15.4

57.1

100.0

100.6

33.3

0.0

TOTAL . 14.1% 15.5% 12.7% 21.1% 25.4% 9.9%- 2.8% 12.7% 1.4%
.

5.6%
A

14.1% 45.1%.

(Figures &present the-percentage of occurrences of each activityjvhich-
addressed each focus. Percentages may not sum to 100% for each activity'
because activities often had more than one focus.)
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Teacher 41

Relationships Between Activities and Participants

PARTICIPANTS.

A105

.
co
co

1
ti
I1)

o-i
0

ecn n

I 0
la.0
0

-
.

',--1

arl
1.4

1 0)
CO
...

P
4.I
0
4
4J

a
`"S

en

II*,
. r-I

CI
arl

CO

.

4
a

$4
en en en 4.:o (14 if

, 464 4 ej'' A $4 .

o
3

ACTIVITY cl ("1
E4 E4 0 W Z

1. PRESENTING
68.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0: 11.8%

2. GIVING
INSTUCTIONS *49.3 9.0 X0.0 7.1 0.0 0.0 3.6

/
3. ORIENTING

84.6 0.6 0.0 3.8 0.O 0.0 11.5

v
4. REVIEWING

92.3 0.0 0.0 4119 0.0 3.8 3.8
,--(

5. WRITING
9.1 0.0 0.0 c 0.0 9.1 . 72.7 9.1

4-.-

)'-':' t

6 REWRITING 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.0 100.0 0.0

..,--
7. SHARING OF 40.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 20.0 20.0 20.0

RITING 4
,

8. ALUATING 111.1* 0.0
\
0.0 66.7 0.0 0.0 22.2

9. ED TING 0.0 Q.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 50.0 - 0.0

\J
TOTAL 70.9% 0.0% 0,0% 7.9% 1.6% 11.0% 8.7%

. .

(Figures r present the percentage of occasions inwhich each activity
used each articipant grouping.)
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Relationships Between Activities and'Modes and Matyials

MODE MATERIALS
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4. REVIEWING

5. WRITING
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7. SHARING OF
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8. EVALUATING

9. EDITING

4r.

23.5%

64.3

19.2

23.1

0.0

20.0

22.2

0.0

52.9%

14.3

61.5

57.7

0.0

0.0

20.0

st .0

0.0% 5.9%

0.0 21.4

3.8 3.8

0.0 0.0

0.0
;

9.1

0.0 0.0

)

0.0' , 0.0

50.0 0.-0

17.6%

3.6

15.4

19.2

90.9

100.0

60.0

66.7

50.0

41.2%

7.1

3:8

19.2

0.0

0.0

5.9%

0.0

7.7

7.7

<0.0

0.0

0.0

060

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

35.3%

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

(4\
0.0

0.0

0.0

11.8%

10.7

15.4

1J..5

TOTAL

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.9

5.9%

0.0

3.8

7.7

0.0

6.0

0.0

0.0

5.9%

14.3

15.4

0.0

18.2

'do.°

,130.0

55.6

50.0

35.3%

67.9

53.8

61.5

72.7

)0.0

44.4

50.0

28.3% 36.2% 1.6% 7.9% 28.3% 11.8% 3.9% 4.7% 9.4% 3.9%,18.9% 54.3%

(Figures represent the percentage of.occurrences of each activity which
used each mode and material. Percentage may not sum to 100% for each
activity because some activities used more than one mode or material.)
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Relationships Between Activities and Foci of Activities
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-

5. \WRITING

6. REWRITING

7. SHARING OF
WRITING

8. EVALUATING

.

9. EDITING .

0.0%

3.6

g

0.0

3,8"7:7

18.2

0.0

60.0

22.2

50.0

0.0%

3.6

0.0

9.1

0:0

60.0

11.1

0.0

41.2%

7.1

3.8

23.1

9.1

0.0

60,0

0.0

0.0

5.9%

3.6

0.0

7.7

0.0

0.0

40.0

11.1

0.0

5.9%

,

,14.3

0.0

.7.7

0.0

0.0

60.0

11.1

0.0'

0.0%

0.0

0.0

'7.7

-0.0

0.0

J.

40.0

11.1

.

0.0

0.0%

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

11.1

0.0

0.0%

0.0

0.0

7.7

9.1

0.0

40.0

0.0

-

0.0

0.0%

10.7

0.0

7.7

18.2

0.0

-0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0%

3.6

.0.0

0.0

0.o-

0.0

40.0

0.0

.

0.0

29.4%

14.3

3.8
,

23.1

9.1

33.3

20.0

0.0

0.0

70.0%

.

83.3

Y

85.7

58.8

57.1

100.0

66.7

80.0

50.0

TOTAL 7.9% 6.3% 15.7% 5.5% (8.7%3.9% 0.8 %.. 3.9% 5.5% 2.4% 15.0% 7513%

(Figured represent the percentage of accurrences of each activity which
addressed each focus. Percentages may not suleto 100% for each activity
because. activities often had more than one focui.)
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Relat onsh ps Between Activities and Participants

PARTICIPANTS
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3. ORIENTING
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7. SHARING OF''
WRITING
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9. EDITING
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90.5
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0.0

0.0

0.64

0.0
.

0.0

0.0%

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

,0.0

o.o

0 04
,e

0:6

0.01

. 0.0
,

0-7.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

20.0

50.0

10.0%

0.0

0.0

0.0

14.3

0.0

33.3

80.0

0.0

o.oz

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

67.7

0.0

0.0.

0.0%

4..;

4.8

0.0

57.1

50.0

0.0

0.0

-0.0

10.0%

15.0

4.8

11.8

28.6

50.0

0.0

0.0

50.0

TOTAL 63.4% 0.02 2.2% 7.5% 2.22 8.6% 15.1X

A

(Figures represent the percentage of occasions in which each activity
used each participant grouping.)
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Relationships Between Activities and Mode, and Materi

ACTIVITY

1. PRESENTING

MODE

,/

'4\,, MATERIALS

0'
1.4

ar

2. GIVING
INSTUCTIONS

3. ORIENTING

V

4. REVIEWING

S. WRITING

6. REWRITING

7. SHARING OF
WRITING

8. EVALUATING

. -EDITING

30.0%

05.0

4.8

11.8

(Lb

0.0

33.3

80.0

0.0

48.0%y 0.0% 20.0% 20.0%

20.8 0.0 8.3 16.7

81.0 4.8 0.0 9.5

76.5 0.0 0.0 11.8

14.3 0.0 14.3 85.7

0.0 0.0 0:0 106.0

I

33,3 0.0 0.0 66.7

0.0 20.0 20.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0

20.0%

16.7

0.0

5.9

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0%

20.8

14.3

'0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0%

J

"i-
4.

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

30.0%

0.0

23.8

5.9

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

I I

10.0%

0.0

0.0

0.0

14.3

0.0

0.0.

4

0.0

0.0

10.0%

0.0

4.8 ,

5.9

14.3

25.0

0.0

20.0

II 1

50.0%

62.5

61.9

82.4

71.4

75.0

100.0

80.0

TOTL 31.2% 44.1% 2.2% 6.5% 25.8% 7.5% 8.6% 0.0% 10.8% 2.2%

(Figures represent the percentage of occurrences of ei activity which
used each mode and material., Percentage may not sum to I00% for each
activity because some activities used more than one mode'br material.)
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FOCI
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WRITING
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9. EDITING

10.0%
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A

14.3

0.0
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204'
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10.0i

0.0

0.0
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0.0
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20.0

50.0

10.0%

0.0

0.0

23.5'

14.3

0.0

33.3

20.0

50. Q

0.0%

4.2

9:5

29.4

0.0

0.0

0.0

20.0

50.0'

20.0%

4.2

0.0

23.5

14.3

OA

33.3

0.0

50.0

0.0%.

0.0

0.0

11.8

14.3

0.0.

0.0

20.0

0.0

0.0%

0.0

0.0

5.9

0.0

0.0

0:0

0.0

0.0

0.0%

4.2

0.0

17.6

14.3

0.0

0.0

0.0-

50.0

0.0%

4.2

0.0

17.6

0.0

e0.0.

0.0

0.0

50.0

0.0%

0.0

0.0

5.9

14,3

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

20.0%

8.3

4.8

11.8

14.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

70.0%

83.3

85.7

58.8

57.1

100.0

66.7

80.0

50.0

TOTAL 8.6% 8.6% 9.7% 10.8% 10.8%
64.3%

1.1% 6.5% 5.4% 2.2% 8.6% 75.3%

(Figures represent the- percentage of occurrences of each activity which
addressed each focus. Percentages may not sum to 100% for each lactivity
because activities often had more than one focus.)
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6.3

0.0
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11.1
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0.0
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0.0

5.6
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5.1% '52.6% 12;8% 11.5%
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(Figures represent the percentage of occasions in which each activity
-used each participant grouping.)
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MODE MATERIALS
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0.0
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o.Ot

0.0

5.6

3.7

12.5

100.0

75.0

53.1

0.0

0.0%

55.8

27.8

63.0

56.3

0.0 ,

25.0

46.9

100.0

TOTAL 43.62 39.72 .2.62 1:32 26.92 16.0% 9.0% 1.3% 2.6%'

(Figure8 repres t the percentage of occurrences of each ctivity whiChen.

used each mode b d material. Percentage may not sum to 100% for each
activity,because,some activities used more than one mode or material.)
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Relationships Between Activities and Foci of Activities
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TOTAL 19.2% 5.8% 13.5% 24.4% 7.1% 10.3% 0.6% 11.5% 9.6% 6.4% 0.0% 40.4%

(Figures represent the percentage of occurrences of each' activity which
addressed each focui. Percentages may not sum to 100%.,Ifor each activity
because activities often had more than one focus.)
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(Figures rep esent the percentage of occasions in which each activity
used each articipant grouping.)
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0.0,

0.0

0.0

12.5%

10.3

5.6

6.9

10.0

0.0

0.0%

3.4

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0%

0.0

27.8'

10.0

0.0

0.0

50.0Z

20.7

27.8

13:8

O. 0 -

0.0,

0.0^"

8. EVALUATING 44.4 27.8 0.0 16.7 44.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 16.7

. EDITING 4r.0 6..0 0.0 0.0 30.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Togua, 39.2% 32.3% 0.0% 4.6% 334% 4.6% 6.2% 0.8%

(Figures represent the percentage of occurrences of each activity which
used each mode and material. Percentage may not to 100% for each
activity because.some activities used more than one mode or material.)

6.2%

.0.0%

13.8

0.0

34.5.

50.0

0.0

40.0

66.7

10.0

0.0%

5.2

38.9

34.5.

40.0

100.0'

60.0

22.2

90.0

16.9%

303
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, ACTIVITY

Teacher 52 .

Relationships Between Activities and Foal. of Activitiesk.

S-

1. PRESENTING

2. GIVING
INSTUCTICL

' 3. ORIENTING

4. REVIEWING

5. WRITING

REWRITING

7 (SHARING OF
WRITING

8'. EVALUATING

9. EDITING

'TOTAL

,

rl
rl

An

0

0
lV

"r1
I-1

"r1

04d
0

130
"r1

0
W0
00
'0k
o

,

0.0% 0.0% 0.02 0.0%

10.3 6.9 10.3

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

6 . 9 6.9 13.8 3.4

40.0 40.0 40.0° 40.0

0.0 0.0 33.3 0.0

20.0 20.0 0.0 40.0

0.0 5.6 33.3 16.7

20.0 104 20.0 10,0

9.22 8.52 15.42 ma

FOCI-

0

41.

0

Act ,

1114

37.5%. 6:0i 'o.ox

-10.3

_0.021 ,'0.02r 0.0%150c,0% 50.0%

10.3 3.4. 0.0' 10.3 13.8 0.0 65.6'
h 4

11.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 '0.0 0.0 0.0 88.9'

17.2 10.3 .3.4" 6.9 3.4 17.2. 0,.3 51.7'

11'300 -30.0 0.0 2e.0 20.0 200 10.0 30.0
I lk 4

31.3' 33.3 0.0 0:0 33.3.33'.3 ' 0.0 06.7
-

20.0 20.0 ,0.0 20.0 20.0 .0 0:0 60.0

-11.1 11.1, , 0.0 5.6 5.6 11.1 44.4

0.0 70.0' 16-n

15.4% .15.4% 1.5% 5.4% 6.9% 14.

(Figures represent the percentage of.occurrences of each activity which
addressed each focus. PerCentages may not sum to 100% for each activity
becadse activities often ha; ,more than ,one focus.)
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Relationships Bepween ActLvities and Participants

PARTICIPANTS

A117
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g a.

CO

II
0
a)

I-4

4
3

4.)

)*el

E-1

U3

44
0
a.00
$4
00

4.,

V
H

.

Cn

4.1

)
E4

#'
0

.44
i+0
CO

%..0

U1

,44"

H

4.1

4
*el)-
U3
U3

4-10
01,
00
140

ON

000
*el
03

1
o)

U3
an

.

'''''' g)
Z

\

.

.

,

1. PRESENTING '

ir
2. GIVING

INSTUCTIONS
..

3. ORIENTING

4. "AVIEWING

.5 .,, WRITING
)

6. REWRITING

7. SHARING OF
WRITING-

)
EVALUATING

9. EDITING ,,

..___

'

80.0%

44.8

39.1

37.1
.

15.51.

0.0
%.

5.6

7.7

1 0.0

r

0.0%

41i
.

39.1

42.9

0.0

0.0

61.1

.

38.5

50.0

0.0%

.0.0

Q.0

8.6

.0.0

0.Q

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0%

0.0

0.0,

,2.9

p.o

0.0

16.7

38.5

0.0

.

0.0%

0.0'

0.0

-..
0.0

7.7

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

,

0.0%

0.0

4.3

0.0

53.8

0.0-

0.0

0.0

50.0

Y

20.0%

13.8

17.4

8.6

23.1

-

i°13-.0

16.7

15.4 i

0.0

TOTAL 30.7% 38.6% 2.1% 6:4% 0.7% 7.1% 14.3%

(Figures represent the p rcentage of. occasions in which each activity
used each participant" ouping.)
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ACTIVITY

C.

Teacher 61

Relationships Between Activities and Modes and Materials

MODE MATERIALS
4

00

41-1

,f0r. PRESENTING

2. GIVING-
, INSTUCTIONS

3. .ORIENTING

4. REVIEWING

5 .` a WRITING
. 6

6. *WRITING

Ai*
7. iSHARING OF

WRITING

8. EVALUATING

:EDITING ,

80.0%

75.9

21.7

45.7

23.1

0.01!

22.2

23.1

0.0

20.0%

13.8

56,5

71.4

:7.7

o.o,

j3:3

'61.5

25.0

0.

6.9

0.0-

0!.p

o:o

0.0

o:o

0.0

0.0

glk

30,.4

0.0

0.0

-22.2

'0.0.

o.o

69.2

100.0

38.9

23.1

7p.0

6.9.

13.0

10.0

0.0

0.0.

Q.0

0.0

TOTAL ,49.72442.12 1.4% 5.7% 23.6% 9.3% !

11MMI

rl

0

k
arl

ro
4)
C.)0
rl

C.)

arl

t

*A
I.
1J

(d3

C1

to
ro
ro

Ca
0

0,02 0.02 '20.02. 0,02 20.0% 40.0%

0.0 3.4 31.0 0.0 27.6 \31.0

4.3 4.3 34.8 4.3 13.0 9.1

'
0.0 2.9 5.7 0.0 45.7 31.4

0.0 0.0 30.8 0.0 7.7 61.5

6

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0

0.0 0:0 11.1 0.0 72.2 16.7)

0.0 23.1 15:ft 7 &. 9 0.0

0.0 0.0 25.0 0.0 75.0 0.0

0.72 2.17 21.47 2.12 39.32 30.02,

(Figures represent the percentage of occurrences of each activity which
;used each mode and material. Percentage may notjum to 100% for each
activity because some activities used more than one mode or material.)
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Teacher 61

Relationships B tween Activities and Foci of Activities

FOCI
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REVIEWING

'WRITING

REWRITING -.---0.0

-1

SHARING OF
WRITING .,

EVALUATING
.

lo

s

EDITING

0.0%

\

\

I

0.O

\I

.8.6\

1114

0.0

30.86

.

0.0

0.0%
. .

3.4

0.0

8.6

1 7.7

. ,

0.0

0.0.

7.7

0.0

0.0%

0.0

0.0.

41.4

7.7

0.0

5.6

7.7

P.O\

200%

6.

.

0.0

5.7

7.7

.0.0

16.7,

23.1'

50.0

0.0%

.

3.4

VP- L

0.0

8.6

t.7

0.0

5.6
...

7..7

0.0

0.0%

6.9

4.3.

5.7.

0.0

0.0

g

5.6

7.7

#

0.0

0.0%

'6.9--

4.3

..

11.4

7.7

0.0

0.0

15.4

0.0

0.0%

6.9

8.7

.

11.4

0.0

0.0

;

33.3

7.7

0.0

0

0.0%

6.9

4.3

14.3

7.7

'0.0

5.6

15.4

0.0

20.0%

13.8

8.7

0.0

0.7

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

20.0%40.0%

10.3

4.3

8.6.

0.0

0.0

5.6

15.4

0.0

55.2

69.6

37.'1

76.9

100.0

38.9

30.8

.

50.

TOTAL 7.1% 4.3% 5.0% 10.0% 5.0% 5.0% 7.1% 10.7% 8.6% 5.7% 7.9% 504.0%

(Figures represent the percentage of occurrences of each activity which
addressed each focus. Percentages may not sum to 100%ofor each activity
because 'activities often had More than one focus.)
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Relationships Between Activities and Participants
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PARTICIpANTS
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1. PRESENTING'

2. GIVING
INSTUCTI. S

3. ,, ORIENTING

4 . REVIEWING

10

5. WRITING

6. REWRITING

7. SHARING OF
WRITING

8. EVALUATING
tik

9. EDITING

75.0%

-......E.9.5

85.7

94.4
0

14.3

0.0

100.0

28.6

62.5

0.0%

0.0

0.0
,...

0.0
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0.0

0.0

0.0

12.5

f
0.0%

0.0

0.0
.

5.6

- r
0.0

0.0

0.0

19.0

0.0

Os.0%

0.0

0.0

0.0

14.3.

0.0
.

0.0

23,

0.0

.

0.9%

0.0

0.0
-

0.0
3.

N

14.3

0.0

0.0

9.5

14Za'4y144,

12.5

,.

0.0%

0.0

0.0

.0.0

57.1'

0.0

0.0

4.8.

12.5

. /
25.0%

10.5

14.3

',...

0.0
.

0.0

0.0

'0.0

14.3

0.0

TOTAL 67.4% 1.1% 5.4% 6.5%. ,4.3Z 6.5%. 8.7%

(Figures represent the percentage,of occasions in which each activity
used each participant grouping.)
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Relationships Between Activities and Modes and Materials

MODE MATERIALS
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2. GIVING
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ORIENTING

- 4. REVIEWING

WRITING

6. WRITING

7. SHARING OF
WRITING

8. EVALUATING

9. EDITING

62.5%
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38.9

14.3

0.0
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33.3

.25.0

37.5%

5.3

5Z.1

61.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

23.8
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0.0%
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0.0

1-
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0.0
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12.5%
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0.0

14.3

0.0

12.5%

5.3.
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5.6

85.7

100.0

50.0

18.41

37.5

12.5%

,0.0

0.0

11.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

6215%

26.3

0.0

224

28,

0.0

0.0

28.6

0.0

12.5%

2r.1

42.9

33.3

4.3

0.0

0.1)

9.5

50.0

0.0%

5.3

14.3

14.3

orb'

0.0

4.8

0.0

0.0%

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

TOTAL 46.7% 30.4% 0.0% 4.3% 25.0 3.3 723.9% 22.8% ,6.5% 1.1%

(Figures represent the percentage of occurrences of each activity which
0 used each mode and material. Percentage may not sum to 100% for each

activity because some activities used more than one mode ot material.)
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Relationships Between Activities and Foci of ActiVities

FOCI
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0.0

0.0

14.3
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0.0%

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0
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25.0%

15.8

14.3

11.1

14.3.
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TOTAL 10.9% 10.9% 22.8% 14.1% 5.4% 14.1% 2.2% 10.9% 7. 4.3% 17.4% 31.5%

(Figures represent the percentage of occurrences of each activity which
addressed each focus. Percentages may not sum to 100% for each activity
because activities often had more than one focus0
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Developmental Profile Scores of Writing,

4

Grad Three through Six
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1

Means and Standard Deviations of Profile Scores, by Grade

s

, Grade 3 , Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Unit

Number of paragraphs 1.007. 2.202 2.009 3.353 per essay

( .022) ( 1,172) ( .750) ( .750)

Number of sentences' 4.453

,

9.862 8.041 12.473
11 11

( 1.049) ( 4.287) ( 2.593) ( 3.350)

Number of words 40.885 126.737 96,766 149.726
11 11

' ( 13.330) ! ( 49.031) ( 30.763) ( 31.578)

Organizing idea .606 .446 .329 . .255 errors per paragr

, ( .169) .270) ,( .177) ( .148) ,

t

Evidence .045 .033
. 046 .00

11 11 11

t,

,069) .050) ( , .065) '.033)

One-sentence paragraph .015 .089 .097 .091
11 II ,11.

( .047) .130) ( .085), ( .082)

Forecast .005 .187 .110 .271 errors per paragr

( .021) .191) ( .097) ( .134)

(

Sequence
., .0 .184 .133 .136, errors per paragr

( .0 ) C .196) ( .180) ( .093)

Conclusion .018 .242 .257 406 errors per essay

'. .039) .196) ( .154) ( .179)

312 313

ph

ph

ph link



3A4

Grade 3

Fragment .054

( .029),

Subject-verb .024

, ( .029)

Verb .119

( .069)

Complement 005

( .011)

Compounding ,042

( .044)

Word choice .237

( .134

Diction .198

( .103)

Joining .368

( .374)

Phrases and Dependent .080

Clauses: Punctuation ( .080)

Phrases and Dependent .007

Clauses: Flinction ( .014)

'Referent .094 0

( .057)

Terminal punctuation ,141

( .134)

Quotation marks .121

( '.131)

Spelling .147

( .056)

Grade 4

.031

.034)

.031

.025)

.091

( .080)

'.005

( .007)

.053

( .055)

.229

( .150)

.440

( .368)

.195

( .089)

.021

( .024)

.121

( .063)

.095

( .126)

.218

( .258)

.059

( .071)

o

Grade 5 Grade 6 Unit

.028

( .028)

.016 ,

( .024),

.091

( .073)

.012

.012)

.036

( .030)

.209

( .117)

.131.

( .076)

.340

( .247)

.211

( .086)

.022

( .021)

.093

( .052)

,078

( .067)

.406

( .333)

.056

( .nii)

.020

.016)

.006

( .007),

456

( .035)

.010

( .010)

.041

( .025)

.147

( .071)

.111

( .064)

.156

( .104)

.158

( .019)

.023'

( .019)

.097

,048)

.030

( .029)

( .300)

.032

.0?1)

errors per

sentence

II II

ti It

II II

It II

It II

II II

tl II

II II

II II

tl II

II II
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errors per
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DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE SCOR4' 
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DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE SCORE
AP.
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I I 1
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DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE SCORE

Number of Words
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I I I I I

1 I 1 I I I .1
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i
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4
rx PGs. 134 a fl.

rn rn u3 rn
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DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE SCORE

Lack of Organizing -fdea

\

4

GRADE 3 GRADE, 4 GRADE 5 GRADE 6
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1.0

0.8

A131

DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE SCORE

Lack of Evidence in ParagrSph

0.2

0.0

)
g.Ng. g.

c i N ts

A

GRADE 3 GRADE 4 GRADE 5 GRADE 8
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DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE SCORE

One Sentence Paragraphs
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1.0

DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE SCORE

Lack of Forecast vf Main Idea

I

0.0

c., c., c., '

a, a,
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GRADE 3 GRADE 4 GRADE 5 GRADE 6
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APPENDIX L

Correspondence Between Instructional Emphasis

and Changes in WritingOutcome

Note: The bottom graph on each pige represents the percentage

of time the teacher spent on,-each of seven skills, as

reported in the teacher's log of writing activities.

The top graph on each page represents the percentage

in ease in control of those seven skills by students

the class from the Fall to the Spring of the school

year. Change in control was computed by the following

formula:

Change in Conttol =
Fall errors = Spring Errors

X 100
Fall errors

If students made fewer errors in the Spring than the

Fall, the percentage is positive (representing increased

control). If students made more errors in the Spring

than the Fall, the percentage is negative (representing

decreased control).
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CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN INSTRUCTIONAL
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0 CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN INSTRUCTIONAL

EMPHASES AND CHANGES IN WRITING OUTCOME
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BETWEEN INSTRUCTIONAL

EMPHASES .AND CHANGES IN WRITING OUTCOME
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CORRESPONDtNCE BETWEEN INSTRUCTIONAL

EMPHASES AND CHANGES IN WRITING OUTCOME
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CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN INSTRUCTIONAL

EMPHASES AND CHANGES IN WRITING OtTCOME
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CORRESPONQENCE BETWEEN INSTRUCTIONAL
EMPHASES AND CHANGES IN WRITING OUTCOME
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